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Abstract
Due to the popularity of smartphones and mobile streaming services, the
growth of traffic volume in mobile networks is phenomenal. This leads
to huge investment pressure on mobile operators’ wireless access and core
infrastructure, while the profits do not necessarily grow at the same pace.
As a result, it is urgent to find a cost-effective solution that can scale to the
ever increasing traffic volume generated by mobile systems. Among many
visions, mobile traffic offloading is regarded as a promising mechanism by
using complementary wireless communication technologies, such as WiFi,
to offload data traffic away from the overloaded mobile networks. The
current trend to equip mobile devices with an additional WiFi interface
also supports this vision.
This dissertation presents a novel collaborative architecture for mobile traffic offloading that can efficiently utilize the context and resources from networks and end systems. The main contributions include a network-assisted
offloading framework, a collaborative system design for energy-aware offloading, and a software-defined networking (SDN) based offloading platform. Our work is the first in this domain to integrate energy and context
awareness into mobile traffic offloading from an architectural perspective.
We have conducted extensive measurements on mobile systems to identify
hidden issues of traffic offloading in the operational networks. We implement the offloading protocol in the Linux kernel and develop our energyaware offloading framework in C++ and Java on commodity machines and
iii

iv
smartphones. Our prototype systems for mobile traffic offloading have been
tested in a live environment. The experimental results suggest that our collaborative architecture is feasible and provides reasonable improvement in
terms of energy saving and offloading efficiency. We further adopt the programmable paradigm of SDN to enhance the extensibility and deployability
of our proposals. We release the SDN-based platform under open-source
licenses to encourage future collaboration with research community and
standards developing organizations. As one of the pioneering work, our research stresses the importance of collaboration in mobile traffic offloading.
The lessons learned from our protocol design, system development, and
network experiments shed light on future research and development in this
domain.
Computing Reviews (1998) Categories and Subject
Descriptors:
C.2.1 Network Architecture and Design
C.2.2 Network Protocols
General Terms:
Design, Experimentation, Measurement, Performance, Standardization
Additional Key Words and Phrases:
Mobile Traffic Offloading, Network Assistance, Energy Awareness,
Software-Defined Networking
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation proposes a novel traffic offloading architecture that can
collaboratively utilize available resources and context from networks and
mobile systems to support efficient and energy-aware offloading. In this
chapter, we motivate the work, describe the problem statement, illustrate
the research methodology, summarize the contributions, and present the
organization of the dissertation.
For clarity, we use the term mobile network/access in this dissertation
to refer to cellular network/access. The term mobile systems refers to
hand-held computing devices that run dedicated operating systems.

1.1

Motivation

The impact of mobile and wireless communication is profound. Nowadays,
mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets have become critical tools
that offer great assistance and convenience to our daily lives. The widely
deployed mobile network infrastructure has enabled pervasive connectivity
to Internet services for mobile users. As indicated by the Cisco index,
the global mobile devices grew to 7 billion in 2013, in which smartphones
accounted for 77 percent of the growth. By 2018 the total number of mobile
devices will grow to more than 10 billion [1].
Meanwhile, the combination of capacity increase in mobile access such
as 4G/LTE and the popularity of smartphones has gradually changed the
diurnal behavior of mobile users. The trend is towards always-on mobile
applications that frequently access multimedia content such as video and
audio. Owing to the success of mobile streaming and online social services,
the global data traffic generated by mobile devices grew 81 percent in 2013
and will increase 11-fold between 2013 and 2018 [1, 2]. Such exponential
1
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rise of traffic volume leads to huge investment pressure on mobile operators’
wireless access and core infrastructure, while the profits do not necessarily
grow at the same pace. It is therefore urgent to find a cost-effective solution
that can scale to the ever increasing number of mobile users and their
demand for network capacity.
Among many visions, mobile network operators have identified traffic
offloading as a viable solution to offload bulk Internet traffic to alternative
access technologies such as WiFi. The trend to equip mobile devices with an
additional WiFi interface and the fast growth of WiFi hotspot deployment1
2 also support this vision. Recent studies advocate that traffic offloading is
feasible to relieve the investment pressure on the incumbent mobile network
operators and improve customer experience in a cost-effective manner [3, 4].
The increasing number of operator-deployed WiFi access points to offload
mobile data traffic 3 4 5 6 further confirm the acceptance of this approach
on a strategy level by the mobile network operators and Internet service
providers (ISPs).
However, although recent research shows promising results on mobile
traffic offloading [5, 6, 7, 8], there are still challenges remaining to be addressed. For mobile systems in particular, one of the key challenges is the
impact of traffic offloading on energy consumption. As battery technology
has developed slowly compared to the fast development of hardware and
applications on modern mobile systems, battery life has become a critical bottleneck for user experience. Given the prior studies focused mainly
on the operator perspective, such as how to maximize the amount of traffic offloaded, the user perspective such as energy consumption and service
experience also deserves a thorough examination.
This dissertation investigates mobile traffic offloading to uncover its
impact on mobile network operators and end users. We advocate that
energy awareness and collaboration between network operators and end
users are essential for mobile traffic offloading to benefit both sides in terms
of efficiency and energy consumption. Therefore, we aim at a collaborative
architecture that can better utilize the resources from networks and mobile
systems to achieve efficient and energy-aware traffic offloading.
1

Global number of public hotspots from 2009 to 2015: http://www.statista.com/
statistics/218596/global-number-of-public-hotspots-since-2009/
2
Global number of private hotspots from 2009 to 2015: http://www.statista.com/
statistics/218601/global-number-of-private-hotspots-since-2009/
3
AT&T Wi-Fi Internet Service for Home, Work & Mobile Network: http://about.
att.com/mediakit/wifi
4
Comcast XFINITY WiFi - Wireless Internet on the Go: https://wifi.comcast.com
5
Cable WiFi Internet Access: http://www.cablewifi.com/
6
Sonera Trustive Sim WiFi: http://www.soneraglobal.com/trustive_wifi.php
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Problem Statement

In the context of mobile traffic offloading, there are two major perspectives
to evaluate the impact: 1) the operator perspective and 2) the user perspective [3, 13]. The operator perspective concerns the technical and business
values of incumbent mobile network operators such as Quality of Service
(QoS) for customers, capital expenditure (CAPEX), and operational expenditure (OPEX). One of the major metrics for the operator perspective
is the offloading efficiency [6], which is defined as the ratio of bytes offloaded
to other channels, such as WiFi or femtocells [14], against the total bytes
generated by the mobile systems. The user perspective concerns mainly
the core values of end users, such as performance, service experience, and
energy consumption. For the user perspective, the metrics include the key
performance indicators (KPIs) that depict the Quality of Experience (QoE)
such as throughput, latency, and in particular the battery life on mobile
systems.
Because the initial drive of mobile traffic offloading originates from the
mobile network operators that suffered from the radical increase of traffic
volume in their radio access and infrastructure, early studies concentrate
mainly on the operator perspective, such as how to maximize the traffic
volume offloaded away from mobile access [5, 6, 7, 8]. Meanwhile, a recent
study [15] has cast doubts on the existing schemes that overlook the user
perspective and stresses that such negligence may cloud the future of mobile
traffic offloading. As illustrated in [16], several user-centric factors can affect the outcome of mobile traffic offloading in terms of energy consumption
and offloading efficiency. The key factors include hardware limitations, diversity of mobile systems, mobility, and variance of usage patterns. These
observations signify that we must consider the user perspective in solution design. Furthermore, the success of an offloading mechanism can be
judged by its adoption and deployment in the operational networks. In this
respect, the open standard mechanisms, comparing to research proposals,
have the advantage in deployment owing to the openness and extensibility.
However, the standardization process may demand much more effort and
is often time-consuming [17, 18, 26].
By observing the challenging issues in this domain, we seek answers to
the following research questions:
1. What are the impacts of mobile traffic offloading? What are the implications for the mobile users and network operators? Why are existing proposals inadequate for the evolving networking environment?
Which components are still missing?

4
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2. Why is energy awareness important to mobile traffic offloading? How
do we achieve energy awareness? How do we utilize the available
resources and benefit from the collaborative assistance from network
operators and end users?
3. How do we enhance the deployability and extensibility of a traffic
offloading solution? How do we transfer a static and closed design to
a dynamic and open one? Can the open standard software-defined
networking (SDN) help in solving the problem? How do we integrate
the SDN paradigm to mobile traffic offloading? What are the benefits
and overhead of an SDN-based offloading platform?

1.3

Methodology

Figure 1.1: Research methodology outline.
As illustrated in Figure 1.1, the research style of the author can be
highlighted as measurement-based, prototype-driven, and systemscentered. This research style drives our work and guides the research
methodology that depends critically on four steps:
1. First, we conduct extensive literature studies, measurements, and initial simulations for the existing schemes and systems, in order to
identify the major characteristics and limitations.
2. Second, we design protocols and system solutions based on the observations from the first step. To distinguish our work from the state
of the art, we conduct a thorough analysis and compare our design
against the existing schemes.
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3. Third, we implement the most attractive design on prototype systems
to uncover the complexity in a live environment, and evaluate its
performance in operational networks.
4. Finally, we analyze the results, summarize the observations and share
our contributions with research communities through scientific publications and standardization documents.
The research can be viewed as a progressive and iterative process. As
a result, the feedback loop is crucial in our research development. When
we encounter unexpected problems in design, prototype development or
results analysis, we return to the previous step to re-investigate and refine
our solutions. In particular, during the process of evaluating our proposal
and analyzing test results, we often spot new issues and new challenges.
Such insights motivate us to revisit the existing proposal and inspire us
with new ideas. We take the new ideas and carefully apply them in the
next round of research development. Such a feedback loop helps us to
upgrade our design and step by step elevate it to a mature state.

1.4

Research History and Contributions

A large part of the results presented in this dissertation have been published
in international conferences, workshops and as journal articles. The contributions were produced through a series of joint projects and research visits
with noticeable impact on both research and standardization communities.
• The first part of the work was carried out at the Department of
Computer Science, University of Helsinki through the 2-year Wireless Broadband Access (WiBrA) project in collaboration with Nokia,
Nokia Siemens Networks and TeliaSonera 7 . Principal Investigator
Markku Kojo was leading this project from 2010 to 2012. The outcome of the WiBrA project include a number of scientific publications
and standard contributions 8 . The research in the WiBrA project
forms the core of the Network-Assisted Offloading (NAO) framework
(see Chapter 3). It is worth noting that in early 2011 when NAO
was demonstrated during the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
meeting, being able to demonstrate selective IPv6-based network controlled offloading between WLAN and a live mobile network, even
7

Wireless Broadband Access Project: http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/group/wibra/
Wireless Broadband Access Project Publications: http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/
group/wibra/publications.html
8
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while roaming, was not possible for many IETF participants or even
3GPP delegates. Our NAO proposal is one of the pioneering works
in the domain of IP traffic offloading.
• The second part of the contributions in this dissertation was produced
in the Metropolitan Advanced Delivery Network (MADNet) project
led by Dr. Pan Hui. It is a joint work of Deutsche Telekom T-Labs,
University of Helsinki, and University of Maryland, College Park.
The author was the key researcher from the University of Helsinki
participating in this project from 2012 to 2013 together with Professor
Sasu Tarkoma and Principal Investigator Markku Kojo. During the
project, the author was based in University of Helsinki and made a
research visit to Deutsche Telekom T-Labs in Berlin, Germany during
Autumn 2012. The close collaboration with researchers at T-Labs
boosted the progress and led to successful publications [16, 27]. The
outcome of this joint project is the MADNet architecture for energyaware traffic offloading (see Chapter 4).
• The third part of the work was initiated from a research visit at the
University of Cambridge, Computer Laboratory, hosted by Professor Jon Crowcroft from June to December in 2013. The EIT-SDN
project 9 led by Professor Sasu Tarkoma at the University of Helsinki
provided research funding for this joint work. The outcome of our collaboration with Cambridge researchers is the SoftOffload design (see
Chapter 5). A highlight of this visit is the joint work that summarizes
our lessons and suggestions to bridge the gap between networking research and standardization [17, 18]. For the unique contribution to
both research and standardization communities, this work was nominated as the ACM SIGCOMM “Best of CCR” editorial and selected
for presentation in the ACM SIGCOMM conference in 2014 10 . The
implementation of the SoftOffload platform was conducted at the Department of Computer Science, University of Helsinki. The author
also made a research visit to Columbia University in Autumn 2014,
hosted by Professor Henning Schulzrinne. The development of SoftOffload benefited from our collaboration with the Columbia researchers.

9
European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT) ICT Labs SDN Project:
http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/group/eit-sdn/
10
ACM SIGCOMM 2014 Conference Program: http://conferences.sigcomm.org/
sigcomm/2014/program.php
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Table 1.1: Overview of contributions.
Research Ques.
What are the
key issues &
missing parts

Methodology
Survey Study,
Measurement
& Simulation

How to achieve
collaborative
& energy-aware
offloading

System Design,
Standardization,
Protocol Design,
Prototype Dev.,
Evaluation
& Comparison

How to enhance
deployability &
extensibility of
the design

Design Revisit,
System Design,
Platform Dev.
& Evaluation

Contributions
Traffic offloading and energy
awareness [13] (Section 2.2, 2.3);
Study of competing data traffic
in mobile access [20, 21, 22]
(Section 3.1)
NAO framework [23],
IPv4 offloading protocol [25]
and solution comparison [26]
(Section 3.2, 3.3, 3.4);
MADNet energy-aware traffic
offloading framework [27] and
system evaluation [16]
(Section 4.3, 4.4)
Review SDN design and revisit
traffic offloading solutions
[32, 33, 34] (Section 2.4, 5.2);
SoftOffload platform design
and implementation [28]–[31]
(Section 5.3, 5.4)

Research Contributions
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to integrate energy
and context awareness into mobile traffic offloading from an architectural
perspective. As highlighted in Table 1.1, the main contributions of this
dissertation include:
1. The author conducted a literature review and compared existing
schemes to uncover the essential but yet missing components for mobile traffic offloading (discussed in Section 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4). The
findings were published as a book section [13] in “Smartphone Energy Consumption: Modeling and Optimization” [19].
To explore the key issues in mobile traffic offloading, the author participated in a series of experimental measurements and simulation
studies to understand the characteristics of competing traffic, particularly the TCP-based web traffic against the UDP-based audio traffic, in a mobile access environment (discussed in Section 3.1). Ilpo
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Järvinen is the main contributor to these experimental and simulation
studies. The test results and analysis were published in conference
papers [20, 21] and a technical report [22].
Since the survey and measurement studies provide valuable input for
the design of mobile traffic offloading, this part of the work addresses
the research question, “What are the key issues and missing components for mobile traffic offloading?”
2. The author was the key contributor to the Network-Assisted Offloading (NAO) framework [23] that aims to improve the efficiency of
mobile traffic offloading (discussed in Section 3.2). By collaborating
with Dr. Jouni Korhonen and M.Sc. Teemu Savolainen, the author
co-designed the IPv4 offloading protocol [25] (discussed in Section
3.2.3) for NAO framework and pushed the proposal into the standardization process at the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)
11 to extend its industrial impact. The author was the architect of
NAO and led the prototype implementation of the proposed IPv4 offloading protocol in the Linux kernel. It was the author who set up the
testing environment in the university laboratory and conducted live
experiments in an operational network (discussed in Section 3.3.3).
Together with Jouni Korhonen and Teemu Savolainen, the author
analyzed the standard solutions and compared them with NAO (discussed in Section 3.4). The testing results and comparison study were
published in a journal article [26].
The author is one of the key contributors in collaboration with Dr.
Pan Hui, Dr. Bo Han, and Dr. Yu Xiao to the energy-aware offloading architecture (MADNet) that can collaboratively utilize available resources and context from networks and end systems to enable
energy-aware WiFi offloading [27]. The design is driven by the measurement studies conducted by Dr. Bo Han and Dr. Yu Xiao towards
metropolitan WiFi access and smartphone energy consumption (described in Section 4.2). The author enhanced and integrated the
energy-aware offloading algorithm, a WiFi-based localization scheme
and a mobility prediction design dedicated to the MADNet architecture (discussed in Section 4.3). To evaluate MADNet and demonstrate its effectiveness, it was the author who developed the prototype in C++ on both smartphones and commodity servers, set up
the testing environment, and conducted evaluations in a live network
environment using the prototype system (discussed in Section 4.4).
11

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF): https://www.ietf.org/
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The measurement analysis and experiment results were published in
a conference paper [16].
The work on NAO and MADNet addresses the research question,
“How do we achieve collaborative and energy-aware mobile traffic offloading?”

3. The author further proposed a programmable SDN-based offloading
platform (SoftOffload) [28]–[31]. The design of SoftOffload is based
on our survey studies on SDN together with Professor Jon Crowcroft,
Hannu Flinck and colleagues at the University of Helsinki [32, 33, 34].
The author conducted measurement studies in cellular and WiFi networks with Yanhe Liu (discussed in Section 5.2). It was the author who designed the SoftOffload system architecture for enabling
collaborative offloading (discussed in Section 5.3). The author codesigned the context-aware algorithm, implemented the system prototype, built the testbed and conducted experiments together with
Yanhe Liu. The implementation and experimental results showed
that SoftOffload can improve the deployability and extensibility by
leveraging the openness and programmability of SDN (discussed in
Section 5.4).
This part of the work addresses the research question, “How do we
enhance deployability and extensibility, and what are the lessons?”

The development of this dissertation follows the research methodology
illustrated in Figure 1.1. In each project phase, we first conduct a thorough literature review and a set of measurements/simulations (Section 3.1,
4.2 and 5.2). Based on the observations from the initial stage, we propose
and design a dedicated protocol extension (Section 3.2), framework, algorithm (Section 4.3) and platform (Section 5.3). By building the prototype
systems, we evaluate our proposals in operational networks (Section 3.3,
4.4 and 5.4). At the end of each phase, we analyze our evaluation results
and reflect on the findings (Section 3.4, 4.5 and 5.5). The analytic process
in our research development helps reveal hidden issues and new requirements. Furthermore, the accumulated insights enable us to inspect and
refine our design. By driving our research in a progressive and iterative
manner, we achieve the final collaborative architecture for energy-aware
traffic offloading.

10
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Structure of the Dissertation

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes
the background for this dissertation. It covers traffic offloading, energyaware design for mobile systems, and software-defined networking (SDN)
in mobile access. Chapter 3 introduces the Network-Assisted Offloading
(NAO) framework, covering the protocol design, framework implementation, and experiments. Chapter 4 presents the architecture for collaborative
and energy-aware traffic offloading. It describes our measurement findings
in metropolitan WiFi networks, design principles, system implementation
and evaluation. Chapter 5 presents the SoftOffload platform, covering our
measurements on WiFi offloading performance and energy consumption,
platform implementation, and experimental evaluation. Finally, Chapter
6 concludes this dissertation by summarizing our contributions, discussing
open issues, and outlining future work.

Chapter 2
Traffic Offloading in Mobile
Networks
This chapter presents the background of this dissertation. First, Section 2.1
provides an overview and discusses the challenges and opportunities in the
evolving mobile and wireless networking environment. Section 2.2 provides
an overview of traffic offloading for mobile systems, focusing on the latest
development of research and standardization. Section 2.3 presents the state
of the art in collaborative and energy-aware design dedicated for mobile
systems. Section 2.4 introduces the latest development of software-defined
networking (SDN) for mobile networks. Finally, Section 2.5 summarizes
the chapter.

2.1

Background

The development of wireless communications and networking technologies have expanded the possibilities of what mobile networks can offer to
achieve pervasive and mobile Internet access. In this section, we provide
an overview of the current mobile and wireless networking environment
as the technical basis for this dissertation. We emphasize on the system
architecture and characteristics of access technologies that influence mobile
traffic offloading.

2.1.1

Mobile networking environment

The current mobile and wireless networking environment consists of heterogeneous access technologies and network architectures. Based on the
geographical coverage, the existing technologies can be categorized into
two classes: wireless wide area network (WWAN) and wireless local area
network (WLAN).
11
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Figure 2.1: LTE system architecture.

Wireless Wide Area Networks
In the wireless wide area network (WWAN) domain, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) 1 is the dominant standardization group
that standardizes access technologies and network architectures for terrestrial mobile networks. Based on the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.16 standard, the Worldwide Interoperability for
Microwave Access (WiMAX) Forum 2 also proposed the Mobile WiMAX
[35, 36] for WWAN.
For the fourth generation of mobile telecommunications technology (4G)
[37], 3GPP standardized the Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-Advanced)
in the Release 10 specification 3 . By applying advanced carrier aggregation
and multi-antenna techniques, the theoretical peak rates of LTE-Advanced
can reach 3 Gbit/s in downlink transmissions (from access network to mobile device) and 1.5 Gbit/s for uplink (from mobile device to access network)
over the wireless link. The Mobile WiMAX specified in IEEE 802.16m [38]
also meets the 4G requirements by supporting the peak rate of 1 Gbit/s in
stationary downlink transmissions.
Prior to 4G, 3GPP standardized Long Term Evolution (LTE) in Release
8 4 . As illustrated in Figure 2.1, the LTE architecture includes Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN) [39] for the access
network and Evolved Packet Core (EPC) [40] for the core network. The
theoretical peak rates of LTE can reach 300 Mbit/s in downlink transmis1
2
3
4

The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP): http://www.3gpp.org/
WiMAX Forum: http://www.wimaxforum.org/
3GPP Rel. 10: http://www.3gpp.org/specifications/releases/70-release-10
3GPP Rel. 8: http://www.3gpp.org/specifications/releases/72-release-8
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sions and 75 Mbit/s in uplink transmissions.
The core components of E-UTRAN and EPC include the evolved NodeB
(eNodeB), Serving Gateway (S-GW), Packet Data Network Gateway (PGW), Mobility Management Entity (MME), Home Subscriber Server (HSS),
and Policy Control and Charging Rules Function (PCRF).
In E-UTRAN, eNodeB is the central entity that connects the user
equipment (UE) to the EPC. Besides providing radio resource management
(RRM) functions for UE, eNodeBs are interconnected with each other and
connected to EPC. Since LTE integrates the radio controller function into
the eNodeB, it enables a tight interaction between different protocol layers
in the access network and thus improving efficiency.
In Evolved Packet Core (EPC), Serving Gateway (S-GW) transfers IP
packets and serves as the local mobility anchor when the UE moves between
eNodeBs. An IP traffic flow in EPC is referred to as a “bearer” which bears
a defined QoS between the gateway and the UE. S-GW retains the information about bearers and collect charging details. To support interworking,
S-GW also serves as the mobility anchor for other 3GPP technologies such
as general packet radio service (GPRS). The Packet Data Network Gateway
(P-GW) in EPC is the point of interconnect between EPC and the external
IP networks, and responsible for IP address allocation for UEs. It enforces
QoS by filtering IP packets into different QoS-based bearers based on the
Traffic Flow Templates (TFTs). P-GW also serves as the mobility anchor
for interworking with different non-3GPP technologies such as WLAN and
WiMAX. The Mobility Management Entity (MME) is the control node in
EPC that processes the signaling related to mobility and security for EUTRAN by utilizing the Non Access Stratum (NAS) protocol [41]. The
main functions supported by MME include bearer management and connection management. The bearer management covers the establishment,
maintenance and release of the bearers. The connection management includes the establishment of the connection and security setup between UE
and the network. The Home Subscriber Server (HSS) in EPC contains
the subscription data for users including the QoS profiles and access restrictions for roaming. HSS also holds dynamic information such as the
identity of MME to which a user is currently registered. The Policy Control and Charging Rules Function (PCRF) is responsible for policy control,
decision making and controlling the flow-based charging functionalities in
the Policy Control Enforcement Function (PCEF) which resides in the PGW. The PCEF managed by PCRF provides the QoS authorization that
ensures the data flows of a certain user is treated in accordance with the
user’s subscription profile. Accompanied by the System Architecture Evo-
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lution (SAE) that aims to develop EPC for the core network, E-UTRAN
and EPC together form the Evolved Packet System (EPS).
For the third generation of mobile telecommunications technology (3G)
[42], 3GPP first introduced the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) in Release 99 5 , which was originally based on Wideband Code
Division Multiplexing (WCDMA) with a transfer rate of 384 kbit/s. 3GPP
further improved WCDMA through the High Speed Packet Access (HSPA)
in Release 5 6 and Release 67 and the Evolved High Speed Packet Access
(HSPA+) 8 . According to 3GPP Release 11, the theoretical peak rates of
HSPA+ can reach 672 Mbit/s in downlink transmissions and 168 Mbit/s in
uplink transmissions [43, 44]. Besides 3GPP-based systems, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2) 9 also standardized CDMA2000 by
using Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) [45] as the access method.
Based on Evolution-Data Optimized (1xEV-DO), CDMA2000 can support
14.7 Mbit/s in downlink transmissions and 5.4 Mbit/s in uplink transmissions [46, 47].
As an upgrade from the globally deployed 3GPP Global System for
Mobile Communications (GSM), the UMTS network architecture consists
of UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) and Core Network
(CN) as shown in Figure 2.2. By supporting the UMTS-based access technologies such as WCDMA, HSPA, and HSPA+, UTRAN provides connectivity between the UE and the UMTS Core Network. The UMTS CN consists of a circuit-switched core network for traditional GSM-based services
and a packet switched core network allowing IP access to the Internet.
As illustrated in Figure 2.2, the core components of the UMTS system
include NodeB, Radio Network Controllers (RNC), Serving GPRS Support
Node (SGSN), Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN), Home Location
Register (HLR), Authentication Center (AuC), and Mobile Switching Center (MSC).
In UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN), NodeB is responsible for wireless communications between the UE and the core network. The Radio Network Controller (RNC) is a governing entity responsible for controlling the NodeBs connected to it. The RNC carries out radio
resource management and supports mobility management in the UTRAN.
In UMTS Core Network (CN), the Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN)
is responsible for the delivery of data packets from and to the UEs within its
5
6
7
8
9

3GPP R. 99: http://www.3gpp.org/specifications/releases/77-release-1999
3GPP Rel. 5: http://www.3gpp.org/specifications/releases/75-release-5
3GPP Rel. 6: http://www.3gpp.org/specifications/releases/74-release-6
3GPP Rel. 7: http://www.3gpp.org/specifications/releases/73-release-7
The 3rd Generation Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2): http://www.3gpp2.org/
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Figure 2.2: UMTS system architecture.
geographical service area. The main duties of SGSN include packet routing, mobility management, logical link management, authentication, and
accounting. The Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) is responsible for
interconnecting the GPRS core network to the external networks such as
Internet and X.25. Its main functions include IP address pool management,
address mapping, and QoS enforcement. GGSN is the anchor point for the
UE mobility in UMTS networks. The Home Location Register (HLR) is a
central database that contains details of each authorized subscriber. The
Authentication Center (AuC) is responsible for authenticating UEs that attempt to connect to the core network. For the UMTS circuit-switched core
network, the Mobile Switching Center (MSC) is the primary service delivery node connecting to Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) that
supports traditional GSM voice and messaging. It sets up and releases the
end-to-end connection, handles mobility and handover requirements during
the call, and takes care of charging and real-time pre-paid account monitoring.
Wireless Local Area Networks
The IEEE 802.11-based Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) is well
established as a convenient and low-cost technology to provide wireless
broadband access within a small geographical area. Through the popular
Wi-Fi branding, the Wi-Fi Alliance 10 has made the 802.11 WLAN well
known to the public as the Wi-Fi (or WiFi) technology.
10

Wi-Fi Alliance: http://www.wi-fi.org/
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Figure 2.3: WLAN infrastructure and ad doc modes.

In the WLAN architecture, all entities that can connect to the network
through a wireless medium are commonly referred to as stations. As shown
in Figure 2.3, there are two types of WLAN stations: access point (AP)
and client. A WLAN AP is typically a wireless router responsible for
communicating with wireless enabled devices over the wireless link. A
WLAN client can be a mobile device or fixed device equipped with a wireless
network interface.
As illustrated in Figure 2.3, IEEE 802.11 WLAN has two basic operation
modes: infrastructure mode and ad hoc mode. In infrastructure mode,
clients communicate through the access points with each other and the
external networks such as Internet. In ad hoc mode, clients communicate
with each other in a peer-to-peer manner without the support of access
points.
Since the first IEEE 802.11 standard released in 1997 [48], there are
now several variants of 802.11 with enhancement to gain higher transmission rates. Being the first one widely deployed on university campuses,
802.11b [49] uses 2.4 GHz frequency band and can achieve a transmission
rate of up to 11 Mbit/s. On the 5 GHz frequency band, 802.11a [50] is
capable of transmitting at 54 Mbit/s. By applying advanced channel encoding schemes, 802.11g [51] uses the same 2.4 GHz frequency band as
802.11b and can achieve 54 Mbit/s in transmission. The newer 802.11n
[52] standardized in 2012 can operate on both 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz. Its
theoretical peak rate can reach 600 Mbit/s. The latest 802.11ac [53] uses 5
GHz frequency band and is capable of transmitting at 1 Gbit/s. To achieve
a higher transmission rate, 802.11ad [54] uses 60 GHz frequency band and
can achieve a theoretical peak rate of up to 7 Gbit/s. Although the initial
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deployment of 802.11 WLAN started from the university and enterprise
environment, it has become a popular wireless broadband solution used in
many public locations nowadays 11 12 13 .
Heterogeneous Mobile Access Environment
The concept of wireless overlay networks was first introduced in 1998
for the environment consisting of different access technologies varying in
coverage, throughput, and mobility support. By definition, wireless overlay
networks are formed by a hierarchical structure of room-size, building-size,
and wide area data networks that can provide network connectivity to a
large number of mobile users in an efficient and scalable way [55].
Owing to the fast development of wireless and mobile technologies, mobile networks resemble the wireless overlay networks by consisting of heterogeneous access technologies including LTE, UMTS, WiMAX, and WiFi.
To deliver the best possible connectivity in such multi-access environments,
3GPP has proposed an integrated architecture via the System Architecture
Evolution (SAE) [56, 57]. As illustrated in Figure 2.4, the architecture
encompasses both 3GPP and non-3GPP access technologies and unifies
multiple access networks through the all-IP core infrastructure.
For 3GPP accesses such as UTRAN and the legacy GERAN, SAE connects them through the UMTS/GPRS core to the EPC by using an interconnecting anchor. The latest E-UTRAN directly connects to the EPC
towards Internet via the P-GW. For non-3GPP technologies, SAE introduces the Evolved Packet Data Gateway (ePDG) to enable interoperability
between non-3GPP accesses and the 3GPP EPC. The main function of the
ePDG is to secure the data transmission with a UE connected to the EPC
over an untrusted non-3GPP access. For this purpose, the ePDG is responsible for authentication and acts as a termination node of security tunnels
established with the UE.
To provide information to UEs about connectivity to 3GPP and non3GPP access networks, SAE has introduced one important function, Access
Network Discovery and Selection Function (ANDSF) [58]. The purpose of
ANDSF is to assist UEs to discover the access networks in their vicinity
and to provide policy rules to prioritize and manage connections to these
networks. Since modern UEs support access to UMTS, LTE and WiFi
by using the dedicated network interfaces, the SAE architecture provides
11

PanOULU Open Wireless Internet Access: https://www.panoulu.net/
Wi-Fi Hot Sports: NYC Parks: http://www.nycgovparks.org/facilities/wifi
13
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Figure 2.4: SAE multi-access architecture.
a foundation to deliver pervasive connectivity and manage mobile traffic
across different access technologies and networks.

2.1.2

Challenges and opportunities

The phenomenal growth of mobile devices and the infrastructure upgrades
from 3G to 4G/LTE have made mobile access a primary channel for more
and more people to access Internet services. This fast pace of changes
in the mobile access environment has accelerated the technical innovation
and business growth, with good examples of mobile streaming and cloud
services.
Meanwhile, with the inherent mobility support and pervasive coverage,
the performance improvement in mobile access in terms of latency and
throughput has brought two notable outcomes: 1) mobile users nowadays
utilize mobile access in a similar way as they use fixed access for all sorts of
services such as online social networks and multimedia streaming. 2) mobile
network operators experience an exponential traffic growth in their network
infrastructure. The shift of usage pattern and traffic surge have generated
investment pressure for mobile network operators to balance expenditure
and profits.
Furthermore, driven by the fast development of mobile services, device
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hardware and software, the mobile traffic volume will continue to grow.
The projected global mobile data traffic will increase nearly 10 times between 2014 and 2019, and nearly three-fourths of the mobile data traffic
will be video traffic by 2019 [1]. Along with the proliferation of mobile
devices and services, the mobile access environment is advancing as well.
Nowadays multiple wireless communication technologies in both licensed
and unlicensed frequency bands have formed a heterogeneous access environment that offers end users flexible connectivity. However, this growing
heterogeneity also requires mobile network operators to manage distinct
access, backhaul and core networks, and increases costs and operational
complexity.
Key Challenges
The exponential growth of mobile traffic volume, the quickly evolving
mobile services, and the inherent need for simultaneously operating over
multiple wireless technologies impose significant challenges for mobile networks across technical and business perspectives. We highlight the key
challenges as follows.
• Difficulty to Scale – With mobile traffic continuing to rise, the incumbent static over-provisioned networks are inflexible and too costly
to keep up with the demand. The traditional approach of scaling
network capacity with additional network equipment, such as by installing more base stations, is still available, but it is not cost-effective
and viable considering the pace at which the demand is increasing.
• Difficulty to Manage – Existing mobile networks rely on legacy operations support systems and management systems that require significant expertise and platform resources to manage the network. Because these systems depend heavily on manual setup, networks are
prone to misconfiguration, errors, and lengthy delays in provisioning
and troubleshooting. It often takes weeks or even months to introduce new services because of the manually intensive processes for
service activation, delivery, and assurance, which further complicates
the solution deployment.
• Growing Complexity – Besides the growing heterogeneity in access
technologies, the growing complexity of mobile networks has spanned
multiple dimensions. It includes network architectures, mobile services, and network usage patterns. Because the operational environment consists of different technologies and operators, it leads to
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complex negotiation processes, privacy concerns, and potential conflicting policy and QoS requirements. The traffic pattens generated
by new services are often transient and unpredictable. Without novel
approaches, the existing networks are inflexible to handle such dynamic and complex situations.
• Demand for Interoperability – Although mobile network operators are
quickly upgrading their network infrastructure, the legacy telecommunication systems are still in use. This leads to demand for interoperability so that various technologies and networks can coexist and
safeguard network reliability. All those create a challenge to network
management in which a design should be backward compatible during the transition from older to newer technologies without impacting
the customer experience.
• Lack of User Considerations – For profit and cost concerns, mobile
network operators often prioritize the operator perspective and neglect the user perspective when it comes to solution design and deployment. This bias has a negative impact on the recent development
for mobile traffic offloading schemes. The reality is that we have a
lack of collaborative and balanced mechanisms that take into account
both network and user perspectives.
• Bottleneck for Innovation – The legacy telecommunication systems
deployed in mobile networks form a closed loop which lacks flexibility and extensibility. This creates a bottleneck limiting the rate of
innovation for both design and adopting new solutions. Due to the
ever-increasing complexity in mobile networks, such a bottleneck will
burden the network operation and increase CAPEX and OPEX.
Opportunities and Trends

To address the challenges in mobile networks, we can benefit from
emerging opportunities created by the recent development of the mobile
industry across network infrastructure, end devices, research, and open
standards.
First, the core infrastructure of mobile networks is becoming more inclusive to support diverse access technologies. Converged by the all-IP core,
the 3GPP SAE architecture as shown in Figure 2.4 is a good example to
integrate non-3GPP technologies into 3GPP networks. The fast adoption
of cloud computing and network function virtualization (NFV) [59] techniques will allow mobile networks to further meet the demand for flexibility
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and scalability. On the network edge, different access technologies provide
abundant choices for network providers to enrich their services based on
the budget and user requirement. For instance, WiFi technology is favored
by network operators as a popular wireless broadband solution to alleviate
the pressure on the overloaded mobile access and experience a fast adoption
in both public and private domains. The evolving mobile network infrastructure creates a foundation to support novel design for traffic offloading.
Second, mobile devices are becoming more powerful and versatile. Supported by powerful multi-core CPUs and abundant memory, modern devices such as smart phones and tablet devices are capable of handling demanding tasks. Multiple network interfaces such as cellular, WiFi, and
Bluetooth [60] can allow end users to fully utilize network resources in the
existing multi-access environment. The built-in sensors on mobile devices
have been improved over the years and can provide rich context such as
motion, location, and surroundings. Such user context has huge potential
to make traffic offloading more active and collaborative.
Third, abundant research proposals have formed a comprehensive knowledge base to support mobile traffic offloading. The accumulated contributions cover IP mobility, network selection, and handoff management. To
support seamless connectivity, handoff and mobility solutions have been
studied [61, 62]. For handoff decision and network selection, there are
studies exploring vertical handoff in multi-access environments [63, 64, 65,
66, 67]. To improve TCP performance, researchers have proposed a crosslayer approach to make TCP adaptive to wireless and mobile environments
[68, 69].
Furthermore, the development of open standards also promotes extensibility and flexibility in mobile networks. For mobility support, IETF
has standardized Mobile IP [70, 71] and Proxy Mobile IP [72, 73]. For
handover management, IEEE proposed 802.21 that specifies media accessindependent mechanisms to optimize handovers between heterogeneous IEEE
802 systems and between IEEE 802 systems and cellular systems [74].
The Open Networking Foundation 14 has promoted OpenFlow [75] as the
standard communication interface to support software-defined networking
(SDN) deployment.
In brief, the technical maturity and research development have paved
the way to tackle the challenges in mobile networks. We highlight three
topics that bring positive impact to this field: mobile traffic offloading,
energy awareness, and software-defined networking (SDN).
14
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2.2

Mobile Traffic Offloading

As mobile traffic volume continues to expand, network operators are seeking viable mechanisms to augment their network capacity to meet the everincreasing demand. These mechanisms include upgrading the access networks to LTE/4G with better spectral efficiency, improving backhaul capacity, and offloading traffic from the mobile access to alternative channels
such as WiFi and femtocells [14]. Being one of the techniques in network
management, traffic offloading has been adopted by mobile network operators to alleviate the pressure on their networks overloaded by the surge of
mobile traffic. For instance, owing to the advantage of low-cost and technical maturity, WiFi offloading has become a popular choice. In 2013, 45
percent of total global mobile data traffic was offloaded through WiFi or
femtocell [1].
The key enabler for mobile traffic offloading is the fast development
of wireless communication technologies. Nowadays, smartphones can support a rich set of communication technologies such as LTE, HSPA, WiFi,
and Bluetooth. The new standards such as WiFi-direct 15 and Bluetooth
Smart [88] further enhance the flexibility and energy efficiency for deviceto-device communications. On the network side, mobile operators are upgrading their infrastructure to LTE and LTE-advanced for enhanced performance. WiFi and femtocells are gaining popularity in metropolitan areas
to offer diverse and convenient wireless access.
Following the trend, 3GPP has put considerable effort in standardizing
IP-based offloading solutions for the EPC with a tight integration to 3GPP
network architecture [58, 112, 113]. Research communities also showed
convincing results on the effectiveness of mobile traffic offloading through
experimental studies [5, 6, 7, 8]. To cover the recent development, we illustrate the procedure of mobile traffic offloading and present key proposals
from research community and standardization bodies.

2.2.1

Traffic offloading procedures

The typical mobile traffic offloading scenario consists of six major steps:
offloading initiation, context collection, offloading decision, network association, data transmission, and offloading termination.
1. Offloading Initiation – The offloading procedure can be initiated by
the network side (network-driven offloading), or by the mobile system
15

Wi-Fi Direct, WiFi Alliance:
wi-fi-direct
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(user-driven offloading). Network-driven offloading can be triggered
by dedicated signaling protocols such as router advertisement [76],
enabling operators to dynamically manage and balance the traffic
load. User-driven offloading is often triggered by applications that
need to access the Internet for content, which is based on the demand
of the user.
The network-driven offloading introduces overhead in terms of extra
signaling and potential energy cost, but it can offer timely and optimized offloading guidance based on the comprehensive knowledge
from the network side, such as network structure and condition. On
the other hand, user-driven offloading avoids the extra signaling cost
but lacks network context, making it less efficient for users at high
moving speed.
In the initiation phase, it is important to keep the existing data flows
uninterrupted to guarantee consistent service experience. For data
flows that are sensitive to connectivity interruption, one good practice
is to keep using the existing channel until the ongoing flows complete
and then offload new flows to the new channel. For flows that can
tolerate connectivity interruption, we could apply the delay-transfer
scheme [5] to postpone the data transmission for a delay tolerance
threshold and then offload the ongoing flows to the new channel once
the connectivity is established.
2. Context Collection – The context information is essential for mobile
traffic offloading as input to make the offloading decision. Users can
obtain context information either from network operators or from
their surrounding access environment. The key information includes
the user location, potential offloading targets, condition of access network and connection details such as extended service set identification (ESSID) or MAC addresses, signal-to-noise ratio of WiFi access
points, and wireless fingerprint information [77].
The collected context information will be sent to either remote controlling servers or local management components. For the remote
option that utilizes cloud support, a dedicated signaling channel is
required such as cellular data connection. Therefore the proposals
relying on remote support are limited by the channel condition, especially when such a channel is congested. This also affects the scalability due to the dependence on a centralized entity. Compared to
the remote approach, the local solution does not depend on external
entities. However, by relying solely on local resources, context infor-
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mation can be incomplete or less accurate compared to the remote
option.
3. Offloading Decision – The decision process involves computation according to the pre-defined algorithms and operation logic, and delivering control messages to mobile devices to carry out traffic offloading.
By taking the context information as input, an offloading decision
can be made either at the network side or using local resources on
the mobile device.
By offloading the computation to the network side, we can improve efficiency in terms of latency by using the powerful hardware. However,
this approach depends on the infrastructure support and requires network connectivity. On the other hand, local decision is more flexible
and robust to network conditions, but at the cost of local resources
such as energy. The local operation also suffers from the limitation
that there is limited external knowledge available for improving the
accuracy of offloading decisions.
4. Network Association – Based on the offloading decision, mobile devices need to perform network association to enable traffic offloading.
The association process includes access/peer discovery via pre-defined
configuration protocols such as DHCP [78] and DNS [79, 80] to establish connectivity to the target offloading networks.
When users are moving at high speed, the connectivity period for
offloading is often short. This demands an efficient association supported by optimized protocols to avoid excessive association cost,
which can decrease the time for data transmission.
5. Data Transmission – As the key part of mobile traffic offloading,
data transmission determines how much data can be offloaded from
the congested mobile networks in order to improve the overall service
quality. Depending on the type of traffic such as real-time streaming,
delay-tolerant traffic and web surfing, the offloading design can utilize
the characteristic of traffic for optimization.
In the short period of offloading, which is typical for mobile users,
the bitrate and condition of the wireless access can affect the offloading efficiency. At the same time, the offloading design also needs
to consider the hardware limitation on existing mobile devices such
as restricted size and output of wireless antenna.
6. Offloading Termination – A successful offloading session should be
terminated by closing the temporary offloading connection and smoothly
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switching to other available networks. The prior research on handover
mechanisms has illustrated how to seamlessly migrate from one access
network to another [55], [63]–[68], [81]–[84].
To achieve efficient and smooth termination, guidance can be obtained from the network side or from the local heuristic prediction
to spot potential connectivity [85, 86, 87]. The termination process
is one of the key factors affecting the adoption of mobile traffic offloading.

2.2.2

Solutions review

We provide an overview of research proposals and industrial solutions for
mobile traffic offloading.
Research Proposals and Investigations
The pioneering research on mobile traffic offloading focuses on network
measurement and experiments to improve our understanding of the feasibility, impact, and incentives of traffic offloading.
To explore the feasibility of WiFi-based offloading, researchers recruited
100 iPhone users for two weeks from metropolitan areas of South Korea to
track WiFi connectivity in February 2010[6]. The simulation study based
on the collected traces revealed that WiFi is able to offload 65% of the total
mobile data traffic for average users without using any delayed transmission.
The offloading efficiency can be further improved if the transmission can
be delayed until a user enters a WiFi-covered area. By showing the upper
bound of performance gain, this work presented the value and effectiveness
of WiFi offloading for 3G mobile networks.
To further understand how effective traffic offloading can perform in
the wild, researchers in Japan have conducted a two-day measurement over
400 Andriod smartphone users [89]. This study provided several findings
based on the collected dataset. First, the total amount of traffic volume via
WiFi was much larger than that of 3G, indicating the effectiveness of WiFi
offloading. Second, a large fraction of traffic offloaded to WiFi came from a
small number of users. For instance, the top 30% of data users downloaded
over 90% of their total traffic volume over WiFi. Third, comparing with
the traffic volume offloaded via home WiFi, the volume offloaded to public
WiFi was relatively low. Moreover, offloading traffic through WiFi was
common during the weekend and in the evenings of weekdays. The volume
of traffic offloaded to WiFi was low during the weekday rush hours. There
were 20% of users who only used 3G networks and over 50% of users turned
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off their WiFi interfaces during business hours. This measurement study
confirmed the feasibility of WiFi offloading and indicated that there is room
to improve the current situation by promoting users to utilize WiFi more
effectively.
To augment 3G capacity with WiFi, researchers developed a system
called Wiffler [5] which can leverage the delay tolerance of applications to
improve access performance by using WiFi networks. The design of Wiffler was based on the extensive measurement of 3G and WiFi on moving
vehicles in three different cities. The measurement results showed that the
average 3G and WiFi availability across those cities was 87% and 11%,
respectively. To overcome the poor availability of WiFi, Wiffler adopted a
fast switching mechanism to allow the system to quickly switch to 3G when
the performance of WiFi can not satisfy the application requirements. According to the results from the trace-driven simulations, Wiffer can reduce
3G usage by 45% for a delay tolerance of 1 minute.
Shevade et al. proposed a system called VCD [7] to enable highbandwidth content distribution over WiFi for the vehicular networks. VCD
can save 3G usage by replicating content to candidate WiFi access points
so that users can fetch the content via those WiFi APs instead of using
3G. A dedicated mobility prediction algorithm was proposed to enable the
proactive content pushing to improve the efficiency of WiFi usage. In a
similar manner, Ristanovic et al. also designed an algorithm named HotZones [11] that exploited the delay tolerance and user mobility to enable
efficient WiFi offloading.
Hou et al. [8] proposed a transport layer solution named oSCTP to support WiFi offloading for vehicular networks. As an extension of SCTP [90],
oSCTP was capable of using multiple network interfaces for data transmission. By using a utility and cost-based formulation to decide the suitable
offloading volume, oSCTP used 3G connection as a backup when WiFi was
of poor performance or unavailable. The results of driving experiments
showed that oSCTP can achieve roughly 65%-80% overall load reduction
on 3G by exploiting a metro-scale WiFi network.
Regarding the incentive of mobile traffic offloading, Zhuo et al. proposed an incentive framework, named Win-Coupon, to motivate users to
offload their mobile traffic to other networks such as WiFi [9]. To minimize
the incentive cost, two important factors were highlighted: the delay tolerance and the offloading potential of the users. The proposal exploited the
trade-off between the amount of offloaded traffic and the users’ satisfaction
affected by the delay. It utilized a reverse auction mechanism to dynamically determine the offloading solution based on the delay tolerance and the
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offloading potential of users. Based on extensive trace-driven simulations,
the results revealed the impact of various factors on traffic offloading, such
as the number of users in the system and the delay tolerance level of users.
Besides WiFi-based offloading schemes, utilizing opportunistic communications was also investigated. Han et al. [91, 92, 93] first explored
the potential usage of opportunistic communications for mobile traffic offloading through a case study on the target-set selection problem. By exploring the social participation in mobile social networks, three algorithms
were proposed to identify critical users in content delivery. The results
of trace-driven simulations showed that opportunistic communications can
help offload mobile traffic by up to 73.66%. Several research proposals
[10, 11, 94, 95, 96] also adopted the opportunistic offloading to their design and combined it with social relationship and mobility prediction. To
understand the incentives of opportunistic-based solutions, Cambridge researchers explored the coordinated resource sharing among co-located users
and analyzed the benefits and challenges [97]. A large-scale user study [98]
demonstrated the potential for opportunistic communications with respect
to mobile devices in practice.
Regarding connectivity and deployment, measurement studies on WiFi
access showed that grassroots WiFi networks were viable for applications
that can tolerate intermittent connectivity [99, 100, 101, 103]. An extensive head-to-head performance comparison of 3G and WiFi in New York
revealed the throughput and coverage characteristics of different access networks [102]. To achieve efficient traffic offloading, Bulut et al. studied the
problem of WiFi access point deployment and proposed a deployment algorithm based on the density of data request frequency [12]. To exploit
the diversity of multi-access environments, MAR [104] and Kibbutz [105]
provided system-level solutions to leverage available network interfaces and
connections.
The recent work on code and computation offloading [106] is an important topic for mobile networking. The key proposals include MAUI [107],
Cuckoo [108], CloneCloud [109], and ThinkAir [110]. As the focus of this
dissertation is on traffic offloading, the computation offloading is outside
the scope of our discussion.
Solutions from Standardization Bodies
To enhance network and traffic management, 3GPP have worked on
several offloading solutions for their network architecture starting from the
3GPP Release-9 16 :
16
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• Multiple Access PDN Connection (MAPCON) [111] allows for a UE
to connect to different packet data networks (PDN) simultaneously
via a 3GPP access and a non-3GPP access. MAPCON essentially enables traffic offloading from the mobile access to alternative accesses
such as WiFi. In MAPCON, the traffic is routed through the operator’s core network and GGSN/P-GW. The routing rules and policies
[112] for traffic offloading can be conveyed via ANDSF [58].
• Selective IP Traffic Offload (SIPTO) [113] allows for the core network
to select a GGSN/P-GW topologically or geographically close to a UE
to offer more optimized routing of IP traffic. When the UE moves
too far away from the associated GGSN/PGW the network can force
re-establishment of the PDN connection and select a more optimal
GGSN/PGW.
• Local IP Access (LIPA) [113] allows for the use of Local P-GW
(LGW) located in a home evolved NodeB (HeNodeB). In LIPA, the
IP addressing scheme used by the LGW is local and managed by the
LGW/H(e)NodeB rather than the home operator. The change of the
LGW will result in re-establishment of the PDN connection and a
disconnection in the IP connectivity. The concept of LIPA is similar
to SIPTO in that it forces UEs to select more optimal LGWs and
hence avoid overloading the congested LGWs.
• IP Flow Mobility (IFOM) [114] extends the Dual-Stack Mobile IPv6
(DSMIPv6) [115] to flow-based mobility. In IFOM, the routing rules
and policies are managed by ANDSF, and IFOM offers IP address
preservation while switching the point of attachment to the network.
IFOM is a superset of MAPCON in which an IP flow can be moved
selectively to any available access.
• S2a Mobility based on GTP & WLAN access to EPC (SaMOG) [116]
allows for offloading traffic from the mobile access to WiFi access by
integrating the managed WLAN access into the EPC. In SaMOG,
the traffic still gets routed through the operator’s core network and
GGSN/PGW. The integration requires 3GPP-specific functions in
the WLAN access network and core network gateways. When UEs
switch between WLAN and 3GPP accesses, SaMOG does not offer
IP address preservation.
• S2b solution [58] allows for accessing the EPC over an IPsec tunnel
from non-3GPP networks. It can essentially enable traffic offloading
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from the cellular access to WLAN, while the traffic still gets routed
through the operator’s core network and GGSN/PGW.
Besides the solutions that aim at seamless mobility, non-seamless traffic offloading is the simplest form of 3GPP solutions [26, 117]. In the
non-seamless traffic offloading, the offloading related operator policies for
IP interface selection (OPIIS) [112] can be managed by the ANDSF, by
the OMA Device Management (DM), or by a local configuration. The traffic can be directly routed to a WiFi access to bypass the operator packet
core and mobile access. The non-seamless solution reflects what a multiinterfaced UE can do today. A detailed review of the existing traffic offloading schemes is available in the survey study [118].

2.2.3

Technical and business perspectives

There are two technical motivations that drive the development of mobile
traffic offloading: 1) To complement the coverage and capacity of mobile
access with a cheaper technology but still route the traffic through the
operator’s packet core. 2) To bypass the operator’s packet core, mobile
access, and possibly the backhaul completely in order to maximize the
offloading volume. 3GPP has provided solutions to address both cases.
For example, MAPCON can be used for traffic offloading but the offloaded
traffic is still routed through the operator’s core network. Meanwhile in
SIPTO, it is possible to bypass the core network and thereby allow the
traffic to flow directly from the non-3GPP access to the Internet. On the
other hand, the existing research proposals mainly target the latter one by
using public wireless networks such as WiFi.
An important topic for mobile traffic offloading is how to evaluate its
effects and impact. The question can be illustrated from two angles: the
operator perspective and the user perspective. The operator perspective
mainly concerns the technical and business values of incumbent mobile
network operators. It covers Quality of Service (QoS), resource utilization,
capital expenditure (CAPEX), and operational expenditure (OPEX). A
key metric for the operator perspective is offloading efficiency which is
defined as the ratio of bytes offloaded to other channels, such as WiFi
or femtocells against the total bytes generated by the mobile systems [6].
The user perspective concerns the values of end users, covering user service
experience and energy consumption. Key metrics for the user perspective
include the energy consumption on devices and performance indicators that
depict the Quality of Experience (QoE) such as throughput and latency.
Considering access technologies, both WiFi and femtocell are promis-
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ing candidates to support mobile traffic offloading, while each technology
presents its relative advantages and disadvantages. For WiFi-based design,
the fast evolving 802.11 standards and the vast WiFi deployment in public areas and home environments makes it appealing in terms of technical
maturity and deployment cost. As WiFi operates in unlicensed bands, it
allows for operators to access much a larger spectrum and to have flexibility
in solution deployment. However, since public WiFi networks may not be
managed by the mobile operators, it can be difficult to coordinate and control traffic offloading. WiFi offloading may increase the battery drainage on
mobile devices [92]. As an extension of the macrocells of mobile networks,
femtocells can achieve reduced transmit power while maintaining good indoor coverage. The femtocell based offloading does not require extra network interfaces comparing to the WiFi-based offloading. Because mobile
operators typically deploy and manage the femtocell networks, there are
fewer obstacles for femtocell-based offloading schemes to be integrated to
the mobile networks. However, careful planning is still needed as femtocells
operate in the licensed bands, which may cause interference. More detailed
discussion on femtocells is available in the survey study [119].
Regarding the business perspective, mobile traffic offloading has direct
impact on the CAPEX of mobile operators with potential monetization
opportunities. First, by offloading traffic to other access networks, the
congestion on the mobile access can be relieved. This allows for mobile
operators to save the expenditure of infrastructure upgrade in order to accommodate the surge of mobile traffic. Second, offloading solutions such
as WiFi offloading provide a low-price alternative for mobile operators to
expand access capacity in dense areas with high capacity demand. Rather
than investing the more expensive cellular infrastructure, mobile operators can extend their access networks by deploying WiFi hotspots, which
is becoming popular nowadays. This approach also helps cut the OPEX
needed otherwise for maintaining the cellular infrastructure. Third, traffic
offloading can create incremental revenue opportunities for mobile operators either through value-added services or by combining with the mobile
data bundles. Moreover, it can help create business opportunities and new
markets for startup companies 17 .

2.3

Mobile Energy Awareness

In this section we present an overview of mobile energy awareness and
discuss how to achieve energy-aware traffic offloading.
17
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Techniques for mobile energy awareness

The main goal of mobile energy awareness is to improve energy efficiency
in mobile systems by striking a balance between energy saving and service
experience. Compared with traditional services such as voice call and short
message service, modern mobile applications consume more computing and
networking resources and therefore demand much more energy. Because
battery technology has developed slowly compared to the development of
hardware and services on mobile systems, battery life has become a critical
bottleneck for users to fully benefit from the fast evolving mobile computing technologies. This challenge has driven the research development for
techniques to improve mobile energy awareness.
We present the related work in this domain, including measurement
studies and modeling, and optimization techniques and tools. We focus on
solutions that have an impact on mobile traffic offloading.
Measurement and modeling
To develop energy-aware techniques, the first step is to understand how
energy is consumed in mobile systems. Two practical approaches for achieving this goal are power measurement and power modeling. Power measurement focuses on providing an empirical view on how much energy is
consumed, while power modeling focuses on using mathematical models to
describe how the energy is consumed. These two approaches complement
each other.
There is a rich body of research investigating energy consumption in
mobile systems through measurement studies, ranging from hardware components, operating systems, to mobile applications. For instance, Carroll
and Heiser conducted a measurement study to understand where and how
the energy was used on a modern mobile device [120]. Their results provided
a breakdown of energy consumption for hardware components such as CPU,
memory, touchscreen, and network interfaces. Rice and Hay also examined
the energy consumption of two Android handsets and proposed a power
measurement system that can produce annotated traces of system and network activities [121]. Trestian et al. conducted a measurement study in
the testbed to explore the energy consumption of video-centric applications
[122]. Chandra has analyzed the network behavior and energy consumption characteristics for popular multimedia streaming formats [123]. Several
studies also looked into bandwidth predictability, traffic patterns and usage diversity in a mobile environment to understand their impact on energy
consumption [124]–[129].
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Because cellular and WiFi are the dominant communication technologies used by mobile systems nowadays, researchers have conducted extensive measurements to understand their characteristics and impact on energy
consumption [130]–[145]. Balasubramanian et al. conducted an extensive
measurement study on the energy consumption characteristics of 3G, GSM,
and WiFi [130]. Their results revealed that 3G and GSM incurred a high
tail energy overhead due to the high power states after data transmission.
The association overhead of WiFi was comparable to the 3G tail energy
overhead, but WiFi was much more energy efficient than 3G in data transfer.
Several studies have explored the energy consumption characteristics in
cellular networks [131]–[139]. For example, Auçinas et al. investigated the
energy consumption of mobile applications that provide continuous online
presence [131]. Their measurement results revealed that there was an excessive cost for mobile applications to maintain online presence in terms of
signaling and battery life. Even without user interface activity, maintaining
online presence can increase the power drain by up to 9 times compared
with no online presence. The power characteristics, performance, and radio resource allocation in 2G, 3G and 4G/LTE have been studied in depth
through several projects [132, 133, 134, 135, 136]. At the same time, there
were measurement studies that investigated the traffic characteristics of
both data and control planes in cellular networks [137, 138, 139]. The experience and observations from those measurements provide guidelines for
network operators and developers to improve energy awareness in network
management and mobile applications.
Besides cellular technology, researchers have studied WiFi and its energy consumption in depth [140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145]. For instance,
Halperin et al. first reported their empirical characterization of the energy
consumption of 802.11n across a broad range of configurations [140]. Their
results showed that for shorter packets it was more energy efficient to use
the single antenna operation. Only for large packets and when the channel was good enough to support the highest multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) rates, the use of multiple radio frequency chains can be energy efficient. An experimental investigation by Garcia-Saavedra et al. provided
a detailed anatomy of the per-packet energy consumption of 802.11 [143].
Their analysis revealed that a substantial fraction of energy was consumed
when packets were processed through the protocol stack and such energy
cost should be considered in the power modeling. The recent study on
802.11ac presented a detailed characterization for energy consumption and
interference in both indoor and outdoor environments [145]. Their study
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identified new throughput and fairness anomalies that were introduced by
using a larger channel width. The unplanned selection of primary channels
and channel widths can severely degrade the throughput of links that operated at larger channel widths. Their results also showed that increasing
the number of spatial streams can be more energy efficient compared with
increasing the channel width in achieving the same percentage increase in
throughput.
Researchers have investigated how the security mechanisms affected the
energy consumption in the past [146, 147, 148, 149]. Potlapally et al. provided a comprehensive analysis of the energy consumption of cryptographic
algorithms that form the building blocks for security protocols [146]. They
observed that the energy consumption of asymmetric algorithms depended
on the key size, but that of symmetric algorithms was not significantly
affected by the key size. Another insight was that the level of security provided by a cryptographic algorithm can be traded off for energy savings by
tuning parameters such as the key size. The work by Miranda et al. investigated the energy consumption of Transport Layer Security (TLS) [149].
They observed that the energy consumed during the handshake phase was
dependent on the the length of the server certificate and transmission round
trip time (RTT). For transactions less than 10 KB, the TLS overhead can
account for over 60% of the total energy consumption.
Energy modeling and profiling have been researched extensively to improve our understanding of how energy consumption is related to hardware
activities and software operations [150]–[157]. Flinn and Satyanarayanan
proposed a profiling tool PowerScope that can map energy consumption
to program structure and provide fine-grained profiles of energy usage of
process and procedure [150]. Another pioneering work, Joule Watcher,
can offer fine-grained profiling at thread level by using counters embedded
in the hardware drivers to register events that imply energy consumption
[151]. Li and John have proposed a set of models to estimate the run-time
energy dissipation at operating system level [152]. By using the built-in
battery voltage sensors commonly deployed on smartphones, Zhang et al.
proposed a power model generation tool PowerBooter and an on-line power
profiler PowerTutor that can determine component-level power consumption during application excution [153]. Pathak et al. proposed a power
modeling approach based on tracing the application system calls [154].
Their system-call-based power model can capture both utilization-based
and non-utilization-based power behaviors of I/O components and thereby
improve the accuracy of energy estimation. The proposals of Sesame [155],
DevScope [156] and V-Edge [157] represent a recent trend to achieve ef-
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ficient self-constructive power modeling without any external assistance.
A comprehensive examination of power modeling is available in the book
“Smartphone Energy Consumption: Modelling and Optimization” [19].
Optimization techniques and tools
Motivated by the results from measurement and modeling, several techniques and tools have been proposed to optimize energy usage and power
management on mobile systems [158]. We highlight the key proposals below
with emphasis on solutions relevant to mobile traffic offloading.
Regarding energy-aware operating systems, Cinder [159] is a mobile OS
based on HiStar [160] that aims to provide efficient energy allocation to
applications. Cinder adopts two abstractions named Reserves and Taps to
enable controlling and accounting for energy. In Cinder, a reserve describes
the right to use a given amount of energy. When an application consumes
the energy, the Cinder kernel will reduce the values in its corresponding reserve. The rate at which applications can consume the reserve is controlled
by the taps. The role of a tap is to transfer the energy between reserves.
Once an application has consumed all its reserves. the Cinder kernel can
prevent it from performing more actions. By adopting a different approach,
ErdOS [161] is a user-centered mobile operating system that aims to improve energy awareness by managing resources proactively and exploiting
opportunistic access to resources in nearby devices using the social connections. ErdOS can monitor the resource state, application demand, and
user interaction pattern. By learning the user activities, ErdOS predicts
the future demand and manages the available resources in an event-based
manner. There are also proposals like EcoSystem, Odyssey, and CondOS
that aim to enable energy awareness at the operating system level by using energy-aware scheduling [162], adjusting application behavior to energy
demand [163], or managing sensor resources [164].
Besides operating system level solutions, there is a rich body of research
investigating application [165, 166, 167, 168], middleware [169]–[175], transport protocol [176, 177], network interface [179]–[185], and cross-layer optimizations [186, 187, 188, 189]. To highlight, AppScope [167] is an application energy metering framework based on DevScope [156] that can provide
accurate process-level energy information. To achieve efficient metering,
AppScope uses kernel activity monitoring to trace system calls and applies
a linear model-based estimation to derive the energy consumption. The
middleware solution STPM [170] supports energy-aware resource management by leveraging collaboration between applications and operating sys-
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tem. In STPM, applications disclose indications, named ghost hints, about
their intentions to use I/O devices. The underlying system exposes context information about its general state. By collecting information from
applications and system, STPM can efficiently adjust the power management strategy according to the observed pattern. At the transport level,
Pluntke et al. [177] proposed to use Multipath TCP [178] to improve the
energy efficiency in transport performance. They designed a method for
generating multipath schedulers by formalizing them as Markov decision
processes. The inputs for this method include the energy models for network interfaces and application models obtained from monitoring users’
communication sessions. The generated schedulers will take over the Multipath TCP optimization from the current scheduler instance. Cell2Notify
[185] is an energy management architecture that uses the cellular connection on a mobile system to wake-up its WiFi interface upon an incoming
VoIP to redirect the call through the WiFi interface. Cell2Notify leverages the energy efficiency of WiFi for data transmissions while minimizing
its expensive scanning cost. To reveal hidden energy bottlenecks in the
resource constrained mobile execution environment, Qian et al. proposed
Application Resource Optimizer (ARO), a tool that can accurately expose
cross-layer interactions [188] ranging from higher layers such as user input
down to the lower layers such as radio resource control. The evaluation
on popular mobile applications showed that ARO can discover previously
unknown insufficient resource usage, which was mainly due to a lack of
transparency in the lower layer protocol behavior. With the captured crosslayer information, especially the characteristics of cellular connection, ARO
can also help developers to build applications that are cellular-friendly and
energy efficient.
For cellular access, researchers have proposed several mechanisms to
reduce energy consumption on mobile systems, which can be grouped into
two categories: scheduling optimization [130, 190, 191, 192] and operation
mode adaptation [193, 194, 195, 196]. The approaches for scheduling optimization aim to improve energy efficiency by using dedicated data transfer
schemes such as prefetching and delayed transfer. On the other hand, the
approaches for operation mode adaptation mainly manipulate the Radio
Resource Control (RRC) state transition of cellular interface to strike a
balance between latency and power saving. A well-known mechanism in
scheduling optimization is TailEnder [130]. TailEnder leverages the delay tolerance of applications and utilizes techniques such as batching and
prefetching to minimize the cumulative energy consumption while meeting the user-specified deadlines. TailTheft [190] is a traffic queuing and
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scheduling mechanism that shares the same design principle as TailEnder.
By using the proposed virtual queuing and delayed transfer, TailTheft can
batch traffic among different applications and share the tail-time energy
among them. Similar to TailEnder, TailTheft requires applications to specify how much delay is acceptable. Proposals like Bartendr and LoadSense
utilize prediction-based scheduling driven by signal strength [191] and base
station power level [192] to carefully coordinate and guide data transfers.
Both Bartendr and LoadSense have shown the potential to improve energy
saving by up to 60%. In the operation mode adaption category, Deng and
Balakrishnan developed a mechanism that can adapt radio state transitions
according to traffic load by learning the patterns and predicting when a
traffic burst would start or end [193]. To overcome the signaling overhead
generated by frequent fast dormancy operations, RadioJockey [194] utilizes the application execution traces to predict the end of communication
sessions and thereby accurately invokes fast dormancy. Researchers also
analyzed the usage of Discontinuous Reception (DRX) in LTE and LTEAdvanced networks and proposed the DRX switching scheme to strike a
balance between latency and energy saving [195, 196].
Regarding the energy-aware optimization for WiFi, the problem setup
is different from cellular access because of different tradeoffs we aim to
balance. In WiFi, the time and energy consumed by state transition is
negligible compared to those for cellular access. Therefore, an important
topic for WiFi power management is to dynamically determine the sleep
duration when the WiFi interface is off. Micro power management (µPM)
[197], SOFA [198] and SleepWell [199] are optimization schemes that regulate the WiFi sleeping circles to improve energy saving. The proposal
µPM improves energy-saving by putting the network interface into power
saving mode during idle intervals as short as several microseconds [197]. As
a client-centric approach, µPM determines when to wake up the interface
and how long to keep it awake to receive retransmitted data. µPM makes
decisions based on the history-based prediction of the next transmission
and the load of the access network. SOFA considers the scheduling policy
on the access point (AP) side and aims to save energy on the client side by
minimizing the time clients are forced to stay awake while downlink traffic
is being transmitted to other clients [198]. In a similar manner, SleepWell
is an AP-centric mechanism that aims to avoid network contention [199].
In SleepWell, APs regulate the sleeping window of the associated clients in
such a manner that different APs are active during non-overlapping time
slots. The wisdom behind SleepWell is the common rule-of-thumb to avoid
rush hours that we go late to the office and come back late, as well. By
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reducing the rush, we can open up more free time for all, and yet keep
the total working hours unaffected. To reach a balance between throughput and energy saving, rate adaptation and network assistance approaches
have also been explored in the past, by leveraging energy modeling [200],
delayed transfer [201], antenna configuration [202], and network assistance
such as AP virtualization [203] and proxying [204].

Besides system and networking optimization, diagnosing and monitoring tools are valuable in revealing abnormal battery drainage and providing
viable suggestions to regular mobile users and application developers. For
example, Eprof [205] can detect energy bugs in mobile applications through
its fine-grained per-routing energy profiling, which exposes abnormal battery usage at the system call level. In Eprof, a new accounting presentation for I/O energy consumption, named bundles, is introduced to assist
developers to quickly understand and optimize the energy drain of their applications. Given the abnormal battery drain problem caused by software
defects or misconfiguration, eDoctor [206] provides a diagnosing tool to
help regular users troubleshoot the battery issues on their mobile devices.
In eDoctor, the execution of an application is divided into execution intervals, which are grouped into phases. The intervals in the same phase share
similar resource usage patterns. When an application starts consuming energy abnormally, its execution results in new phases that do not appear
in the normal execution. By combining such phase execution information
and configuration changes, eDoctor can accurately identify the issues and
further suggest a set of repair solutions to end users. For cellular access,
Rilanalyzer [207] is a monitoring tool to facilitate researchers to analyze
cellular access issues without requiring access to internal components in
the cellular networks. By recording the low-level cellular radio state, cellular network control-plane data, and user-plane data, Rilanalyzer is capable
of identifying overlooked issues and reveal how different network configurations interact with applications leading to network and energy overhead.
Carat [208] is a collaborative mobile energy awareness system that can detect and diagnose energy anomalies on modern mobile systems. Based on
its large datasets with over 100 million samples from over 725,000 devices,
Carat uses a collaborative inference method to derive regularity and deviation of application energy usage from the community and leverages such
insight to characterize abnormal energy usage. A detailed discussion on
collaborative mobile energy awareness is available in [209].
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2.3.2

Energy awareness in mobile traffic offloading

The impact of mobile traffic offloading can be evaluated from two aspects:
the operator perspective and the user perspective. The ultimate goal is
to benefit both network operators and users. However in reality, the main
concern of network operators is about how to offload as much traffic as
possible to alleviate the pressure on their network infrastructure, whereas
a key factor from the user perspective is the battery life. Although much
of the prior work in traffic offloading focused on the operator perspective,
recent studies have looked into the user perspective and shown that by
improving energy awareness in traffic offloading we can extend the battery
life for mobile users and still provide a desirable outcome from the operator
perspective [15, 16].
To get a better understanding of energy cost in mobile traffic offloading,
we analyze the offloading procedure and further suggest viable approaches
as highlighted in Table 2.1 to enhance energy awareness.
• In the initiation phase, if offloading is triggered by the network side,
signaling consumes energy. If signaling messages are delivered too
frequently with a large volume of data, such unintentionally recurrent
interactions may promote the cellular interface state, thereby leading
to excessive draining of the battery [131]. This problem is comparable
to the case of background traffic. On the other hand, the user-driven
initiation can not benefit from the proactive guidance but it does not
consume extra energy in this phase.
Based on the observation, it is crucial to avoid frequent network signaling with large payload, which can lead to extra energy consumption due to the change of cellular radio state. In order to benefit from
the network support and to support dynamic traffic management, an
adaptive scheme that combines the user-driven and network-driven
initiation is recommended. Such a scheme helps strike a balance between the efficiency and energy consumption [16, 92].
• The context collection phase has to be done carefully. As revealed
in a previous study, frequent scanning of available WiFi networks
consumes a significant amount of energy [92]. If GPS is used, a coldstart can take around 20 seconds and consume ∼6.3 Joules [16]. If
the context information is delivered to a remote server, it also costs
energy.
In the context collection phase, constant scanning must be avoided
if possible for its high energy consumption on mobile devices. Due
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to the relatively high energy consumption and the long latency to
obtain a fix from the cold-start, the GPS usage in traffic offloading
needs to be assisted by energy efficient design, such as using techniques proposed in [210, 211]. To support energy efficient positioning, WiFi-based positioning can also be used as an alternative. For
context processing and management, it is recommended to share the
load between local devices and remote servers, which can fully utilize
the knowledge of access network and infrastructure, as well as the
computing resources of both sides.
• In the decision making phase, if the computation is done locally,
Table 2.1: Approaches to enable energy-aware traffic offloading.
Phase
Offloading
Initiation

Context
Collection

Offloading
Decision

Network
Association
Data
Transmission

Offloading
Termination

Recommendations
1) Avoid frequent signaling from the network side that
triggers cellular state change.
2) Combine the user-driven and network-driven in an
adaptive manner to improve efficiency.
1) Avoid unnecessary scanning and GPS operation.
2) Utilize an energy efficient positioning mechanism such
as WiFi fingerprinting.
3) Adapt the context management for both local and
remote processing to strike a balance.
1) Utilize energy-aware algorithms to guide the decision.
2) Adopt dynamic mechanisms to update the logic
according to the network condition.
3) Utilize the cloud support to offload the energy cost
from intensive computation.
1) Avoid time-consuming association operation or protocol.
2) Utilize guidance from the network side if possible to
assist authentication and access connectivity.
1) Adopt optimization schemes for different types of traffic.
2) Avoid transmission over unstable or low throughput
wireless links by predicting the user mobility and
network condition.
1) Utilize hints if possible from either network side or local
controller for switching between connections.
2) Avoid frequent terminations that can shorten the
data transmission time.
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the computational complexity of the algorithm determines the energy consumption. If the computation is offloaded to remote servers,
the data communication due to the exchange of context and decision
messages will consume energy.
To enable energy awareness, energy consumption must be a key factor in making traffic offloading decisions. In this phase, a dedicated
energy-aware algorithm can be used together with other factors such
as network performance and offloading capacity. Due to the fast
change of network conditions, the energy-aware offloading decision
needs to be adaptive to adjust its operation logic. To save energy
consumed by computation, it is recommended to offload intensive
computational loads such as mobility prediction to the network side.
• In the association phase, the connection establishment that involves
various hardware and protocol operations can consume a non-negligible
amount of energy. For instance, DHCP alone can consume 4.8 Joules
[16]. Therefore, when the user is moving at a high speed, the frequent
associations accelerate the battery drain.
In order to minimize the time spent in the association phase, it is recommended to use light-weight configuration protocols and to avoid
the ones requiring complex message exchange. To assist authentication, network support can be utilized to deliver configuration information.
• In the data transmission phase, the amount of available bandwidth
and wireless condition greatly affect the energy consumption. By
taking WiFi offloading as an example, when WiFi signal strength is
poor, offloading cellular traffic to WiFi can cost more energy [16].
For data transmission, the first recommendation is to adopt optimization techniques tailored for characteristics of different types of
traffic and thus maximizing the transmission throughput during the
offloading period. For instance, data batching and energy efficient
scheduling of delay tolerant traffic can effectively amortize the penalty
caused by the tail energy [130]. Several optimization techniques
related to this have been proposed in the literature [5, 190, 191,
192]. The second recommendation is to avoid using unstable or low
throughput wireless connections by estimating the network condition
and user mobility [85, 86, 87, 124], [212]–[216].
• The termination phase should be handled in a timely manner. Otherwise more energy can be consumed during the periods of poor con-
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nectivity and low bandwidth.
Since the offloading termination affects the data transmission and service quality, we can improve energy saving by utilizing proactive approaches to plan the termination and apply efficient handover schemes
to ensure the service continuity. There has been plenty of work on this
[55], [63]–[68], [81]–[84]. To avoid frequent unnecessary terminations
that degrade the transmission performance, it is recommended to
utilize the knowledge from the network side (e.g., network setup and
position of APs) combined with the mobility prediction techniques.
Mobile traffic offloading provides a promising way to alleviate the pressure on existing cellular networks overloaded by data traffic and it is gaining
support in the future due to the rapid growth of mobile data traffic. By
making the offloading process energy aware, it is possible to improve user
experience by extending the battery life on mobile systems.

2.4

Software-Defined Networking for Mobile Networks

Software-defined networking (SDN) is a novel solution to network configuration and management. It articulates the vision of programmable networks
by separating the control plane from the data plane with well defined programmable interfaces to provide a centralized global view of the network.
The early commercial successes of SDN such as the wide-area traffic management system of Google [222] have attracted close attention from both
industry and academia. Many of the leading information technology companies have joined SDN industry consortia such as the Open Networking
Foundation and the OpenDaylight 18 . For its openness and programmability, SDN has gained significant traction in the mobile industry as well,
being a promising direction to innovate the mobile network management.
This section presents an overview of SDN and introduces the latest research
development of SDN for mobile and wireless networks.

2.4.1

Overview of software-defined networking

SDN suggests separating the data and control plane with well defined programmable interfaces to simplify network configuration and management.
In SDN, the control plane decides how to handle the traffic and the data
plane forwards traffic according to decisions made by the control plane.
18

OpenDaylight Project: http://www.opendaylight.org/
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Figure 2.5: SDN architecture.
SDN architecture and programmable interfaces
As depicted in Figure 2.5 the architecture of SDN consists of three
logical layers that are accessible through open APIs:
• Data plane layer consists of the physical and virtual devices that provide packet switching and forwarding as the connective fabric between
all endpoints within the network.
• Control plane layer provides the consolidated control functionality for
supervising the network forwarding behavior. Being the middle layer
in the SDN architecture model, it implements multiple protocols for
managing the physical hardware within the network and provides a
set of common APIs to the application layer.
• Application layer consists of the business and network logic applications that control and monitor network behavior. In addition, more
complex solutions can be implemented at this layer, such as applications for network resource orchestration and traffic management.
The programmable interfaces are essential to the layer design of SDN,
allowing for abstracting the complexity of the underlying physical network
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and enabling the intelligence of centralized network management. In SDN,
the southbound interface is capable of supporting multiple protocols such as
OpenFlow [75], NETCONF [219], and SNMP [220]. It allows for controllers
to expose the underlying device functionality to the upper layer services
irrespective of protocols used between the controller and the network devices. The northbound interface is exposed by the controller to application
developers to support their development of various SDN applications. A
typical northbound interface offered by mainstream SDN platforms is the
web-based REST API.
OpenFlow
First proposed in 2008 [221], OpenFlow is a prominent example of
SDN open interface that strikes a balance between the vision of fully programmable networks and the pragmatism to enable real-world deployment.
The OpenFlow standard defines a protocol that allows the SDN controller
to access an OpenFlow-enabled switch over the network. By relying on
existing switch hardware, OpenFlow can be deployable immediately and is
hence adopted quickly by the industry for accelerating the development of
new SDN applications.

Figure 2.6: OpenFlow switch components.
The key components of an OpenFlow switch include the flow table,
group table, and OpenFlow channel, as shown in Figure 2.6. The flow table
and group table are designed for performing packet lookups and forwarding. The OpenFlow channel is the interface that connects each OpenFlow
switch to a controller. Through this interface, the controller receives events
from the switch and manages the switch. All the messages are formatted
according to the OpenFlow protocol.
As specified in OpenFlow 1.4.0, each flow table contains a set of flow
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Table 2.2: Flow entry in OpenFlow v1.4.0 [75].

Match Fields

Priority

Counters

Instructions

Timeouts

Cookie

entries. Each flow entry consists of match fields, priority, counters, instructions, timeouts, and cookies, as illustrated in Table 2.2. The match
fields contain packet headers, ingress port, and optionally metadata (for
passing information between tables). The priority field is for indicating the
matching precedence of the flow entry. The counters field serves statistical
purposes and is updated when packets are matched. The instructions field
describes the OpenFlow processing that happens when a packet matches
the flow entry. The timeouts field specifies the maximum time before the
switch expires a flow and removes the entry from the flow table. The cookie
field contains extra data values that can be used by controller to filter flow
statistics, flow modification and deletion. A flow entry is identified by the
match fields and priority and these two fields together can help a controller
quickly identify a unique flow entry in the flow table.
An OpenFlow switch can contain one or multiple flow tables that are
sequentially numbered starting at zero. The OpenFlow pipeline processing
defines how packets interact with those flow tables and always start at the
first flow table. Other flow tables may be used depending on the outcome
of the first table. The group table in OpenFlow consists of group entries
and each entry contains four fields: group identifier, group type, counters,
and action buckets. The group entry contains a list of action buckets with
dedicated semantics dependent on the group type. The group table enables
OpenFlow to deliver additional methods of forwarding, such as to select a
random port on a group of ports for load balancing. In general, packets are
processed by switches supporting OpenFlow 1.4.0 in the following steps:
1. A switch performs matching and lookup for every incoming packet
according to the flow tables, and if it is matched to one flow entry,
the packet will be processed according to the actions defined in that
flow entry.
2. If a packet could be matched to several flow entries, only the highest
priority flow entry that matches the packet should be selected. The
counters associated with the selected flow entry will be updated and
the instruction set in the selected flow entry must be applied.
3. If no match is found, the switch will perform a default action such as
dropping the packet or forwarding it to a remote controller for further
handling.
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The OpenFlow channel is the interface for connecting each switch to a
controller. All OpenFlow channel messages must be formatted according
to the OpenFlow protocol. The OpenFlow channel is usually encrypted
using TLS [223], and optionally it can be run directly over TCP. By default, the OpenFlow channel is a single network connection. Alternatively,
the OpenFlow channel may be composed of a main connection and multiple auxiliary connections to exploit parallelism. The auxiliary connections
may use different transport mechanisms to the main connection, such as
DTLS [224] or UDP. In OpenFlow 1.4.0, the OpenFlow protocol supports
three message types: controller-to-switch, asynchronous, and symmetric.
Controller-to-switch messages are initiated by the controller to directly
manage or inspect the state of the switch. Asynchronous messages are
initiated by the switch for updating the controller of network events and
the switch state changes. Symmetric messages are initiated by either the
switch or the controller.
SDN control platforms
Being a critical element in the SDN architecture, the SDN controller
converts network-level policies/objectives into packet-level operations and
provides an abstract view of the network to upper layer applications. Since
the first OpenFlow controller NOX released in 2008 [225], a number of SDN
control platforms have emerged, including POX 19 , Ryu 20 , Floodlight 21 ,
and OpenDaylight 22 .
As an example, Figure 2.7 presents the basic structure of a NOX managed network. This structure is shared by many other SDN control platforms, in which a set of OpenFlow switches are connected to and managed
by a logically centralized SDN controller. NOX adopts an event driven
design where an event represents the change in the system such as link
failure or connection resume. The events can be generated by OpenFlow
messages or low-level events. NOX uses the event handlers to capture and
react to the events. Similar to the handlers for Unix system calls, developers can register handlers for particular events and trigger dedicated control
logic upon the event occurrence. To manage the network in a simple and
topology independent manner, NOX generates a centralized view for the
managed network and constructs mappings of high level namespace to low
level address. Besides using OpenFlow to manage underlying devices, NOX
19
20
21
22

POX Platform: http://www.noxrepo.org/pox/about-pox/
Ryu SDN Framework: http://osrg.github.io/ryu/
Floodlight Controller: http://www.projectfloodlight.org/floodlight/
OpenDaylight: http://www.opendaylight.org/project/technical-overview
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Figure 2.7: NOX architecture [225].
also provides a set of network libraries to support efficient implementation
of common functions, such as DHCP and DNS.
In recent years, researchers have proposed novel controller design and
techniques to improve the scalability of SDN systems. The notable proposals include HyperFlow, Kandoo, Onix, and ElastiCon:
• HyperFlow [226] is a distributed SDN control platform that allows
more than one controllers to be deployed in the HyperFlow managed
network. As shown in Figure 2.8, a HyperFlow network consists of
a number of OpenFlow switches, several NOX servers running the
HyperFlow control application, and an event propagation system for
synchronizing the global view of the network. In HyperFlow, all the
controllers share a consistent view of the network by using a publish/subscribe messaging paradigm. Each controller subscribes to
three channels: the data channel, the control channel, and its own
channel. All the controllers are allowed to publish to all channels.
The HyperFlow application publishes selected events that are of general interest to the data channel. Commands targeted to a specific
controller are published to the corresponding controller’s channel. In
addition, each controller periodically advertises itself to the control
channel to facilitate controller discovery and failure detection. Hy-
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Figure 2.8: Overview of HyperFlow [226].
perFlow minimizes the control plane response time by keeping the
network control logic centralized and localizing all decisions to each
controller. The distributed design of HyperFlow enables the interconnection of independently managed OpenFlow networks and makes it
resilient to network partitions and component failures.
• Kandoo [227] is a hierarchical SDN control framework based on OpenFlow. It introduces a two-level hierarchical architecture in which local configuration and management are separated from global policies.
As shown in Figure 2.9, Kandoo utilizes two types of controllers to
support its hierarchical design: the local controller and the root controller. The local controller directly manages a subset of switches
and executes applications that do not require a global view of the
network. The root controller is responsible for managing all the local
controllers and implementing global policies. The root controller subscribes to events generated by local controllers. The local controller
will then propagate those events to the root controller. By processing
frequent events in local controllers and rare events in the root controller, Kandoo limits the overhead of frequent events on the control
plane, thereby improving the scalability.
• Onix [228] is a distributed control platform that utilizes a distributed
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Figure 2.9: Kandoo framework [227].
data structure named Network Information Base (NIB) to represent
network resources. In Onix, each network element is recorded as a set
of key-value pairs with a globally unique identifier. Onix maintains a
consistent NIB for the whole network through two mechanisms. First,
Onix uses a transactional SQL-like database for persistent but less dynamic data. Second, Onix provides a one-hop, eventually-consistent
and memory-only DHT system for the network state needing high
update rates and availability. The key contribution of Onix is its
general API for the control plane that allows for the development of
scalable applications. By using the Onix platform, a network control
plane can be implemented as a distributed system.
• ElastiCon [229] is an elastic distributed SDN control platform in
which controllers can be added to or removed from the controller pool
dynamically according to traffic conditions and the load is dynamically shifted across controllers. To support load adaptation, ElastiCon introduces a load estimation module that runs on the controller
to report load statistics. ElastiCon sets the threshold for individual controller load and aggregated load of the controller pool. When
the load on an individual controller is beyond the threshold but the
aggregated load is within the aggregated threshold, ElastiCon will dynamically migrate selected switches to other idle controllers. When
the aggregated load is above the aggregated threshold, ElastiCon can
add new controllers to the pool.
Behind the SDN paradigm of separating the control plane from the data
plane, we highlight four visible features and their benefits:
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• Centralized control and coordination – The logically centralized control model is a key part of the SDN architecture, which mitigates the
overhead from the traditional distributed protocol-based mechanisms.
Although the centralized approach is often questioned for its scalability, it can deliver the changes of state and policy more efficiently
in a managed domain compared with the distributed methods. The
coordination feature also makes it possible that when one of the controllers fails, other standby controllers can take over the management
tasks to avoid service breakage.

• Programmability – The programmability of SDN makes the implementation and deployment of new network functionality faster and
easier, thereby speeds up the innovation at both hardware and software level. This agility can reduce the Operational Expenditure
(OPEX) in that complex management tasks can be carried out by
SDN applications in a coordinated manner, which helps save the
maintenance cost. The programmability can also bring down the
Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) by using software update instead of
replacing the hardware to add new functionality, and hence avoiding
the cost related to unnecessary hardware replacement.

• Virtualized abstraction – The layered design of SDN with well defined interfaces can hide the complexity of hardware devices from
the SDN applications. Through the virtualized abstraction, a managed network can be divided into virtual networks that share the
same infrastructure but are governed by different policy and security
requirements. It helps promote the sharing, aggregation and management of available resources and enable dynamic reconfiguration and
policy changes.

• Openness – The open standards promoted by SDN such as OpenFlow help build and develop open sourced communities that attract
brain power and speed up the innovation. The openness combined
with programmable APIs benefits networking research by enabling
researchers to experiment their novel ideas through fast prototyping.
It also benefits the interoperability and backward compatibility with
legacy infrastructure and allows for different operators and providers
to collaborate through the SDN framework.
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Table 2.3: SDN solutions for mobile and wireless networks.

Edge Access
Core Network

2.4.2

Cellular Environment
SoftRAN [232]
OpenRadio [233]
CellSDN [230]
SoftCell [234]

WLAN Environment
OpenAPI [236]
OpenRadio [233]
OpenRoads [231]
Odin [235]

Solutions for mobile and wireless networks

Given the phenomenal growth in mobile traffic and the inherent need to
simultaneously operate over multiple wireless technologies, mobile network
operators are seeking viable and cost-effective solutions to address these
challenges. As illustrated in recent research [230, 231], one promising direction is to integrate SDN and fully utilize its features to refine the mobile
network architecture. As highlighted in Table 2.3, we describe the latest
SDN solutions for mobile and wireless networks that aim to address these
challenges, covering both cellular and WLAN environments.
Cellular Networks
SoftRAN [232] and OpenRadio [233] are the latest proposals that apply
SDN to innovate the mobile access networks. SoftRAN focuses on the
control plane by abstracting multiple base stations into a virtual big base
station. As shown in Figure 2.10, SoftRAN introduces a 3D resource grid to
enable operators to manage the radio resources within a geographical area
through three dimensions: time, frequency, and base station index. The
SoftRAN controller maintains a RAN information base (RIB) which can be
accessed by various control modules for radio resource management. The
RIB consists of essential information to be updated by the controller, such
as the interference map, flow records, and network operator preferences.
Because the radio element has a more timely view of the local state than the
remote controller, SoftRAN optimizes the control decision by splitting the
control functionality between the central controller and the radio elements.
OpenRadio [233] proposes a data plane solution to enable programmability through its modular and declarative programming interfaces across
the wireless stack. As the existing wireless infrastructure suffers from the
closely coupled hardware, OpenRadio aims to decouple the protocol definition from the hardware and provides a software abstraction layer to enable
programmability at the MAC and physical layer. The main idea of Open-
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Figure 2.10: SoftRAN architecture [232].
Radio is to decompose wireless protocols into the processing plane and
decision plane where the processing plane includes actions and the decision
plane includes rules. Owing to the generality in its design, OpenRadio can
be applied to both the cellular and the WLAN environment.
The existing cellular infrastructure has been criticized as being expensive and inflexible, suffering from complex control plane protocols and
vendor-specific configuration interfaces [230, 234]. To simplify the management of cellular networks, the pioneering project CellSDN [230] proposes
an SDN design for the cellular core networks. Given the challenges for
applying SDN to cellular environment such as user mobility and real-time
adaptation, CellSDN architecture includes a set of necessary extensions, as
illustrated in Figure 2.11. On the proposed controller extension, policies of
subscriber attributes are translated into switch rules for matching packet
headers. CellSDN utilizes local cell agents to alleviate the scalability issue
of central controlling by performing localized actions guided by the control
platform.
Based on the high-level design of CellSDN, SoftCell [234] is a scalable
architecture design to support fine-grained policies in cellular core networks.
In SoftCell, the controller handles low-level details such as switch location
and network identifier. Based on subscriber attributes and applications,
SoftCell adopts a set of service policies to form a high level abstraction.
The service policies include priority, service action, and predicates. SoftCell aims to improve scalability by extending both the control plane and
the data plane. For the control plane, SoftCell uses local software agents
to cache packet classifiers and policy tags in order to reduce the load of
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Figure 2.11: CellSDN with local agents and extensions [230].

the main controller. For the data plane, SoftCell pushes the packet classification to access switches and applies multi-dimensional forwarding rule
aggregation to minimize the state in the core network.
Wireless Local Area Networks
OpenRoads [231] is the first SDN solution deployed on a campus that
uses OpenFlow and virtulization to decouple mobility from the physical network and allow for multiple providers to control and configure the underlying infrastructure concurrently. The OpenRoads platform aims at enabling
experimental research by using an open-source controller and extending it
to control and capture wireless events such as host-AP association. The
defining feature of OpenRoads is its openness - all the tools developed for
OpenRoads are free and available under open-source licenses to encourage
contributions from the community.
Odin [235] develops an SDN platform targeted at the enterprise wireless
local area networks. By introducing a light virtual access point (LVAP) abstraction, Odin can virtualize the WLAN association state and separate the
state from the physical access point to simplify the network management.
The LVAP design enables the operators and developers to program and
deploy WLAN services as network applications that run on top of Odin.
For instance, Odin supports efficient handoff by using LVAP to avoid additional message exchange. The Odin mobility manager can monitor the
receiver signal strength through local Odin agents to guide the selection of
target AP for handoff. As illustrated in Figure 2.12, the key components
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Figure 2.12: Odin system architecture [235].
of Odin such as Odin Master are built on top of the open-source OpenFlow
controller Floodlight.
For edge access, OpenAPI [236] is a system proposal that aims to enhance efficient sharing of WLAN resources by virtualizing the last-mile
access infrastructure via open APIs. OpenAPI introduces an algorithm to
achieve efficient virtualization by leveraging the time elasticity of bulk data
transfer applications and the spatial overlap of WiFi coverage. The proposed architecture specifies a set of interfaces for ISPs, content providers
and end users to encourage collaboration of all the engaged parties: ISPs
can improve the monetization of their infrastructure resources on a flow
basis without revealing network internal details; the content providers can
enhance their business model by selectively tuning the service quality for
different types of flows; and the end users can adjust the virtualization degree to meet the dedicated needs.
Discussion
The proposals presented are good examples to demonstrate the potential of SDN to enhance mobile network architectures and resource management. In the search for novel approaches for mobile networks, it is worth
recognizing that SDN is merely a tool for solving network-management
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problems. SDN neither dictates how that control should be designed nor
solves any particular problem. Instead, it provides a platform to help address the longstanding problems in network and traffic management. The
development of new solutions will require innovation on multiple timescales,
from long-term bold visions and short-term creative problem solving. In
this respect, we outline design challenges and requirements in mobile networks.
• Mobility and roaming – The mobility of users leads to roaming between networks and potentially across different access technologies
such as 4G and WiFi. The dynamic change of locations adds complexity to manage and steer the mobile traffic across different access
networks.
• Multi-access and multi-operator – The operational environment consists of different technologies and operators. It is leading to a complex
negotiation process, privacy concerns, and potential conflicting policy
and QoS requirements.
• Monitoring overhead – The OpenFlow-based monitoring schemes suffer from limitation in terms of high overhead and incomplete sample
information. For instance, FleXam [237] provides a good example of
this problem.
• Deployment concern – Although a defining feature of SDN is openness, solutions need to face the challenge of backward compatibility
and interoperability as operators have to maintain different generations of technologies such as GSM, 3G and 4G.

2.5

Summary

This chapter presents the state of the art of recent solutions for mobile traffic offloading. By illustrating the major challenges in mobile networks, we
discuss the values of mobile traffic offloading and highlight the importance
of energy awareness in solution design. We present the latest development
in software-defined networking (SDN) and several SDN-based schemes for
mobile networks.
One of the key goals of this dissertation is to investigate mobile traffic
offloading through experimental measurement and system design. Therefore, we mainly focus on system-level solutions. The observations based on
literature study presented in this chapter lead us to develop collaborative,
energy-aware, and software-defined solutions that will be presented in the
next chapters.

Chapter 3
Network-Assisted Offloading
(NAO)
This chapter presents the framework of Network-Assisted Offloading (NAO)
for enabling efficient IP traffic offloading. Section 3.1 describes the motivation and measurement studies that drive our traffic offloading design.
Section 3.2 illustrates the NAO architecture and protocol suite. Section
3.3 presents our system implementation and experiments in operational
networks. Section 3.4 discusses existing standard-track mechanisms and
compares our proposals against 3GPP-based solutions. Section 3.5 summarizes the chapter.

3.1

Requirement and Measurement Studies

Nowadays, 3GPP packet core network architecture and live network deployment tend to aggregate IP traffic at Gateway GPRS Support Nodes
(GGSNs) or Packet Data Network Gateway (P-GWs) with relatively few
sites. The IP traffic forwarding capacity of these aggregated gateway nodes
is challenged by the phenomenal mobile traffic growth in recent years. Since
the increased capacity investment requirements can be hard to meet due to
the declining average revenue per user, mobile network operators are evaluating solutions to offload bulk IP traffic to alternative access technologies
that are cheaper to deploy, such as WiFi.
To address the research question ‘What are the key issues in mobile
traffic offloading’, it is worth assessing the traffic characteristics, buffering,
and congestion in mobile networks to understand ‘Why do we need to offload mobile traffic’ and ‘What are the implications for mobile users and
network operators’. Through the WiBrA project (2010–2012), we carried
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Figure 3.1: Test setup in the operational mobile network.
out a series of experimental measurements and simulation studies that covered mobile access networks [20, 21, 22]. The insights from those studies
enhance our understanding of what the problems in existing mobile networks are, where the bottleneck is, and what to consider in designing IP
traffic offloading schemes.
Measurement Study
As mobile broadband access becomes a popular choice for Internet
access, the increased amount of TCP-based traffic has posed challenges
to real-time media flows such as interactive video and audio. Volatile TCP
flows such as web traffic are bursty, which can cause transient queues to
appear and vanish rapidly at bottleneck routers. These transient queues
introduce delay spikes that result in harmful jitters for the competing traffic such as real-time media flows. Meanwhile, long-lived TCP connections
such as software updates cause standing queues to form and hence increase
the one-way delay for competing traffic sharing the same bottleneck. Moreover, efforts to increase the initial window of TCP to ten segments have
been made in recent years [238, 239]. Such increase together with a large
number of parallel TCP connections have created a competitive environment for real-time media traffic.
To gain insights into the effect of competing TCP traffic on real-time
media flows, we conducted experiments in an operational mobile network
in Finland. The test system comprises a mobile host and a fixed server
as presented in Figure 3.1. The mobile host was a laptop connected to a
Nokia N900 smartphone to gain access to the high-speed mobile network.
The fixed server was located in our laboratory with public IP address.
All the test traffic was captured using tcpdump on both the mobile host
and the fixed server. We carefully synchronized the clocks of the mobile
host and the server before each test suite by using Network Time Protocol
(NTP) to enable the clocks to be slowly adjusted towards almost equal
rates. This enabled us to measure the one-way delay of each media packet
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for an audio flow with a competing bulk TCP connection, 50 replications [20].

with reasonable accuracy by taking the difference in timestamps obtained
from the tcpdump logs of each end.
We used emulated traffic flows to gain full control of the workloads.
The direction of traffic was from the fixed server to the mobile host. We
used constant bit-rate (CBR) flows to emulate real-time audio traffic. For
TCP traffic, we investigated two major workloads that roughly mimic two
typical scenarios where TCP flows compete with the real-time audio traffic:
1) Software update (bulk TCP flow) during a voice call and 2) Web browsing
(short TCP flows) when a voice call is ongoing.
As a baseline, Figure 3.2 shows the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the one-way delay for an audio flow of 15 seconds with 50 replications. During the observed period in the operational mobile network, the
loss rate was only 0.05%. The delays remained below 40 ms except for a
handful of packets. The median and the maximum one-way delay were 18.0
ms and 70.4 ms, respectively.
To highlight the effect of competing traffic on latency, Figure 3.3 presents
the CDF of the one-way delay for real-time media (Audio) traffic during a
bulk TCP transfer. Figure 3.4 shows the CDF of the one-way delay for audio traffic when different numbers of TCP connections with different initial
window (IW) sizes were in use. We ran 50 replications for each test case
with different combinations of parameter values. The bit-rate of emulated
audio flows is 16 kbps, which equals an IP packet of 80 bytes transmitted
every 20 ms. For the competing bulk TCP workload, an emulated audio
flow started first and then a bulk TCP flow started to transfer 28 MB of
data. The start time of bulk TCP was distributed uniformly between 10 to
12 seconds after the start of the audio flow. The number of parallel short
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Figure 3.4: CDF of one-way delay for an audio flow competing with one,
two, and six TCP flows, 50 replications [20].

TCP flows can be one, two and six. The total size of the TCP flows is 372
KB. In all cases, audio traffic started first and the starting time of TCP
flows was distributed uniformly between 10 to 12 seconds after the start
of the audio flow. The audio traffic lasted long enough to cover the whole
duration of TCP flows.
When competing with a bulk TCP flow as shown in Figure 3.3, interactive audio was almost impossible because the one-way delays during the
TCP transfer were excessively high. The 25th percentile of the one-way
delay was already 0.5 seconds and the median was 1.42 seconds. We confirmed from the traces that deep buffering is the main cause for the delay
increase, as soon after the bulk TCP transfer started the one-way delay
increased and remained around 1.5-2.5 seconds consistently for the duration of the TCP transfer. Such a delay increase was not present in our
audio-only tests. We noted that there were few values in the highest end,
which, however, might be due to wireless network phenomena on top of the
deep buffering.
As shown in Figure 3.4, the one-way delay with one competing short
TCP flow using an initial window of three segments (IW=3) was reasonably
low, which allows smooth packet delivery for interactive media. Increasing
the number of TCP connections from one to two caused only a moderate
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increase in the end-to-end delay. Increasing the TCP connections to six
resulted in relatively larger one-way delays. In all cases with competing
TCP traffic using IW=3, the one-way delay remained below 150ms all the
way up to the 75th percentile. In the cases of TCP flows using IW=10,
the one-way delay was notably higher compared with the values in the
corresponding IW=3 cases. The median one-way delay with six competing
TCP flows using IW=10 approached 200ms. The delay values remained
below 150ms for one and two competing TCP flows with IW=10.
Real-time media flows are typically compressed by a codec which tries to
retain human observable properties of the original content while removing
redundant information. The sporadic losses in transmission are usually
concealed by the codecs. However, when more losses occur consecutively,
the quality deteriorates and distortions become noticeable. To absorb jitter
that occurs in the packet transmission, a jitter buffer is utilized between
the receiving codec and the network. Because the media playback is time
bounded, the codec requires the data to be delivered in time. If a sudden
increase of delay occurs in the network, the media packet may not arrive in
time for the playback and the codec will discard the packet when its delay
exceeds the pre-defined threshold determined by the jitter buffer size.
In order to explore the transient effect of the delay jitter on the media
flows in mobile networks, we introduced a jitter filter to mimic the receiving
codec behavior in dropping late arriving media flow packets, referred to as
‘delay-based loss’. The delay-based losses are flagged when one-way delay
of the packet exceeds the ‘base delay’ plus the pre-defined jitter buffer size.
The ‘base delay’ is calculated from the perceived minimum delay over the
period of two seconds prior to the arrival of the TCP flows. We intentionally
chose to use minimum delay as base delay in order to report the worst-case
behavior.
We highlight the loss rate with different jitter buffer sizes in Figure 3.5
for a media flow (Audio) competing with one, two, and six short TCP flows
with IW=3 and IW=10. We conducted 50 replications for each test case.
The loss rate is determined by combining the delay-based losses and the
pure losses which were caused by either network congestion or link errors.
We plotted the median value of loss rate and 25th and 75th percentile in
the figure.
According to the measurement data, larger jitter buffer sizes can lower
the loss rate especially for IW=3. Using IW=10 in TCP increases the loss
rate dramatically to nearly 90% with small jitter buffer sizes. Meanwhile,
even with IW=3, a large number of parallel TCP connections can cause a
significant number of losses.
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Simulations
On the network side, a phenomenon called bufferbloat [240] has made
the problem in mobile networks more challenging. Typically, buffers are
deployed in the network for multiple reasons: 1) to smooth the transient
traffic spikes, 2) to enable packet lossless handovers, and 3) to avoid missing
packets due to wireless errors. However, excessive buffering is harmful [241],
particularly for interactive traffic and protocols that are designed to cope
with packet losses.
Because of bufferbloat, devices in the network can end up buffering an
enormous amount of traffic such as the initial windows of all parallel web
responses. The recent effort to increase the initial window of TCP from
three to ten segments can make the situation even worse. Our measurement also confirmed the existence of such deep buffering in the operational
network [20]. Active queue management (AQM) and its most prominent
representative Random Early Detection (RED) [242] is often proposed as
a solution to the bufferbloat.
In mobile networks, the buffering/queuing system at the last-hop forwarding nodes tend to have limited aggregated traffic generated by a single
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Figure 3.6: Simulation topology.

user or a few users. With the main goal of improving RED for such limited
aggregated traffic [21], we conducted simulation studies in an environment
mimicking a mobile broadband access. Because it is difficult to access the
operator resources, the simulation studies help us to investigate performance issues resulting from the competing traffic. Figure 3.6 shows the
simulation topology similar to the setting for our live network measurement.
Through simulation, we examined the competing Web traffic and realtime traffic in mobile access when AQM schemes were applied to the bottleneck router. Table 3.1 shows the results with TCP competing traffic and
buffer size of two times the bandwidth-delay product (2BDP) in an HSPA
link. Two types of TCP workloads were included: 1) one background bulk
TCP flow with a burst of later starting TCP flows and 2) a burst of n
TCP flows with a burst of n later starting TCP flows. The background
bulk TCP flow and the first n TCP flows started at zero seconds. The
background bulk TCP flow was left to settle into the congestion avoidance
mode of operation before the later TCP burst started. Each burst consists
of n=1, 2, 6, or 18 TCP flows that start simultaneously. The total size of
the TCP burst flows was 360 kB divided equally between the flows in the
given burst. The CBR payload rate was set to 64 kbps for HSPA. The CBR
start time was distributed to occur 0–200 ms earlier than the later starting
TCP burst.
As shown in Table 3.1, when competing with a bulk TCP and TCP
short flows under first-in first-out (FIFO) with buffer size of 2BDP, all
packets of the CBR flow were above one-way delay of 200 ms, exhibiting
the worst performance. The situation was improved when the aggregated
router applied AQM/RED. In the case of bulk TCP and 1 TCP flow, 92%
of the CBR packets were below 200 ms one-way delay. However, when there
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Table 3.1: Percentage of CBR packets with one-way delay below 200ms
over HSPA link [21].

n
FIFO+2BDP
RED+2BDP

Bulk
1
0%
92%

TCP+n TCP Flows
2
6
18
0%
0%
0%
75% 38% 28%

n + n TCP Flows
1
2
6
18
82% 62% 30% 26%
82% 62% 31% 28%

were several parallel flows competing, the performance of real-time traffic
will degrade even when RED was applied. In the case of bulk TCP + 18
TCP flows, merely 28% of the CBR packets were below 200 ms one-way
delay.
Observations
Our measurement studies illustrate how interactive media flows are affected by concurrent TCP transmissions that share the same aggregation
link in high-speed mobile access networks. In the conducted experiments,
we experienced very few packet losses during the observed period in an operational mobile network. The impact of competing traffic is hence reflected
mainly by delay and changes in the delay.
We notice that even a moderate number of parallel TCP connections
that are typically used for carrying Web page responses can cause irreparable harm for a concurrent interactive media flow sharing the same bottleneck link. With a competing bulk TCP transfer, the media stream becomes
almost unusable for interactive purposes. In our measurement, the worst
competing effect toward real-time media flow resulted from the burst of
packets during the initial TCP window transmission. Compared with the
initial window of three segments, the initial window of ten segments can
worsen the situation.
Concerning the deep buffering/bufferbloat, it is worth noting that although AQM is regarded as a viable candidate, it is challenging to realize
in practice. The access network gateways/routers, which are typical bottlenecks, lack support for AQM/RED. Even if available, RED does not work
with the default settings as it is too gentle to handle fast changes due to
TCP slow start when the links are subject to limited aggregate traffic [21].
Since tuning of the RED parameters requires modifications on the intermediate network nodes, it is not deployable in the short run on a large scale
even if RED itself is supported by the devices.
Given the radical growth of mobile traffic, the effort to increase the
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TCP initial window to ten, and the trend of deep buffering on the mobile
aggregate gateways, congestion and competing traffic effects are bound to
occur to degrade the performance of mobile services, especially for interactive applications such as voice, video and online gaming. Because mobile
gateways such as GGSN or P-GW tend to heavily aggregate traffic, the IP
traffic forwarding capacity of these gateway nodes might not sustain the
traffic growth to meet the requirement of service quality.
Our key observation is that the existing problems in mobile networks
are accumulated over the years with many stakeholders and factors intertwiningly involved. The collective impact is hence complex, appearing in
various forms with different symptoms. Instead of trying various mitigation schemes to fix problems within the incumbent mobile access infrastructure which often entails high costs and complexity, we can consider
other promising alternatives, such as to offload bulk data traffic to other
wireless channels, e.g., WiFi, to alleviate the pressure on the overloaded
mobile access. The latest trend to equip mobile devices with an additional
WiFi interface and the fast growth of WiFi hotspot deployment in urban
areas also support the vision. This observation motivates us to investigate
traffic offloading design as a cost-effective mechanism for mobile network
operators to mitigate the challenge of traffic growth in the upcoming years
[243]. For mobile users, offloading bulk traffic to alternative accesses can
also bring potential benefits in terms of performance and cost saving [5, 6].
Since we focus on traffic offloading in this dissertation, we only cover a
selected set of measurement results that motivate our offloading design. A
detailed discussion including how to improve AQM/RED can be found in
[20, 21]. Our experiment data from the operational network is available at:
http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/group/wibra/pam2013-data/

3.2

NAO Framework Design

Network-Assisted Offloading (NAO) is a framework that utilizes network
assistance to achieve efficient IP traffic offloading. It enables mobile network operators to actively trigger and guide the traffic offloading through
dedicated protocols.
Figure 3.7 illustrates a typical offloading scenario of NAO to push
network-driven offloading policies to mobile hosts using Router Advertisement (RA) [25, 76]. We assume mobile hosts are equipped with cellular and
WiFi interfaces, which is a common setting for modern handset devices.
We consider two major cases in mobile traffic offloading: 1) to complement cellular radio coverage and access capacity with a cheaper radio
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Figure 3.7: NAO offloading scenario.
technology in a dense hotspot area, but still route the traffic through the operator’s packet core. 2) Bypass the operator’s packet core, cellular access,
and possibly backhaul completely to maximize savings. Although NAO
targets the latter case, the proposed framework could apply to both.

3.2.1

Design principles

Given the pressure of traffic growth affecting radio access, backhaul, and
network packet core, IP traffic offloading has been a lively topic in both
standard and product development. Specifically, 3GPP has put considerable efforts in standardizing IP traffic offloading solutions for the Evolved
Packet Core (EPC) in recent years. The 3GPP approaches, as discussed
in Section 2.2.2, rely on tight cellular operator control and integration to
3GPP network architecture, demanding 3GPP-specific modifications for
user equipment. We identify the issues of the existing network-controlled
offloading approaches as follows:
1. Heavy system-specific standardization – This inevitably postpones
deployment and ties the solution too tightly to a specific architecture.
2. The micromanagement of the offloading policies – The flow granularity in mobile networks can lead to unnecessary management burden,
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particularly on the heavy-loaded aggregate gateways. Moreover, a
reliable identification of flows is challenging due to encryption.
3. Requirement of 3GPP-specific functionality in user equipment – We
believe that solutions should only be at the IP level and therefore
independent of the access technology.
We advocate that IP offloading should be considered just a ‘normal’
IP routing and next-hop selection issue [244] with minimal management
overhead. To guide the design of the NAO framework, we derive a list of
principles based on literature studies [13] and measurement experience [20]:
• Internet layer generic design – As long as the Internet connectivity
is guaranteed and the few required specific operator services can be
reached, the IP traffic offloading scheme should be realized just as an
IP-level routing and source address selection so that virtually every
IP stack can support offloading without access-specific enhancements.
• Efficient and flexible network assistance – Given that the solutions
requiring interface scanning may lead to extra energy cost [92], it is
advisable to take advantage of network assistance to trigger the scanning on demand and thereby avoid the excessive energy consumption
on resource constrained mobile devices. Meanwhile, instead of forcing
tight network control, network assistance should allow both users and
the network side to initiate offloading. This improves the flexibility
and efficiency as traffic offloading can be driven in a timely manner
according to demands. Specifically, the network side decision can reference the gateway nodes such as GGSNs or P-GWs that have an
overview of the aggregated workloads in the mobile networks.
• Lightweight and secure – For deployability, the offloading solution
should introduce minimal impact on infrastructure and end user devices. On user equipment, the standard IP stack supporting IPv4 and
IPv6 should suffice. At the same time, the communication channel
between the network and user equipment for managing traffic offloading must be both secure and trusted. For example, using cellular
access to push offloading policies can be considered a secure option
compared with using other open wireless accesses.

3.2.2

NAO framework

Figure 3.8 shows an overview of the NAO framework comprising three major parts: network side assistance, signaling protocols, and host operations.
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Figure 3.8: NAO framework overview [23].

First, the network side assistance includes offloading preparation and decision supported by the network. Second, the signaling protocols serve as
the bridge between the network side and hosts to deliver offloading commands and user requests. Third, host operations are necessary modules /
software extensions deployed on mobile devices for fulfilling the offloading
procedure.
NAO supports two offloading modes for enhancing flexibility, namely
host-driven mode and network-driven mode. The host-driven mode allows
end users to trigger traffic offloading according to their demand and preference by using the DHCPv6 route options [248]. The network-driven mode
enables operators to actively push offloading policy by using a standardized Neighbor Discovery option [76] and our own protocol extension [25].
In both modes, once the offloading decision is made by the network side
based on context such as network condition and user location, the dedicated gateway deploying NAO will send offloading commands to the targeted user equipment (UE) via a DHCPv6 reply message [249] or a router
advertisement [250], for host-driven mode or network-driven mode, respectively. Upon receiving the offloading command, a NAO-compatible UE will
carry out IP traffic offloading by selecting a proper networking interface for
data transmission according to the indication.
In NAO, cellular access is chosen as the commanding channel to guide
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traffic offloading and deliver Internet layer offloading policies. By following
the deployment guidance [245], we utilize proposals in IETF and combine
them with our own extension to build the NAO signaling protocol suite.
The NAO signaling solutions have several aspects in common:
• They rely on IPv6 features when possible. No 3GPP-specific extensions are required.
• They primarily target UEs with cellular 3GPP access. The GGSN or
PGW is used as the orchestra leader in the operator network.
• Cellular 3GPP radio is considered a trusted access and hence used to
deliver offloading policies.
• Designed to benefit from multiple interfaces.
Solutions adopted in NAO aim to work on the Internet layer and rely
only on the standard IETF defined TCP/IP protocol suite, without requiring any access technology specific knowledge. We consider Dynamic Host
Configuration Protocol (DHCP) to be part of the Internet layer due to its
traditionally tight integration with IP and host configuration. Our goal
is to identify working solutions that do not break backward compatibility,
work in the majority of the intended use cases, and would not require mobile devices to implement 3GPP-specific extensions. The emphasis of NAO
is on IPv6, since we believe there is no room for sophisticated IPv4-based
offloading solutions anymore, and the future is in IPv6 networking.

3.2.3

NAO protocol suite

To achieve efficient and flexible IP traffic offloading according to the demands of user and network operator, we utilize three Internet layer solutions. The first approach builds on top of DHCPv6 [249] which enables the
host-driven mode. The second approach builds on top of IPv6 neighbor
discovery (ND) protocol [250] and the third approach extends the second
solution with IPv4 capabilities for supporting IP traffic offloading in the
transition to the IPv6 [246, 247]. The second and third approaches together enable the network-driven mode.
Host-Driven Mode with DHCPv6
We utilize the DHCPv6 route options [248] proposed in IETF to achieve
the host-driven traffic offloading in our framework. This approach enables
a NAO-enabled UE to obtain routing information for offloading purposes
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Figure 3.9: Next Hop (NEXT HOP ) option format.
from dedicated DHCPv6 servers that support the route options. We use
two DHCPv6 route options in NAO: NEXT HOP and RT PREFIX. The
message formats for NEXT HOP and RT PREFIX are illustrated in Figure
3.9 and Figure 3.10, respectively.
Since each IPv6 route consists of a destination prefix, a next-hop address, and a preference value for the route, the NEXT HOP option contains
the next-hop address and the RT PREFIX option contains prefixes and associated preference values. The option codes for the two route options are
OPTION NEXT HOP and OPTION RT PREFIX (numeric values are to
be assigned by IANA 1 ).
The NEXT HOP contains the following fields, as shown in Figure 3.9:
• Option code: Defined as OPTION NEXT HOP, numeric value to be
determined by IANA.
• Option length: 16 bytes + the length of NEXT HOP options.
• IPv6 next-hop address: 16 bytes in length, IPv6 address of the nexthop.
• NEXT HOP options: Options that are associated with this Next Hop
option, including but not limited to, zero, one or more RT PREFIX
options that specify prefixes reachable through the given next-hop.
1

Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA): http://www.iana.org/
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Figure 3.10: Route Prefix (RT PREFIX ) option format.
The NEXT HOP option as shown in Figure 3.9 usually contains the
IPv6 address of a specific next-hop router. The NEXT HOP option also
contains RT PREFIX as its suboptions. For each next-hop address, there
can be zero, one or more prefixes reachable via that next-hop.
The RT PREFIX option contains the following fields as shown in Figure
3.10:
• Option code: Defined as OPTION RT PREFIX, numeric value to be
determined by IANA.
• Option length: Length of RT PREFIX option including all the suboptions.
• Route lifetime: 32-bit unsigned integer to specify the lifetime of the
route information, expressed in seconds relative to the time the packet
is sent. Value 0 means that the route is no longer valid and must be
removed. Value 0xffffffff indicates infinity for the lifetime.
• Prefix length: 8-bit unsigned integer to represent the length of the IP
prefix in bits. The value ranges from 0 to 128.
• Resvd: Reserved field. DHCP severs must set the value to zero and
clients must ignore its content.
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• Prf (Route Preference): Preference values are encoded as a 2-bit
signed integer. It indicates whether to prefer the next-hop router associated with this prefix. Value ‘01’ indicates high preference. Value
‘00’ indicates medium preference and value ‘11’ indicates low preference. Value ‘10’ is reserved.
• Prefix: A variable size field (up to 16 bytes) for specifying an IPv6
prefix. The length of the field is defined by the prefix length. If the
length is not divisible by 8, padding should be applied to round up
to the nearest byte boundary. The padding must be zero.
• RT PREFIX options: Extended options for this specific IPv6 prefix.

The RT PREFIX option can convey routing information through an
IPv6 prefix that represents a route destination. It can be used to configure
a default route by specifying a prefix of “::/0” in the RT PREFIX option
which is included as a suboption in the NEXT HOP option. The route
preference value in RT PREFIX is useful for multi-access scenarios where
there can be multiple next-hop routers for a single prefix (e.g., one nexthop router located in WiFi access and another one in the cellular access).
By setting the route preference value, network operators can guide UEs
to select a proper next-hop router and thereby manage IP traffic between
WiFi access or cellular access in an on-demand manner.
By relying on a DHCP-based approach, UEs must check the reachability of next-hop routers through standard mechanisms such as Neighbor Unreachability Detection (NUD) [250]. To avoid signaling overhead, DHCPv6
servers should not send route options to UEs that do not explicitly request
the options.
In NAO, we utilize the route options for enabling host-driven IP traffic
offloading. A UE can initiate traffic offloading on demand by sending a request message that includes the NEXT HOP and RT PREFIX options as
part of the DHCPv6 Option Request Option (ORO) [249]. By receiving the
request, a NAO-enabled server provides routing configuration information
to the requesting UE according to pre-defined network policies. A typical
use case is when a NAO-enabled UE connected to both WiFi and cellular accesses, a network operator can guide traffic offloading by installing a
default route via the route options to point to a next-hop router in WiFi
access. Once the UE learns this new default route, it will update its routing
table and offload traffic to its WiFi access rather than using cellular access.
To achieve a fine-grained control, route options also allow operators to set
the route preference values for specific prefixes, so that the traffic matching
those prefixes can be directed to desired access networks (either WiFi or
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cellular). In brief, NAO allows UEs to pull offloading policies using the
DHCPv6 route options, thereby enabling the host-driven traffic offloading.
Network-Driven Mode with Neighbor Discovery
To enable network-driven mode in NAO, we adopt the IETF ”Default
Router Preferences and More-Specific Routes” [76] which extends IPv6
Neighbor Discovery protocol with a new Route Information Option (RIO)
and preference flags in the Router Advertisement (RA) message header.
The new extension allows operators to convey default router preferences
and specific routes to UEs.
The new option and preference flags require changes to the Router Advertisement in the Neighbor Discovery protocol [250]. Figure 3.11 shows
the format of RA with the router preference extension.
The major changes as shown in Figure 3.11 include:
• Prf: Default Router Preference, expressed in 2-bit signed integer.
Value ‘01’ indicates high preference. Value ‘00’ indicates medium
preference and value ‘11’ indicates low preference. Value ‘10’ is reserved. The preference value indicates whether to prefer this router
over other default routers.
• Resvd: A 3-bit field which must be initialized to zero by the sender
and must be ignored by the receiver.
• Options: The field for RA options such as Route Information Option.
The regular fields in RA defined by Neighbor Discovery protocol [250,
251, 252] include:
• Type: This field indicates the type of ICMP message. The value for
RA is 134.
• Code: This field depends on the message type for additional level of
message granularity. The value for RA is 0.
• Checksum: The ICMP checksum [252].
• Cur Hop Limit: 8-bit unsigned integer. It contains the value that
should be placed in the Hop Count field of the IP header for outgoing
IP packets.
• M: 1-bit flag field for managed address configuration. If this flag is
set, it indicates that addresses are available via DHCPv6 [249].
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Figure 3.11: Router Advertisement format with preference extension.
• O: 1-bit flag field for other configuration. If this flag is set, it indicates
that other configuration information is available via DHCPv6, such
as DNS-related information.
• H: 1-bit Home Agent field for supporting Mobile IPv6 [251]. The ‘H’
bit is set in a RA message to indicate that the router sending this RA
is functioning as a Mobile IPv6 home agent on this link.
• Router Lifetime: 16-bit unsigned integer specifying the lifetime associated with the default router in seconds. This field is used only
to indicate the usefulness of this router as a default router. It does
not apply to fields in other options. A lifetime value of zero indicates
that the router is not a default router and should not appear on the
receiver’s default router list.
• Reachable Time: 32-bit unsigned integer, indicating the time in milliseconds for assuming a neighbor is reachable since the most recent
reachability confirmation received.
• Retrans Timer: 32-bit unsigned integer, indicating the time in milliseconds between retransmitted Neighbor Solicitation messages.
The default router preference as presented in Figure 3.11 allows for
a simple three step prioritization of default routers in the host’s default
router list (LOW, MEDIUM - the default, and HIGH ). In addition to the
preference value, the ‘Options’ field can contain a Route Information Option
which provides extra configuration context for specific routes.
The Route Information Option contains the following fields, as shown
in Figure 3.12:
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Figure 3.12: Route Information Option message format.
• Type: This field indicates the type of RA option. The value for RIO
is 24.
• Length: 8-bit unsigned integer in units of 8 bytes for indicating the
length of the option including Type and Length fields.
• Prefix Length: 8-bit unsigned integer, indicating the number of valid
bits in Prefix, ranging from 0 to 128.
• Prf: Route Preference, 2-bit signed integer for indicating whether to
prefer the router associated with this prefix over other routers when
the same prefix matches multiple routers.
• Resvd: Unused field. Senders must initialize this field to zero and
receivers must ignore the values in this field.
• Route Lifetime: 32-bit unsigned integer, indicating the length of lifetime in seconds for a prefix. The value of 0xffffffff represents infinity.
• Prefix: This field contains an IPv6 address or an IPv6 prefix whose
length is determined by the Prefix length.
With the new RIO, a router can indicate specific IPv6 routes that the
router wants to serve as the first-hop. Similar to the DHCPv6 approach,
the Route Preference in RIO can be used to provide fine-grained routing
management in multi-access environments. For example, where a single
prefix on a multi-interfaced UE matches two routers, one located in WiFi
access and the other one in the cellular access, network operators can guide
the UE by prioritizing the Route Preference for the WiFi access router
and thereby direct IP traffic generated by the UE to the preferred WiFi
network.
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The main reason for adopting RA router preference and RIO in our
framework is to take advantages of an existing specification [76] on top of
the Neighbor Discovery protocol. Several mainstream operating systems
already implement RFC4191, including Linux, BSD variants and Microsoft
Windows starting from XP. The network interfaces accepting RFC4191 extensions can be specified using host side configuration. In addition, RA
is regarded as a stable mechanism for router-to-host communication. The
only consideration is to limit the number of interfaces accepting RFC4191
extension to one interface that is both trusted and centrally managed by
the operator. In our case the 3GPP cellular connection fulfills these requirements. In brief, the RA extensions in NAO allow network operators
to actively push offloading policies to UEs from the access routers, thereby
enabling the network-driven traffic offloading.
Network-Driven Mode with IPv4 Support
To overcome the limitations of the IPv6-only approach specified in RFC
4191, we proposed two Neighbor Discovery options for NAO to support
IPv4 traffic offloading [25]. The new options enable access routers to communicate the IPv4 default gateway address and more specific IPv4 routes
to UEs. The operation logic for traffic offloading is similar to the IPv6
approach [76].
The new option is named Offload and used in the Router Advertisement.
Figure 3.13 shows the message format of the Offload option.
• Type: Defined as OPTION OFFLOAD, numeric value to be determined by IANA.
• Length: 8-bit unsigned integer specifying the length of the option in
units of 8 bytes, which includes the Type and Length fields. If there
is no sub-option, the value must be 2.
• D: 1-bit flag field for indicating the willingness of the router to serve
as a gateway for IPv4 traffic. If ‘D’ flag is set to 1, the router explicitly
indicates it is not willing to serve as a gateway for IPv4 traffic when
there are other usable gateways accessible from the the same or other
available interfaces. If ‘D’ is set to 0, the router indicates no preference
as to its willingness to serve as a IPv4 traffic gateway.
• Reserved: Unused field, which must be initialized to zero by the
sender and its content must be ignored by the receiver.
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Figure 3.13: Offload option in router advertisement.
• IPv4 Gateway: The IPv4 address of a gateway’s interface. This address must belong to the same interface that originates the RA containing the Offload option.
• GW Lifetime: 16-bit unsigned integer, indicating the lifetime in seconds for the gateway conveyed in this Offload option. Its value should
be smaller than or equal to that of Router Lifetime, which is in the
ICMP header of the same Router Advertisement.
• Specific Route Information option: Optional information for specific
routes that are used for IPv4 traffic offloading.
The new Offload option is used in Router Advertisement (RA) to convey routing information of an IPv4 gateway for traffic offloading. To avoid
misconfiguration, we only allow one Offload option in a single RA. The “D”
flag, IPv4 Gateway, and GW Lifetime fields can be used by network operators to instruct UEs to offload their IPv4 traffic. For instance, a default
gateway for IPv4 traffic can be added, updated, or deleted depending on
the “D” flag, GW Lifetime and existing routing state on a UE. When the
“D” flag is set to 1, the existing default gateway matching the one contained in the Offload option should be removed if there are other usable
gateways through the same or other interfaces. In this case, the following
IPv4 traffic can be redirected to another gateway preferred by the network
operators for traffic offloading.
To enable IPv4 traffic offloading, we defined a Specific Route Information (SRI) option that can be used as a sub-option for the Offload option.
Figure 3.14 presents the message format of the SRI option.
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Figure 3.14: Specific Route Information option message format.
• Route Lifetime: 16-bit unsigned integer indicating the length of time
in seconds for the corresponding IPv4 prefix. Its value should be
smaller than or equal to that of GW Lifetime contained in the same
Offload option.
• Prf (Route Preference): 2-bit signed integer indicating whether to
prefer the router associated with this prefix over other routers when
the same prefix matches different routers. The values are encoded
as follows: Value ‘01’ indicates high preference. Value ‘00’ indicates
medium preference and value ‘11’ indicates low preference. Value ‘10’
is reserved.
• Resvd (Reserved): 6-bit unused field, which must be initialized to
zero by the sender and must be ignored by the receiver.
• Prefix Length: 8-bit unsigned integer indicating the number of bits
in the IPv4 Prefix field that are valid.
• IPv4 Prefix: 32-bit field, containing the IPv4 prefix for a specific
route.
The Specific Route Information option must be included in the same
Offload option for conveying IPv4 traffic offloading information. To support
traffic offloading, a host that receives those options needs to maintain a set
of states including the IPv4 Gateway, IPv4 Prefix, Prefix Length, Route
Preference, and Route Lifetime. For example, when the ‘D’ flag is set to 0 in
the Offload option, then the advertised SRI can be processed by the host if
there is no duplicated IPv4 prefix matching the advertised IPv4 prefix and
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the Route Lifetime is valid. If there is a matching prefix, the corresponding
specific route will be updated or removed according to the Route Preference
and Route Lifetime. In particular, the Route Lifetime determines whether
the route shall be removed or updated depending on the existing routing
state of the host. If the Route Lifetime is set to 0, any matched IPv4 prefix
and corresponding gateways must be removed. If the Route Lifetime is
valid, the Route Preference will be used to further determine whether to
prefer the advertised gateway over other options. Meanwhile, when the ‘D’
flag is set to 1 in the Offload option, any existing specific routes with the
next-hop router matching the advertised IPv4 Gateway must be removed.
Our IPv4 offloading solution extends the Neighbor Discovery protocol
for hosts without DHCP support and also works in networks that do not
utilize DHCP. It is intended to be used in transition towards IPv6, during
which time multi-interfaced hosts are likely to have network interfaces with
IPv4-only capability. A common scenario where coexistence of IPv4 and
IPv6 network interfaces is expected to occur is when a smartphone has an
IPv6-enabled cellular connection and an IPv4-only WiFi connection active
at the same time. By conveying gateway and specific route information
through the proposed options, our solution enables network operators to
offload IPv4 traffic from cellular access to WiFi for such a multi-interfaced
dual-stack capable host. In brief, our IPv4 offloading proposal for NAO allows network operators to actively push offloading policies to UEs from the
access routers, thereby enabling the network-driven IPv4 traffic offloading.

3.3

Implementation and Experiments

We validate the NAO framework by developing prototype systems and testing them in live cellular and WiFi networks. The main goal is to illustrate
how to conduct mobile traffic offloading at the IP level. We implement the
NAO protocol suite and show that the proposed offloading solutions are
both feasible and lightweight to deploy on the network side and on mobile
devices.

3.3.1

Host-Driven offloading with DHCPv6

For the NAO host-driven approach, we use Linux-based Nokia N900 mobile
handsets as our prototype UEs, running Linux kernel version 2.6.28.10.
We enable the IPv6 stack and implement essential components on N900
to support DHCPv6 specific route rules [248] and recursive DNS server
selection [253]. Figure 3.15 shows our testing devices. The implementation
on the host side includes:
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Figure 3.15: Nokia N900 mobile handsets for prototype development.
• Integration and modification of the Internet Systems Consortium
(ICS) 2 DHCPv6 4.2.0 client to support unicast DHCPv6 messages
for requesting the DHCPv6 route options [248] and recursive DNS
server selection option as specified in Internet Draft draft-savolainenmif-dns-server-selection-04 (predecessor of [253]).
• We replace the native DNS resolver (dnsmasq) on N900 with the more
extensible ICS’s BIND 9.7.1-P2 DNS resolver 3 , for which all required
behaviors are available through configuration file (named.conf) modifications.
• We implement a DNS Server Selection Configuration Generator
to create named.conf based on the DHCPv6 recursive DNS server option.
• We implement an IP Route Configuration Generator to install
IPv6 routes based on the DHCPv6 route options.
• We develop a set of scripts to place N900 into multi-interfaced state
with both cellular and WiFi simultaneously enabled, as by default
only one interface is active at a time. The scripts also trigger the
2
3

Internet Systems Consortium: https://www.isc.org/
BIND DNS software: https://www.isc.org/downloads/BIND/
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Figure 3.16: Testbed with cellular and WiFi connectivity [26].
activation of BIND, DHCPv6 client, DNS Server Selection Configuration Generator and IP Route Configuration Generator.
To verify our proposal, we set up a testbed in an industry laboratory. As
shown in Figure 3.16, dual-stack Internet connectivity via WiFi and cellular
accesses are provided to allow us to test dynamic IPv6 traffic offloading.
In the testbed, ISC DHCPv6 servers are installed on both access networks.
The DHCPv6 server on the cellular access is modified to accept unicast
DHCPv6 messages because multicast packet delivery is not available due to
the limitation in network setup with tunneling between GGSN and Access
Point Name (APN) termination server. In commercial deployment, the
DHCPv6 server would reside at the GGSN and hence multicast would be
fully supported. For communication, using a secure and trusted channel
and/or DNSSEC is recommended to counter possible attackers [253]. We
hence utilize the cellular access as a secure and trusted communication
channel for conveying offloading information.
As a proof of concept, we conducted live tests for the host-driven approach in the industry laboratory. Figure 3.17 illustrates a Wireshark4
packet capture of a DHCPv6 Information Reply message with the new
options from the operational cellular network. Option codes 92 and 93
4

Wireshark: https://www.wireshark.org/
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Figure 3.17: Wireshark capture of recursive DNS server selection (solid
line) and specific route (dotted line) DHCPv6 options [26].
were selected for prototyping purposes, as official codes were not available
during the experiment period. We also made a live demonstration during
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) meeting 79 in 2010 at Beijing to
show IPv6 traffic offloading between WiFi and a live mobile network even
while roaming abroad. In the demonstration, an NAO-enabled N900 was
able to use the offloading information fetched from our DHCPv6 server in
Finland to configure its DNS and routing table, and then offloaded its IPv6
traffic to the IETF WiFi network. In brief, implementing the NAO hostdriven approach on our testing devices is straightforward. The hands-on
experience shows that our proposal is feasible.

3.3.2

Network-Driven offloading with Neighbor Discovery

By utilizing an IETF protocol [76], the NAO network-driven approach
can be deployed on UEs with multiple network interfaces. Several mainstream operating systems have already implemented the extensions, including Linux, BSD variants and Microsoft Windows starting from XP.
The network interfaces that accept the new extensions can be specified just
using host side configuration. The only consideration is to limit the number
of interfaces accepting offloading commands to one interface that is both
trusted and centrally managed by the operator. In our case, the 3GPP
cellular connection fulfills these requirements.
Figure 3.18 shows the test setup in the industry laboratory dedicated
for our experiments. Since modifying a live network GGSN/P-GW is not
an option, we implement required tools in the APN termination router
as shown in Figure 3.18. When the APN is terminated to an external
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Figure 3.18: Test setup in industry laboratory.

router, the GGSN/P-GW essentially becomes a bridge and the APN terminating router becomes the first-hop router for UEs. We implement an
NAO-SEND tool that enables us to send RAs with offloading options among
other Neighbor Discovery messages, from the cellular network to a specific
UE.
Regarding the experiments, host operating systems typically prefer WiFi
over cellular access. For instance, Linux-based systems implicitly prefer
WiFi access over cellular access, thus prioritizing the first-hop router(s) in
WiFi access over the first-hop router in a cellular access. For consistency,
we always use LOW default router priority for the cellular access. Because
the default router priority on other interfaces is implicitly MEDIUM, the
host IP stack will prefer any other interface for default destinations rather
than cellular access. When a cellular operator wants to route certain traffic
over the cellular, it only needs to send an RA with an RIO containing the
IPv6 prefix(es) for those destinations. The default router and default address selection algorithm [244] in the host IP stack will take care of selecting
an appropriate interface for new IPv6 connections (e.g., existing TCP connections will not be moved). By adopting the model of operation ‘offload
everything except specific destinations’, we also avoid a large number of
routing rules installed on UEs as overhead.
To test network-driven IPv6 traffic offloading, we conducted experi-
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Figure 3.19: Using RIO to remove a default router and add a specific route.

Figure 3.20: Using RIO to remove a specific route.
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ments in the laboratory. We used the NAO-SEND installed on the APN router
to send RAs to a testing UE through the Flexi-ISN GGSN located in the operator network. As a proof of concept, the testing traffic consists of ICMPv6
ping packets sent from the UE to ‘www.google.com’ (2a00:1450:8007::93)
and ‘www.kame.net’ (2001:200:dff:fff1:216:3eff:feb1:44d7). Regarding the
testing UE, we enabled IPv6 on its WiFi and cellular interfaces. Both the
first-hop routers in the WiFi and cellular networks were added to the UE’s
default router list. For testing purpose, we further set the default router
preference of the WiFi router as MEDIUM and the preference of the cellular
router as HIGH.

Figure 3.19 and 3.20 show the Wireshark packet capture on the UE.
As illustrated in Figure 3.19, all the ping packets to ‘www.google.com’ and
‘www.kame.net’ were initially sent through the cellular (3G) network. We
first instructed the NAO-SEND to send an RA for offloading, which contained
an RIO with a specific route for ‘www.kame.net’ (2001:200:dff:fff1::). Since
we deliberately set the ‘Router Lifetime’ in this RA to 0, once the UE
received the RA, it removed the cellular first-hop router from its default
router list. In addition, our NAO-enabled UE was able to parse the RIO and
add a specific route (2001:200:dff:fff1::) for the cellular router to its routing
table. Since the cellular default router was removed and there was not
specific route for ‘www.google.com’, the ping packets to ‘www.google.com’
were offloaded to the WiFi network. The ping packets to ‘www.kame.net’
were stilled sent through the cellular network according to the specific route
suggested by the RIO. As shown in Figure 3.20, we sent another RA to
remove the specific route of ‘www.kame.net’ by setting the ‘Router Lifetime’
of 2001:200:dff:fff1:: as 0. After UE removed this specific route of cellular
network, the ping packets to ‘www.kame.net’ were also offloaded to WiFi
network.

In brief, the live experiments show that we can use the proposed approach to support IPv6 traffic offloading. We note that 3GPP architecture
relies on IPv6 Stateless Address Auto Configuration (SLAAC) for its (un)trusted
3GPP access. The GGSN/P-GW must always send Router Advertisements for SLAAC purposes and therefore using the 3GPP access as a command channel for offloading purposes is an incremental enhancement to
the GGSN/P-GW functionality. Furthermore, RAs can always be sent unsolicited. According to our experiments, the NAO solution allows for an
on-demand push mode of operation from the cellular operator point of view.
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Network-Driven offloading with IPv4 support

Based on our design principle to minimize the impact on the host system [23], we implement a system prototype for IPv4 traffic offloading with
Linux kernel version 3.0. The system architecture is illustrated in Figure 3.21. On the host side, we extend the existing kernel implementation
of Neighbor Discovery protocol (ndisc.c) by adding an intercepting hook
function (kernel offload hook ) and kernel offload module to push morespecific IPv4 routes and IPv4 default gateway information contained in
RA options from the kernel to user space via the sysfs interface. In the
user space, we develop an IPv4 offload daemon that handles main tasks for
IPv4 traffic offloading by manipulating IPv4 routing tables.
On the network side, we implement the NAO protocol specified in
Internet-Draft draft-korhonen-mif-ra-offload-03 [24] (the predecessor of [25])
and integrate it into the tool NAO-SEND. For the protocol implementation,
we use the RIO Prefix field [76] to convey the specific route through an
IPv4-mapped IPv6 address. We install NAO-SEND on an APN server which
is connected to the Flexi-ISN GGSN located in the operator network.
As presented in Figure 3.21, the deployment of the NAO framework
depends on the collaboration of network and host side. On receiving an
RA with IPv4 offload options, the NAO kernel offload hook will parse the
message and notify the kernel offload module. Based on the offload options,
the kernel offload module will set up the sysfs interface and record the offloading information. Once the recording is completed, the kernel offload
module will notify IPv4 offload daemon with a pointer to the sysfs interface. The NAO IPv4 offload daemon in the user space checks the input in
the sysfs interface and modifies routing tables according to the offloading
policies.
To test the network-driven IPv4 traffic offloading, we set up a test
environment in our laboratory at the University of Helsinki. Figure 3.22
shows the test setup. The network layout for this experiment is similar
to the one shown in Figure 3.16. We installed our kernel extensions on
the test machine, which is connected to cellular access through N900. The
WiFi access to the Internet is provided by a laptop machine. We use the
NAO-SEND tool to send RAs from the APN router to UEs through the FlexiISN GGSN located in the operator network.
As proof of concept, we conducted ping tests similar to the procedure used for RA-based IPv6 offloading. Figure 3.23 shows a captured
RA message, where the RIO option carries an IPv4-mapped IPv6 address
(::ffff:203.178.141.0/120) to route an IPv4 subnet to the RA originating router. The RA also carries the default IPv4 gateway address of the
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Figure 3.21: NAO Implementation to support IPv4 traffic offloading [26].
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Figure 3.22: Test setup for NAO IPv4 offloading.
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Figure 3.23: Packet capture showing an RA with RIO carrying an IPv4mapped IPv6 address and an IPv4 default gateway address.
dual-stacked router as the last option (10.6.6.6 i.e. 0a 06 06 06).
To sum up, our experiments in operational networks show that a cellular
operator can take advantage of the cellular network connection as a secure
command channel to push offloading policies into the UE for both IPv6
and IPv4 traffic, while still only using standard IETF protocols.

3.4

Solution Comparison and Discussion

Table 3.2 summarizes the key characteristics of the 3GPP-based solutions
discussed in Section 2.2.2 and our traffic offloading solutions in NAO framework [26].
• ‘IPv4/IPv6 ’ indicates the IP version a proposal applies to.
• ‘Dynamic’ characterizes the nature of offloading and policy information dynamics, which indicates whether such policies can be easily
updated during an ongoing data session.
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Table 3.2: Solution comparison [26].
Proposal
IPv4/v6 Dynamic Push/Pull
MAPCON [111] Both
No
Push
SIPTO [113]
Both
No
Push
LIPA [113]
Both
No
Push
IFOM [114]
Both Yes (DSMIP)Pull/Push
SaMOG [116]
Both
No
Push
S2b [58]
Both Yes (IKEv2) Push
NAO DHCPv6 IPv6
UE init
Pull
NAO RFC4191 IPv6
Yes
Push
NAO IPv4
IPv4
Yes
Push

UE
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Core Offload
Yes
R
Yes
C
Yes
R,C
Yes
R
Yes
R
Yes
R
No
R,C
IP
R,C
IP
R,C

• ‘Push/Pull ’ indicates whether the network pushes the offloading policies down to the UEs or the UEs pull network-assisted information
from the network.
• ‘UE ’ indicates whether the solution involves UE functions that are
specific to 3GPP architecture.
• ‘Core’ indicates whether 3GPP packet core nodes and 3GPP protocols
are impacted or not. ‘IP’ means changes on IP stack.
• ‘Offload ’ shows what the offloading targets are. ‘R’ means radio
access and ‘C’ means core network.
As of today, the use of ANDSF [58] cannot be considered a dynamic interface for frequent policy updates on ongoing data sessions. Full dynamic
support would require a deployment of the optional 3GPP Generic Bootstrapping Architecture (GBA) and a short message service (SMS) on top
of ANDSF in both network and UE for push operation. Therefore, all proposals that are dependent on the ANDSF or OMA Device Manager (DM)
function are not considered dynamic, including MAPCON, SIPTO, LIPA,
and SaMOG. Meanwhile, IFOM and S2b are considered dynamic as they
adopt IP layer mechanisms, i.e., Dual Stack Mobile IP (DSMIP) [71, 72]
and IKEv2 [254], respectively. All three NAO solutions are dynamic for
the flexible Internet layer design with network assistance.
3GPP-based proposals are ‘Push’ oriented. In case of IFOM the traffic
policies are part of the DSMIPv6 protocol signaling, and policies are mainly
requested by the UE. It is hence considered ‘Pull’. However, if the ANDSF
or DM is present, then policies can also be pushed from the network. By
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using DHCPv6 and Neighbor Discovery, the NAO framework supports both
‘Push’ and ‘Pull’.
Regarding the ‘UE ’ aspect that indicates whether the solution involves
UE functions that are specific to 3GPP architecture, all 3GPP solutions are
considered to be positive. The same applies to ‘Core’ regarding the listed
solutions in the table. Meanwhile, the NAO solutions are independent of
the access technology. The NAO’s IPv6 (RFC4191) and IPv4 approaches
involve IP stack changes in the network (marked with ‘IP’ in the table).
For the ‘Offload ’ target, SIPTO is mainly for core networks, while MAPCON, IFOM, SaMOG, and S2b target radio accesses. LIPA supports both
core network and radio access. The NAO solutions can be applied to offload
traffic for both core networks and radio accesses.
Regarding the NAO DHCPv6 approach, the DHCPv6 client in the UE
has to initiate a DHCPv6 protocol exchange in order for the network to
push new routes and policies to the UE. However, if the network-side reconfiguration feature is enabled, then the network can trigger the UE to
perform a generic reconfiguration of its IP configuration. Since both ends
have to agree on the reconfiguration support, we consider the DHCPv6
solution a host-driven, i.e., ‘Pull’ mode. If a GGSN/P-GW implements a
DHCPv6 relay, then there is no impact to the 3GPP packet core.
Both NAO IPv6 and IPv4 approaches build on top of the Neighbor
Discovery protocol to push offloading policies through RAs. The RFC4191based solutions are lightweight and simple to implement, specifically when
the network-side policies are taken into account. The RFC4191 support
can already be found in many mainstream OSes. Specifically, it is a good
match in 3GPP networks, because SLAAC is the only mandatory IPv6
configuration method for 3GPP accesses. The real downside for RFC4191based solutions is that it is difficult for the network side to know whether
UEs support the feature or not. The DHCPv6-based approach can notify
the network side regarding the supported feature set.
Within the NAO framework, the DHCPv6-based solution lacks a proper
‘Push’ feature for the dynamic policy updates and it is not a mandatory
function in 3GPP architecture. The RFC4191-based solutions integrate
easily into 3GPP architecture and the network-side policy push is easy
to implement and especially lightweight. However, similar to the case of
DHCPv6, the original RFC4191-based solution has no support for IPv4
traffic. Extending RFC4191 with IPv4 knowledge is easy on the network
side but it requires UE-side changes and successful standardization in order
to get mainstream OS vendors to support it. From the protocol perspective,
solutions in NAO try to conform to a ‘pure IP’ view. None of the solutions
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aim at guaranteeing that the offloading policy provided by the network
would work in all possible cases. More important is that the UE always
has Internet connectivity, meaning none of the access networks used shall
be a walled garden.
Compared with the research-oriented proposals discussed in Section
2.2.2, our solutions do not break backward compatibility, work in the majority of the intended use cases, and would not require mobile devices to
implement technology-specific extensions such as restricted to 3GPP architecture. Compared with 3GPP solutions, the implementation experience
and the comparison shows that the solutions using IETF-only technologies
are feasible and lightweight.
By using network assistance, our proposal offers several advantages.
First, the assistance from the network side in terms of user location, WiFi
AP location, and user mobility history is valuable to enhance the offloading
decision and efficiency. Second, energy efficiency can be improved by shifting offloading preparation to the network side. Third, by following the
IETF standard track development, the deployability of our proposal will
suffer less incompatibility issues owing to its openness.
The advance of smartphones and tablets also strengthens our IP offloading visions, since even most mid-range UE devices have a WLAN radio. There are a few issues left, though. First, UE may not allow operating multiple radios simultaneously, which effectively prohibits selective
offloading of IP traffic between access technologies. In NAO, we assume
UE can operate multiple radios in parallel. The second issue is how to
determine which IP traffic to offload and which traffic to route through the
mobile operator’s core. Third is how to steer the offloading decision making
from the network side. This can be challenging, especially in the case of
split-UE devices. The fourth issue is how to minimize the impact on the
operator network and especially in the UE.
Regarding the impact of bulk TCP traffic on delay-sensitive traffic (discussed in Section 3.1), NAO can assist operators to offload traffic sources
that are identified as bulk data transfer. Although how to distinguish and
offload bulk TCP traffic in a fine-grained manner is still open, NAO provides feasible mechanisms to alleviate the impact of competing traffic in
mobile access by selectively offloading traffic sources generating bulk data
transfer to other alternative networks. We note that NAO is an extensible framework and research proposals [5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 85, 86, 87] can be
integrated on either network side or UEs to optimize the performance of
mobility prediction and energy saving. In particular, such collaboration
will greatly help in the case of open WiFi accesses where the history-based
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prediction independent of the prior knowledge of WiFi AP locations can
compensate and extend the offloading to open access areas. Because NAO
is not restricted to WiFi only, the support of opportunistic communications
can be included to the framework to further promote its flexibility in traffic
offloading.

3.5

Summary

In NAO we aim at an intelligent and lightweight traffic management, especially how to bypass the mobile operator core network and offload IP traffic
efficiently from the mobile operator network to alternate cheaper accesses
as soon as possible. The proposed solutions focus on the Internet layer
approach suitable for telecommunication systems.
The design of NAO is driven by our measurement studies in operator
networks. The observations deepen our understanding of the key issues and
offer insights to guide the traffic offloading design. We test our solutions
in operator environments and show its practical feasibility through live
experiments. We have also compared our DHCPv6 and IPv6 Neighbor
Discovery based solutions against 3GPP standardized offloading solutions.
Our framework brings up the possibility and reveal the potential of what
network assistance can do for offloading mobile traffic. The implementation
experience and the comparison show that the solutions using IETF-only
technologies are feasible and lightweight to deploy both on the network
side and on mobile devices.
We believe that a deployable IP traffic offloading solution will be a
mixture of existing technologies standardized in 3GPP and IETF, and what
modern IP stacks can do. It is unlikely that mainstream operating systems’
IP stack would implement 3GPP-specific technologies. Different third party
dialer software may then add those missing elements.
Being our first step to enable collaborative traffic offloading, we verify
the feasibility of NAO by running live experiments in the operator networks.
The observations and lessons from this work provide insights for follow-up
work that explored how to enable collaborative energy awareness in traffic
offloading.

Chapter 4
Energy-Aware Traffic Offloading
This chapter presents the architecture of Metropolitan Advanced Delivery
Network (MADNet) [16] that aims at improving the energy efficiency of traffic offloading for smartphones. First, Section 4.1 describes the motivation
and highlights the importance of energy awareness in traffic offloading. Section 4.2 presents our measurement studies that explore the energy cost and
performance in WiFi-based traffic offloading. These observations provide
valuable insights for the design of MADNet energy-aware traffic offloading.
Section 4.3 presents the system requirements and design. Section 4.4 illustrates our implementation and experiments in live networks. Section
4.5 discusses related work and key issues in energy-aware traffic offloading.
Finally, Section 4.6 summarizes the chapter.

4.1

Motivation

As discussed in Chapter 3, mobile traffic offloading is regarded as a promising approach to relieve this problem by using complementary communication technologies such as WiFi to offload the traffic originally planned for
transmission over cellular networks. Although WiFi-based offloading has
been shown to be effective [5, 6], there are still several issues remaining to
address when offloading mobile traffic for smartphones. First, existing proposals such as Wiffler [5] and oSCTP [8] are designed mainly for PC-alike
laptops on vehicular networks without considering the energy consumption of offloading. Lee et al. [6] evaluated the energy saving of offloading
through trace-driven simulations with several simplified assumptions, but
how to harvest the energy gain of mobile traffic offloading in practice is
still an open problem. Second, through our extensive war-driving and warwalking measurements using smartphones in four cities of US and Europe,
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we found that the number of open-accessible WiFi access points (APs) was
very limited, usually less than 2%. Therefore the offloading schemes that
use only open APs may not be enough. Finally, previous work focused on
increasing the amount of delay-tolerant data traffic that can be offloaded to
WiFi networks. However, delay-tolerant applications generate only a small
amount of data traffic compared with streaming applications [126]. Moreover, mobile users may have different delay-tolerant thresholds for different
applications [166].
To address these challenges, we propose MADNet energy-aware offloading, a novel traffic offloading architecture for smartphones. The key
goal of our proposal is to extend the smartphone battery life in traffic offloading. According to our measurements (discussed in Section 4.2), transferring the same amount of data may consume more energy through WiFi
access with weak signal strength than transferring the data over a good
quality 3G access. If a scheme merely aims at increasing the amount of
offloaded traffic to WiFi networks without considering the energy consumption on smartphones, it can drain the battery much faster, which significantly degrades the user experience. Furthermore, due to the limitation
of WiFi antennas deployed on existing smartphones, offloading mobile traffic for smartphones is much more challenging than that offloading traffic
for PCs (discussed in Section 4.2). In order to compensate the existing
restrictions, we need a dedicated scheme.
The above observations motivate the design of the MADNet energyaware offloading. MADNet harvests the collaboration across cellular operators, WiFi providers, and end users to improve the energy awareness of
offloading for smartphones. In our work, we aim to explore the following
aspects:
• We need to investigate and compare the performance of WiFi Internet
access in metropolitan areas for different types of mobile systems such
as netbooks and smartphones. The observations can offer valuable
insights for future design and inspire us to exploit new solutions,
such as utilizing the predictable nature of streaming content to enable
data prefetching, which can alleviate the negative impact of hardware
limitations on smartphones.
• We need an efficient and deployable energy-aware algorithm to assist
the offloading decision. The design of the algorithm can reflect the
insights obtained from our measurements in metropolitan WiFi accesses. Being a core part of the system, the algorithm should be able
to tolerate minor errors of input parameters such as user location,
mobility prediction, and estimation of system offloading capacity.
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• Based on the design, a prototype implementation can show the feasibility of our proposal and shed light on how to deploy it in existing
environments. We further conduct field experiments to verify our
proposal and show the efficacy of our system in terms of performance
and energy saving.
We advocate that MADNet can bring us three advantages. First, the
collaborative design brings together WiFi and cellular networks in a coordinated manner which can benefit traffic offloading through new mechanisms
that harvest the collaboration. For instance, coordinated data prefetching at WiFi APs may improve the utilization of WiFi channels and thus
reduce the energy consumption on smartphones, as the capacity of WiFi
links is usually higher than the available capacity across the Internet [201]
and WiFi is known to be more energy efficient than 3G [130]. Second,
the participation of WiFi providers and end users can significantly increase
the offloading opportunities by bringing more accessible WiFi APs and using opportunistic communications [93]. Finally, by combining the above
two factors, we can also increase the amount of mobile traffic that can be
offloaded from cellular to WiFi.

4.2

Measurement Study

Because we focus on WiFi-based traffic offloading, we aim to answer the
following three questions through our measurements:
• Is it feasible to offload mobile data traffic to WiFi networks, given
the current deployment and availability of WiFi APs in metropolitan
areas?
• Is the performance of WiFi-based Internet access for moving smartphones good enough to offload mobile traffic?
• What is the impact of traffic offloading for smartphones in terms of
energy consumption?

4.2.1

Metropolitan WiFi access and energy consumption

In this study, we explore three domains: 1) Accessible WiFi APs in metropolitan areas. 2) WiFi-based Internet access for moving smartphones. 3) Energy cost in traffic offloading.
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Table 4.1: Statistics of detected APs in Berlin, Chicago and Baltimore.
City
Speed
Detected APs
APs without
encryption
APs granting
IP addresses
Accessible APs
for offloading

Berlin
driving
4421
351
(7.9%)
12
(0.27%)
0
(0.0%)

Chicago
walking
4588
775
(16.9%)
18
(0.39%)
7
(0.15%)

Baltimore
driving
3418
621
(18.2%)
6
(0.18%)
1
(0.03%)

Accessible WiFi APs in Metropolitan Areas
We conducted field studies in three major cities, Berlin in Germany
(August 2010), Chicago (September 2010) and Baltimore (November 2010)
in the US, using a tool called 3G-WiFi. The measurement tool consists of
two threads: the first thread measures TCP uplink and downlink throughput of the access network by communicating to a local reference server;
the second thread scans neighboring WiFi APs and then calls the first
thread to test the access networks for all open-accessible APs. 3G-WiFi
conducts tests over access networks periodically with 10-second intervals.
We installed 3G-WiFi on Nokia N900 smartphones for this measurement
study. The default operating system of N900 is Maemo 5, an open-source
Linux distribution (2.6.28 kernel). The WiFi chipset used by N900 is Texas
Instruments WL1251.
We chose four areas in Berlin for the war-driving tests, including two
neighborhoods near Nokia Siemens Networks and Schloss Charlottenburg,
along Kurfürstendamm avenue and along Unter den Linden boulevard (two
of the most popular avenues in Berlin). In Chicago, the war-walking test
was around Michigan Avenue. We also conducted war-driving in the downtown area of Baltimore. We summarize the statistics of detected APs in
these three cities in Table 4.1. As presented in the table, Detected APs
reflect the total number of WiFi access points that were detected through
WiFi scanning. APs without encryption are the ‘open’ WiFi access points
that we can associate without using WiFi Protect Access (WPA), WiFi
Protect Access II (WPA2), or Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) [255, 256].
APs granting IP addresses are the APs that granted IP addresses to the
associated mobile devices. Accessible APs for offloading are those that allow 3G-WiFi to connect to our reference server and test at least one of
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Table 4.2: Statistics of detected APs in College Park, MD.
Timeout
Detected APs
APs without
encryption
APs granting
IP addresses
Accessible APs
for offloading

1s
581
87
(15.0%)
0
(0.0%)
0
(0.0%)

2s
647
80
(12.4%)
3
(0.46%)
1
(0.15%)

3s
519
59
(11.4%)
1
(0.19%)
0
(0.0%)

the metrics, i.e., TCP uplink or downlink throughput, thereby showing the
Internet accessibility.
We note that Nicholson et al. [87] have reported that about 40% of
APs detected in three neighborhoods of Chicago were open in 2006 and
Wiffler [5] also found that around 40% of APs encountered by 20 public
transit vehicles in Amherst MA were not encrypted. In contrast with these
results, the percentage of APs without encryption (i.e., ‘open APs’) in our
measurement is very low, less than 10% in Berlin and less than 20% in
Chicago and Baltimore. One of the possible reasons is that more and more
people become aware of the security of their home networks, especially in
big cities.1
An interesting finding is that most of these ‘open’ APs are not accessible,
as they may apply MAC address filter or web-based authentication for
access control. The percentage of Accessible APs for offloading is extremely
low, less than 1%, which poses a challenge to the offloading schemes that
rely only on open-accessible APs.
In order to detect and measure as many APs as possible, we set the timeout of DHCP messages and TCP connection setup to be 0.1 seconds. We
are aware that these low values may affect the measurement results [257].
Thus, we also conducted war-driving in a neighborhood of College Park,
MD with three different timers (1, 2 and 3 seconds) for DHCP discovery
messages and TCP connection setup. The driving speed was ∼20–30 km/h.
Table 4.2 presents the results, which show that even in a small college town,
the percentage of open APs is less than 20%. Moreover, there is almost no
open-accessible APs in that neighborhood. Therefore, active participation
from end users (by sharing their home APs) is a key enabling factor for
1

We confirmed that in the US most of the home APs distributed by AT&T U-verse
and Verizon FiOS are encrypted by default, with their technical support of customer
services. The same holds true for Deutsche Telekom T-Home in Germany.
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Table 4.3: Identifiable patterns of ESSIDs for detected APs in Berlin.
ESSID Pattern
tmobile
ALICE-WLAN
Arcor
EasyBox
o2DSL

Provider
Deutsche Telekom
Alice DSL
Vodafone
Telefonica

Amount
622
215
68
117
35

mobile data offloading, as end users can also be WiFi providers as part of
the MADNet architecture.
Through the identifiable patterns of ESSID (Extended Service Set IDentifier) from the collected trace of AP information in Berlin, we found that
there are a large number of APs (∼1000) deployed/distributed by cellular operators. Table 4.3 shows the patterns of ESSIDs for the detected
APs in Berlin. We also list the corresponding service providers (inferred
through these ESSIDs) of these WiFi APs. As we can see in this table,
there are a large number of home APs distributed by cellular operators in
Berlin. Moreover, we found 426 APs with ESSID “FRITZ!Box” which are
produced by a very popular electronics company in Germany, AVM GmbH
2.
Besides the Berlin trace, we analyzed the traces collected from Chicago
and Baltimore US. We identified 616 WiFi APs produced by 2Wire, Inc.
and distributed by AT&T to home users from the Chicago trace. From
the Baltimore trace, we identified 334 WiFi APs produced by Westell or
Abocom and distributed by Verizon.
We note that these numbers show lower bounds because users may
change the ESSID after they get the APs from their providers, and the
number close to ground-truth can be even higher. This observation indicates that as operators are deploying their WiFi APs, a collaborative WiFi
offloading design can benefit both cellular operators and WiFi providers to
share their resources and thereby improve the possibility to offload more
traffic away from overloaded cellular access.
WiFi-based Internet Access for Moving Smartphones
To investigate the performance of WiFi-based Internet access for moving smartphones, we conducted field experiments at both walking and driving speeds in College Park, Maryland, USA. Similar to the setup used by
2

http://www.avm.de/en/
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Figure 4.1: Experiment setup.
Hadaller et al. [257], Figure 4.1 illustrates our test setup and equipment.
We used two servers (local and remote) for performance measurement. The
remote server was located in an industrial lab in Berlin. The local server
was running on a laptop. The laptop was connected to a WiFi AP via 100M
Ethernet. The AP was also connected to a campus network for Internet
access to reach the remote server. Regarding IP address configuration,
DHCP was supported by the WiFi AP.
Compared with previous work [102, 257], the major differences are that
we used a smartphone (N900) as the client, instead of a laptop, and we
experimented with both walking and driving speeds. The experiments were
carried out in an apartment neighborhood in College Park, MD. Figure 4.2
shows the map for these experiments.
First, we conducted a group of outdoor experiments for moving smartphones at walking speed, passing by the ‘Home AP’, which was connected
to our local server. The AP was around 36 meters away from the road.
To guarantee that the duration of experiment was longer than the actual
AP association time of the smartphone, we walked from one location to another along the road for the selected trail (the blue line as shown in Figure
4.2). Both locations were out of the coverage area of the AP. We performed
experiments for both directions along the road, to the east and to the west.
We measured this scenario against three settings: 1) the smartphone associated to the AP, obtained its IP address via DHCP, and connected to the
remote server. 2) the smartphone obtained its IP address via DHCP and
connected to the local server. 3) the smartphone used static IP address configuration and connected to the local server. We repeated the experiments
10 times for each setting.
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Driving Direction

Walking Trail

Outdoor AP

Home AP

Figure 4.2: Map for east-west walking and driving experiments [16].
We plot the mean value of TCP downlink throughput and standard
deviation in Figure 4.3. As we can see in the figure, we are able to improve
TCP throughput by at least 200% when connecting to the local server
instead of the remote server. The poor performance for the remote server
case is caused mainly by the longer RTT and potentially the additional
congestion-related losses on the Internet that impair TCP loss recovery
notably. The impact of RTT and loss rate on TCP performance has been
studied in [217, 218] which provide mathematical analysis to explain how
losses and RTT affect TCP throughput. Although similar observations
have been made by the studies of vehicular Internet access [85], another
important benefit of separating the wireless links from wired ones is that we
can reduce the data transmission time, and thus save energy consumption
on smartphones.
The differences in throughput when walking in different directions may
be caused by the location of home AP and the antenna direction of the
smartphone. Thus, the duration of WiFi connectivity is ∼75 seconds when
walking towards the east and ∼25 seconds longer (100 seconds) to the west.
We note that as we conducted all the experiments in the wild, there are
several other co-channel APs in the experimental area. Other users may
use those APs for extensive data transfer during the experiments, which
may interfere with the tests.
Regarding the impact of using DHCP, it is known that avoiding DHCP
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Figure 4.3: Downlink TCP throughput at walking speed [16].

can improve the performance of WiFi-based Internet access for mobile devices [257]. In Figure 4.3, we can see that the improvement of using static IP
configuration (instead of DHCP) is not significant for the walking scenario.
The main reason is that the saved setup time for IP address configuration
is only around several seconds (less than 3 in our case), which is short
compared to the duration of TCP connections (∼75 seconds when walking
towards the east and 100 seconds for the west).
To further illustrate the difference between smartphones and notebooks,
we measured the performance of smartphones and netbooks at driving
speed. We did not use netbooks for the walking experiments because we
do not consider it to be a typical usage scenario of netbooks.
The experimental setup and map are shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2,
respectively, with the setting of local server and static IP configuration. We
plot the sorted measurement results of the amount of transferred data and
duration of TCP connections for 10 runs in Figure 4.4 and 4.5, respectively.
These results are for the experiments of driving towards the west. When
driving towards the east, although the smartphone was closer to the ‘Home
AP’ in terms of physical distance, the device was placed near the driver
(left-hand side of the car) and hence away from the right-hand car windows
facing the AP. As the car itself may reduce the received signal strength,
during our experiments, the smartphone could only associate with the AP,
but failed to set up TCP connections.
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Figure 4.4: The amount of transferred data at driving speed [16].
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Figure 4.5: The duration of TCP connections at driving speed [16].
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Table 4.4: Machines and antennas used in previous studies.
Citation
[5]
[101]
[102]
[257]
[258]

Machine
Hacom OpenBrick
computer
CarTel embedded
computer
Dell Latitude
laptop
Dell D600
laptop
Soekris net4511
computer

Antenna
3 dBi gain
omni-directional
5.5 dBi gain
omni-directional
12 dBi gain
omni-directional
7 dBi gain
MA24-7N
15 dBi gain
directional

Although moving speeds may have less impact on 3G throughput, they
do affect the performance of WiFi access, especially for smartphones. This
is shown in Figure 4.4 and 4.5, as netbooks performed much better than
smartphones. As vehicular WiFi access has been widely investigated, we
check the previous work [5, 101, 102, 257, 258] to understand the performance gap between smartphones and netbooks. We summarize the machines and antennas used in their experiments in Table 4.4. With no exception, external antennas and PC-alike devices were used for their experiments, as shown in Table 4.4. It is well-known that the antenna plays
an important role in WiFi-based Internet access. For example, Deshpande
et al. [102] reported that a 12 dBi antenna provides better connectivity
than 5 and 7 dBi antennas. Eriksson et al. [103] also found that mounting
an external antenna on the roof of a car can significantly increase the signal strength of received WiFi frames. However, due to the size limitation,
smartphones may not be able to use external antennas.
This finding matches our driving tests for smartphone and netbooks
at driving speed. We note that the results in Figure 4.4 and 4.5 are for
the local server connected to ‘Home AP’ over Ethernet. When connecting
to the remote server (in Berlin), the smartphone can receive only several
hundreds KB of data. Thus, mobile traffic offloading for smartphones is
more challenging than that for PC-like netbooks.
Energy Cost
To investigate energy cost in WiFi offloading, we measured the energy
consumption of data transmission and offloading related operations. The
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experiments were conducted in Finland using Monsoon Power Monitor 3
with 5 KHz sampling rate. Figure 4.6 shows the equipment we used for
energy measurement.

Figure 4.6: Equipment for energy measurement.
Regarding data transmission, we measured the energy consumption for
transferring ∼20 MB data from a server to Nokia N900 and Samsung Nexus
S smartphones through 3G and WiFi networks, using iperf TCP. We intentionally increased the distance between the smartphones and WiFi AP
to measure the impact of WiFi access with poor signal quality. As we can
see from the results in Table 4.5, when WiFi is of poor signal quality, TCP
throughput decreases dramatically, resulting from the increase of wireless
loss that undermines the TCP throughput [217, 218]. Since the throughput
goes down, the system needs to work for much longer to transfer the same
amount of data and it also needs to do extra work (e.g., transmitting more
over WiFi) in order to recover from the losses. This inherently consumes
more energy. In this case, data transfer through poor quality WiFi can
consume more energy compared with the consumption under 3G 4 . These
results suggest that the solutions that utilize every offloading opportunity
without considering the energy consumption may reduce the battery life of
3

http://www.msoon.com/LabEquipment/PowerMonitor/
We provide additional measurements that demonstrate the effect of signal quality
in Section 5.2
4
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Table 4.5: Measured energy consumption of 20 MB data transfer.

3G
WiFi
WiFi (poor sig. quality)

Energy
Joule
109.4
21.27
116.0

N900
Throughput
Mbps
1.89
7.84
0.422

Nexus S
Energy Throughput
Joule
Mbps
65.40
1.99
5.879
27.7
191.7
0.302

Table 4.6: Energy consumption (Joule) related to WiFi offloading.
Device
N900
Nexus S

EW on
EW of f
Easso
Escan
EGP S
0.18±0.025 0.13±0.021 0.28±0.13 0.53±0.077 4.0±1.3
0.27±0.019 0.29±0.016 0.25±0.049 0.27±0.017 10±1.3

smartphones.
To understand the operation overhead in WiFi-based traffic offloading,
we summarize the energy consumption on N900 and Nexus S in Table 4.6.
We repeated each measurement 10 times and reported the mean values
and standard deviations. EW on and EW of f show the energy consumption
for turning on and off the WiFi interface. Easso shows the energy consumption for associating with a WiFi AP. Escan shows the consumption of
a WiFi scanning in the laboratory environment. EGP S shows the energy
consumption of AGNSS (Assisted Global Navigation Satellite System) location method with assistance data from external location server. One
interesting observation from our WiFi scanning tests is that constant scanning may cause overheating on the smartphones, which makes the system
unstable (i.e., application failure and system reboot).

4.2.2

Measurement insight

We investigated the following aspects through the measurement study: 1) Is
it feasible to offload mobile data traffic to WiFi networks, given the current
deployment and availability of WiFi APs in metropolitan areas? 2) Is the
performance of WiFi-based Internet access for moving smartphones good
enough to offload mobile traffic? 3) What is the impact of traffic offloading
for smartphones in terms of energy consumption?
Our measurement study provides the following insight:
• For WiFi-based mobile data offloading, the number of open-accessible
APs is very low, verifying the trend that less and less WiFi APs are
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open. Therefore, we propose collaboration among cellular operators,
WiFi service providers and end users to increase the offloading opportunities.
• The performance of WiFi-based Internet access for moving smartphones is worse when connecting to remote servers than connecting
to a local server, and is also worse than that of PCs (e.g., netbooks
or laptops).
• The energy cost in WiFi-based offloading is visible. Using WiFi networks with poor signal quality for traffic offloading leads to high energy consumption on smartphones, thereby resulting in poor user
experience. Meanwhile, we should avoid redundant WiFi scanning
due to high energy cost.

To address these challenges, we need a collaborative design, which can
bring together cellular operators, WiFi service providers and end users to
increase the opportunities to offload mobile traffic to WiFi. To increase
the amount of offloaded mobile traffic and save energy consumption on
smartphones, we need optimization schemes such as to prefetch predictable
data traffic at WiFi APs. In order to enable smartphones to select the most
energy efficient WiFi APs to offload mobile traffic, we need a deployable and
effective energy-aware offloading algorithm to assist the offloading decision.
We note that there are similar studies in this area using PC-like devices
[5, 85, 102]. Our measurement study and answers to these questions lay
the foundation for the proposed collaborative MADNet energy-aware WiFi
offloading dedicated for smartphones.

4.3

System Design

The proliferation of smartphones and data-intensive mobile applications
has created pressure on the limited capacity of cellular networks. We advocate that mobile traffic offloading is a ‘win-win-win’ strategy for cellular
operators, WiFi service providers, and end users, and that they should cooperate to make it feasible and effective. With offloading solutions, cellular
operators can meet the rising traffic demand without significantly increasing their CAPEX (capital expenditure) and OPEX (operating expenses).
Moreover, they can provide traffic offloading as a value-added service, and
thus expand their user base. The collaborative offloading schemes may
also bring third-party WiFi service providers more customers without service contracts, and thus extra revenue. Finally, end users can benefit from
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Figure 4.7: Overview of MADNet energy-aware offloading.
their participation through higher data rate and longer battery life for their
smartphones.
Figure 4.7 presents an overview of our proposal, in which smartphones
are guided by MADNet to offload cellular traffic to collaborative WiFi
networks. We aim to design an energy-aware approach to offload streaming
traffic for smartphones that are in motion. When people walk, although
they usually do not read news or watch video, they often listen to music.
In addition, more and more people watch video using smartphones when
riding on public transport services such as metro and buses. According to
Cisco Visual Network Index [1], nearly 3/4 of the global mobile data traffic
will be video streaming by 2019. Between 2014 and 2019, there will be a
13-fold increase for mobile video traffic, which accounts for 72 percent of
total mobile data traffic by the end of the forecast period. Although realtime streaming traffic can not tolerate much delay, it is feasible to predict
the delivery of non-live streaming traffic, such as Spotify 5 and YouTube 6 .
When mobile users listen to music online, they usually make a playlist to
include all the songs they like. With the playlist, we can know the expected
streaming traffic for the next several minutes. The same principle is true
5
6

https://www.spotify.com/
https://www.youtube.com/
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for video streaming. Once a mobile user starts to watch video online, the
future streaming content becomes predictable. Therefore in our system
design, smartphones may start data streaming immediately over cellular
networks and meanwhile try to find potential WiFi APs that can deliver
streaming data with lower energy cost.

4.3.1

Collaborative mobile traffic offloading

Generally, there are three types of WiFi APs: commercial hotspots, openaccess hotspots, and home APs deployed for private use. Nowadays, there
are a large number of WiFi hotspots deployed by cellular network operators and third-party WiFi service providers. Besides their own deployed
hotspots, cellular network operators can sign service contracts with other
WiFi service providers (e.g., Boingo 7 to serve their customers. End users
themselves can also participate in mobile data offloading by sharing their
home APs with others [259]. Moreover, there are companies like FON 8
that enable the sharing of WiFi Internet connections by creating both private and public networks on a wireless router. For many home APs, the
Internet service providers are also the cellular network operators.
Given that the open-accessible APs for WiFi offloading is very low (Section 4.2.1) and there are potentially a large number of deployed WiFi APs,
it is important to enhance collaboration among cellular network operators,
WiFi service providers and end users to create more opportunities to use
WiFi for offloading. We hence propose a collaborative offloading design
that intelligently aggregates the collaborative power of cellular operators,
WiFi service providers and end users, and integrate energy awareness at
the architecture level. It has the following three key design goals:
• Offloading the mobile data traffic for smartphones, which is enabled
by the collaborative architecture.
• Making the offloading process transparent to end users.
• Reducing the energy consumption of smartphones, which is realized
by the energy-aware offloading decisions.
Figure 4.8 illustrates the major components of our proposal, referred to
as MADNet: a client module on smartphones (Smart-Client), an agent on
WiFi APs (WiFi-Agent), and another agent in the cellular access networks
7
8

http://www.boingo.com
https://corp.fon.com/en
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Figure 4.8: MADNet components.

(Cellular-Agent). To coordinate the split of data traffic between these
two networks, we set up two control channels, as shown in Figure 4.8.
MADNet makes offloading decisions based on the contextual information of smartphones and knowledge-base of operators. First, Cellular-Agent
knows the locations of the neighboring WiFi APs for a given smartphone
according to its current position, because these locations are fixed (and
known through services such as wigle.net) and some WiFi APs are deployed by cellular operators. Second, as people are creatures of habit and
usually take similar paths every day, it is feasible to predict their mobility
patterns using history information [7, 86, 216].
When a mobile user requests content from the Internet, Smart-Client
will send the geographical location, moving speed, direction, content list
to Cellular-Agent. Smart-Client can retrieve this information from the
wireless interface and various sensors (e.g., WiFi, GPS, and accelerator).
By following the common practice of “Wake on Wireless” [179] and thus
reduce energy consumption of smartphones, Smart-Client turns on the
WiFi interface and the sensors only when users issue content requests.
Cellular-Agent utilizes the proposed offloading decision algorithm (Section 4.3.3) to determine whether offloading cellular traffic to a given WiFi
AP can potentially save energy on smartphones. It notifies WiFi-Agent to
prefetch the content if a candidate AP is found. With the context information from Smart-Client as input, the heavy computational tasks, including
positioning and mobility prediction are hence offloaded to Cellular-Agent.
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After receiving information from Cellular-Agent about the WiFi AP (e.g.,
MAC address, ESSID and time to associate) for offloading, Smart-Client
can initialize the WiFi association as instructed by Cellular-Agent, and
download prefetched data via the target MADNet-enabled AP.

4.3.2

Optimization for smartphones

Given the data transfer performance observed in our war-driving and warwalking experiments (Section 4.2.1), it is challenging for smartphones to
use WiFi networks to offload data traffic even at walking speed (i.e., for
pedestrians). MADNet adopts several mechanisms dedicated for smartphones to improve the performance in WiFi offloading.
Content Prefetching
We use content prefetching to improve the wireless access performance.
The effect of content prefetching has been studied and considered suitable
for mobile devices [189]. The prefetching approach is important especially
for traffic offloading on smartphones, given the limited size of smartphones
where internal antennas can restrict the wireless access performance.
Since our system focuses on mobile streaming, we leverage the predictable feature of streaming content to achieve effective prefetching. In
MADNet, the Smart-Client manages the content play lists for the mobile
user. Once the location context is ready and there is a demand for streaming
services, Smart-Client will convey this information to Cellular-Agent.
By selecting a suitable MADNet-enabled AP for offloading, Cellular-Agent
will push the play list to the target AP on which WiFi-Agent is installed.
WiFi-Agent will prefetch the pending content in the list from the Internet
and then serves the prefetched content once the smartphone successfully
connects to this AP. We note that the overhead of prefetching can increase
if the prediction is incorrect [189], making the content fetched by a WiFi
AP redundant. To minimize the negative impact of inaccurate prediction,
WiFi-Agent will remove the prefetched content in its local storage according to a pre-defined time threshold, and thereby saves storage space.
Positioning
To identify the target AP for traffic offloading, MADNet utilizes the
user location as a key context to make offloading decisions. To be energy efficient, MADNet leverages different technologies to provide location
information under different environment contexts. For example, GPS is
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regarded as power-hungry and can drain the battery of mobile phones in a
few hours [260]. Therefore, MADNet utilizes a WiFi positioning scheme to
save energy if such context is available (i.e., in commercial areas with WiFi
coverage). To make our system versatile and capable for different environments, Smart-Client will use GPS if the WiFi positioning scheme can not
locate the end user. Regarding GPS positioning, it takes 14 seconds on the
average for a cold-start GPS to get the first accurate fix using AGNSS according to our measurement on N900. For the location method using only
internal GPS (i.e., GNSS), the cold-start duration on N900 is around 20
seconds with 6.30 Joules of energy consumption. We hence prefer AGNSS
for positioning in MADNet.
The WiFi-based positioning scheme in MADNet is based on RADAR
[77], which uses WiFi fingerprints with reference radio-map. Smart-Client
conducts WiFi scanning three times at the beginning to collect three groups
of samples. It then filters the scanning results by voting, so that only those
APs that appear at least twice in the results are kept. Smart-Client
then sends the aggregated samples to Cellular-Agent via cellular connection. Cellular-Agent compares the sampled values to its WiFi fingerprint
database and selects a location with the highest similarity as the estimated
user location.
We note that a single WiFi scanning sometimes exhibits arbitrary results regarding signal strength and number of APs nearby. This affects the
accuracy of location estimation. MADNet hence demands Smart-Client
to conduct three WiFi scannings to assist the positioning process. The
overhead of WiFi scanning for three times is obviously higher than scanning once, but compared with the impact of incorrect positioning, which
may result in missing the opportunity to use a WiFi AP for offloading,
our method aims to strike a balance between the positioning accuracy and
scanning overhead.
Mobility and Target AP Prediction
Selecting a suitable WiFi AP for offloading requires the MADNet system
to predict the mobility of end users. Inspired by the K Nearest Trajectories
(KNT) algorithm that uses history trace to predict vehicle mobility [7], we
design a prediction algorithm for MADNet, Average Nearest Trajectories
(ANT), to help select a suitable WiFi AP for offloading.
Given that the basic KNT algorithm only utilizes historic traces (i.e.,
position of a user in the previous 20 seconds or 1 minute) to predict future
location, it does not take into account the regularity of human mobility
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[216]. Our ANT algorithm is dedicated for smartphones in the traffic offloading scenario. The major steps of ANT are illustrated as follows:
• Determine the average nearest trajectories: ANT utilizes an established database for location coordinates that reflect the mobility history of end users (e.g., collected by cellular operators from collaborative users with energy-efficient technique [211]). Each entry inside
the database contains a pair of values (T , C), where T is the recorded
time in a day formatted as “Hour:Minute:Second”, and C is the coordinates of the recorded spot. A trajectory in ANT is a number of
consecutive entries in the database following the time-line sequence,
such as [(T1 , C1 ), (T2 , C2 ) .. (Tn , Cn )].
MADNet utilizes WiFi/GPS positioning to infer the current location,
which serves as an input for the ANT algorithm. By calculating the
distance of the estimated current location against a set of coordinates
in historic trajectories (HT ), ANT seeks the average nearest trajectories in the database, which are essentially a set of trajectories that
have the shortest average distance from the estimated current location to all the entries on each trajectory. We then select those average
nearest trajectories (i.e., nearest neighbors) for mobility and target
AP prediction.
• Predict the future mobility and vote for a candidate AP: Based on
the average nearest trajectories determined in the previous step, ANT
conducts a linear search in each trajectory to find an entry (T , C)
with the closest T matching the current time of the day. After finding
such an entry in a trajectory, ANT infers the future mobility based on
the trajectory where this entry is located. By using a WiFi location
database containing the coordinates of MADNet-enabled APs, ANT
uses the selected entry as a starting point to check the next entries
on the trajectory that are within a time interval (e.g., by considering
user’s moving speed). ANT then infers a group of APs visited by
the end user along the trajectory within that interval. A WiFi AP
is determined to be a visited one when its distance to a location on
the trajectory is within a pre-defined range. ANT adopts a voting
process on the selected APs to check whether they have been visited
by at least half of the average nearest trajectories. We then report
all the APs that fulfill such requirements as the candidate APs.
This algorithm differentiates from KNT in a couple of respects. First,
we use the current location only, while KNT assumes the device constantly
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records its previous GPS location, which is inefficient in terms of energy
consumption. Second, we use more efficient linear search rather than linear
interpolation because once we have determined the average nearest trajectories, the future mobility trajectories can be deduced from the database
by considering the regularity of human mobility [216]. Finally, the goal of
ANT is to find the suitable WiFi APs for offloading. The candidate APs
will serve as input for the energy-aware offloading algorithm (Section 4.3.3)
to select a final WiFi AP which is the most energy efficient one to offload
mobile traffic.
The main reason we design ANT for MADNet is for the fact that smartphones can not afford continuous WiFi scanning due to the high energy
cost. Enabled by the collaborative design (e.g., operator’s knowledge on
AP location, mobility history of end users), MADNet only requires a few
scanning samples for positioning. Based on such location input, ANT suggests a group of candidate APs that will be potentially visited by the end
user. We note that with the limited number of location input, MADNet
may suffer from prediction inaccuracy especially when an end user is at
a crossroad. One approach is to use mobile sensors to obtain orientation
context to compensate the limited number of positioning samples, which
can be integrated on the Smart-Client.
Since mobility prediction is a challenging task [261], we aim to minimize
the negative impact when a prediction is incorrect. In MADNet, even if
the prediction is inaccurate, Smart-Client can detect that there is no
suitable AP to associate with (e.g., WiFi association failed). In such a
case, Smart-Client continues to use cellular connection to fetch streaming
content, without interrupting the ongoing data flows.

4.3.3

Energy-aware offloading design

We propose an energy-aware offloading algorithm to assist MADNet in
making offloading decision. As illustrated in Algorithm 1, MADNet utilizes
candidate APs APset suggested by ANT algorithm as the input for the
energy-aware offloading algorithm to select the most energy efficient WiFi
AP APtarget for traffic offloading. For each execution of the algorithm, the
maximum saving Savemax is initialized to 0 and APtarget is set to ‘NULL’.
Regarding data transmission, WiFi is generally more energy efficient
than 3G [130], but offloading mobile traffic to WiFi introduces extra energy consumption, such as to obtain location information and to associate
with the WiFi APs that are predicted to be available. MADNet performs
traffic offloading only when using WiFi for transferring data (instead of
through 3G networks) saves more energy than the extra energy consump-
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Algorithm 1 Energy-Aware Offloading Algorithm.
Require: The candidate APs APset predicted by ANT algorithm.
Require: The power of data transfer P3G for 3G and PW for WiFi.
Require: The head and tail energy ET of 3G and Eoo for the offloading
related overhead.
1: for each AP ∈ APset do
2:
Predict the throughput B3G for 3G network and estimate the offloading capacity CW and throughput BW of this AP .
3:
Predict the prefetching capability F of this AP .
4:
Calculate the WiFi offloading duration CW /BW and the time to receive the same amount of data through 3G network CW /B3G .
5:
if F ≥ CW and the following inequality holds
ET + P3G · CW /B3G > k · Eoo + PW · CW /BW

6:

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

(4.1)

then
if the saving gap (ET + P3G · CW /B3G − k · Eoo − PW · CW /BW )
is greater than the maximum saving Savemax
then
Update Savemax and APtarget for this AP
end if
end if
end for
Offload mobile data traffic to the selected APtarget .

tion overhead. For energy saving, Smart-Client only scans WiFi when it
is necessary (i.e., guided by the Cellular-Agent).
We describe this requirement rigorously in the inequality (4.1) of Algorithm 1, where k is a parameter to accommodate measurement errors. For
small values of k, the estimation errors may cause more energy consumption on smartphones due to offloading. On the other hand, we may lose
some offloading opportunities if k is too large. For experiments, we set k
to be 1.1 tentatively in order to investigate the gains of WiFi offloading.
The energy-aware offloading decision is affected by the throughput of 3G
and WiFi networks. For the measurement study of Wiffler [5] in Amherst,
the downlink median TCP throughput is 600 Kbps for 3G and 280 Kbps
for WiFi. In this case, although offloading 3G traffic to WiFi networks can
reduce 3G usage, it may cause more energy consumption on smartphones,
as indicated in our measurement study (Section 4.2.1). In another measurement study by Deshpande et al. [102], WiFi offers substantially higher
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median throughput than 3G, ∼2000 Kbps vs. ∼500 Kbps, respectively 9 .
For this scenario, WiFi-based offloading may potentially reduce the energy
consumption of smartphones.
For calculating the energy saving, we need to know the predicted throughput of the 3G network B3G and the WiFi offloading capacity CW (i.e., the
number of bits we can offload to WiFi). Through an eight-month measurement study, Yao et al. [124] show strong correlation between cellular
throughput and location for 3G HSDPA networks, and thus it is feasible
to estimate 3G throughput for a specific location (e.g., WiFi offloading
area) by using the history record of 3G throughput of the location. As
pointed out in Wiffler [5], we can also estimate the offloading capacity and
throughput of WiFi networks using existing work like BreadCrumbs [86].
Because MADNet utilizes prefetching to assist WiFi offloading, the
maximum prefetching capability F for a WiFi AP is defined as the product of the prefetching duration and the available backhaul throughput of
this WiFi AP (i.e., from server over Internet to AP). The prefetching duration is the period from the moment WiFi-Agent starts to prefetch content
according to the notification from Cellular-Agent till the expected time
Smart-Client dissociates from the WiFi AP (i.e., moving away from the
WiFi coverage). The value of F is maintained by Cellular-Agent for each
MADNet-enabled WiFi AP. Cellular-Agent pulls such information from
WiFi-Agent after every offloading session and records it for each specific
Smart-Client. For bootstrapping, MADNet sets F to a pre-defined maximum value. To better utilize the capacity of a WiFi link, the result of
the offloading decision will be negative if this prefetching capability F is
smaller than the estimated offloading capacity CW . In this case, MADNet
will still prefer using cellular connection.
To calculate the saved energy, we estimate the CW /B3G and CW /BW .
For bootstrapping, we use pre-defined historic values for CW , B3G , and
BW . MADNet updates those values by collecting them regularly from
WiFi-Agent and Smart-Client after every offloading session. Due to the
radio resource control of cellular networks, after transmitting or receiving
a packet the 3G radio stays at high power state and drops to low power
only when the interface has been inactive for several seconds [130]. This
state transition also introduces significant head (from low power to high at
the beginning) and tail (from high power to low at the end) energy, which
is considered as ET in (4.1) of Algorithm 1.
9

The contradictory results reported in the above studies may be caused by the fact
that Wiffler [5] used an 802.11b radio for all the experiments, which limits the maximum
PHY bitrate to be 11 Mbps.
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Since it is important to keep the existing data flows uninterrupted
to guarantee consistent service experience in traffic offloading, MADNet
checks the workload status on Smart-Client for both offloading initiation and termination. For data flows sensitive to connectivity interruption,
MADNet follows the principle in the initiation phase to keep using the existing channel (e.g., 3G) until the ongoing flows complete and then offload
new flows to the new channel. For flows that can tolerate connectivity interruption, MADNet postpones the data transmission for a pre-defined delay
tolerance threshold and then offloads the ongoing flows to the new channel
once the connectivity is established. To terminate the offloading connection
and switch back to 3G, MADNet adopts the ‘fast switching’ technique [5],
which enables efficient connectivity switch to 3G when facing poor WiFi
condition. In this regard, the prior research on handover mechanisms have
provided guidance for seamless migration from one access network to another [55], [63]–[68], [81]–[84], which are valuable supplements to MADNet.
We note that our approach assumes that 3G and WiFi interfaces keep
at the same data reception power level during the data transfer. This is
reasonable for 3G interfaces but conservative toward WiFi as the moving
speed of an end user affects the power level of WiFi interfaces [19]. Our
approach relies on the collected average values of CW and BW , and mainly
provides an estimation for the actual energy saving.
In a nutshell, MADNet avoids the offloading of mobile data traffic to
WiFi networks in poor condition and enables smartphones to select the
most energy efficient WiFi AP if possible. It adopts data prefetching at
WiFi APs, which can further improve the utilization of WiFi access, thereby
reducing energy consumption on smartphones. We also note that the performance of streaming applications is not affected by these offloading decisions, because when offloading is not possible or feasible (e.g., caused by
incorrect mobility prediction) MADNet relies completely on cellular connection for data transfer.

4.4

Implementation and Experiments

We develop a prototype for our MADNet energy-aware offloading to explore
the benefits of WiFi-based traffic offloading for smartphones, and evaluate
its performance with smartphones in motion.

4.4.1

System implementation

Our system consists of three core entities: Cellular-Agent, WiFi-Agent,
and Smart-Client. The communication and schematics of the imple-
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Figure 4.9: Schematics of MADNet system.
mented system is shown in Figure 4.9
Cellular-Agent
The major duties of Cellular-Agent include to estimate the location
and predict the mobility of end users, to make offloading decisions, and to
forward content requests to WiFi-Agent and coordinate the authentication
between smartphones and APs if necessary. We implement a WiFi-based
positioning scheme similar to the standard RADAR approach [77] as described in Section 4.3.2. For mobility and AP prediction, we implement
the proposed ANT algorithm by considering the regularity of human mobility. The output of the ANT algorithm is a group of WiFi APs that
are predicted to be visited by Smart-Client. Cellular-Agent runs the
energy-aware offloading algorithm described in Algorithm 1 to select a WiFi
AP that can achieve the maximum energy saving. Cellular-Agent then
sends the MAC address and ESSID of the candidate AP to Smart-Client.
If the predicted WiFi-AP set is empty or none of the WiFi APs can satisfy the requirements specified in Algorithm 1, Cellular-Agent will notify
Smart-Client to keep using cellular access. The Cellular-Agent module
is deployed on a server machine located in our research laboratory with a
public IP address for Internet access.
WiFi-Agent
We implement WiFi-Agent as a service daemon in C++ and deploy
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it on a Linux system equipped with WiFi interface, which serves as a
MADNet-enabled AP in our experiments. Once WiFi-Agent starts, it connects to Cellular-Agent and follows the offloading commands to support
the offloading process. WiFi-Agent will perform data prefetching from the
suggested Internet service and upload the information regarding each offloading session to Cellular-Agent. As instructed by Cellular-Agent,
WiFi-Agent saves the prefetched content to its local memory and feeds
them to Smart-Client. The amount of data to prefetch is determined by
the estimated WiFi offloading capacity. As we focus on streaming applications, we implement the core functionality of WiFi-Agent optimized for
downlink traffic in the current prototype.
Smart-Client
We implement a music streaming application with Smart-Client, called
MStreamer. Once a playlist is given by a mobile user, MStreamer will
start to stream the first music over a 3G network. At the same time,
Smart-Client sends the context information to Cellular-Agent to make
the offloading decision. By design, both WiFi and GPS can be used
to obtain positioning context. For energy saving, Smart-Client prioritizes WiFi over GPS and will use GPS only if WiFi positioning fails. If
Cellular-Agent chooses to offload traffic to WiFi networks, it will notify
Smart-Client to submit the whole playlist and then forward the prefetching instructions to WiFi-Agent running on the WiFi AP that the smartphone will visit soon. Once the smartphone enters the coverage area of this
WiFi AP (determined by a timer set by Cellular-Agent based on mobility prediction), it associates with the target AP and starts to download the
prefetched songs into its local buffer. The MStreamer can then play the
next music directly if it is in the buffer and avoid the streaming over 3G
networks. We deploy Smart-Client on a Nokia N900 and use Jamendo 10
as the online music service for our experiments.
Although the cooperative architecture has several requirements on WiFi
APs (e.g., storage space to prefetch data), we note that it is feasible on
modern APs which are programmable and have USB ports to attach storage
devices. For example, the NaDa system [262] has been proposed to leverage
the computing and storage capabilities on ISP-controlled home gateways
to reduce energy consumption of Internet-based video streaming services.
10

https://www.jamendo.com/
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Experimental evaluation

Our experimental evaluation consists of three parts: 1) We measure the
streaming performance to show how much we can offload mobile traffic for
smartphones at driving and walking speed. 2) We evaluate the impact of
data prefetching and prediction schemes in MADNet. 3) We further estimate the energy savings achieved by our proposal for music streaming
applications. We use the power measurement data obtained from the laboratory, since it is hard to measure directly the energy consumption for
moving smartphones.
The driving and walking tests were carried out by Dr. Bo Han in
College Park, Maryland, USA. To evaluate the full system, the author further evaluated the prototype implementation through field tests along the
Limingantie street in Helsinki, Finland. In the evaluation, we focus on the
case that each WiFi-Agent serves one Smart-Client at a time to investigate the effectiveness of our proposal.
Test Setup for Driving and Walking Experiments
The first setup and test trail in College Park USA for the driving and
walking experiments are depicted in Figure 4.2 (similar to the layout discussed in Section 4.2.1). For performance evaluation, we used another
‘Outdoor AP’ running on a netbook as a MADNet-enabled AP, which was
placed ∼2 meters above the ground and ∼18 meters away from the road.
We used this AP to evaluate the typical scenario of roadside APs, which
are very close to the road. All the content has been pre-loaded to the AP so
that Smart-Client can fetch directly from WiFi-Agent installed on the AP.
Test Setup in Helsinki
Regarding the setup in Helsinki for evaluating the full system, Figure
4.10 shows the area map where we conducted outdoor experiments. We
select a street, Limingantie, in a residential area near the campus. The
conditions of this street including street length and WiFi coverage (148
APs detected in this area) make it suitable for evaluating the ANT and
positioning schemes used in MADNet. We placed the MADNet enabled
AP in Limingantie 42, which is about in the middle of the test trail. The
AP is placed ∼1 meters above the ground and ∼5 meters away from the
street.
Figure 4.11 shows the test equipment, including a Nokia N900 smartphone installed with Smart-Client. The smartphone connected via 3G
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Figure 4.10: Map for outdoor experiments in Helsinki.
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Figure 4.11: Test equipment for live network experiments.
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to our server in the laboratory running Cellular-Agent. We installed
WiFi-Agent on a laptop machine, equipped with an external PC card with
a XJACK WiFi 802.11 a/b/g antenna, manufactured by 3Com (model
3CRPAG175 with chipset AR5212).
Driving vs. Walking in WiFi Offloading
The measurement results in Figure 4.3 (Section 4.2.1) already indicate
that placing content at a local server can improve the downloading performance for smartphones at walking speed. We further compare the amount
of streaming data fetched from an outdoor AP at both driving and walking speeds, considering both TCP and HTTP protocols. This experiment
explores the case when MADNet-enabled AP has prefetched the content.
The results show how much our system can offload using TCP and HTTP
protocols.
Figure 4.12 and 4.13 show the amount of streamed data and the total playing time of these streamed songs, using the HTTP protocol. We
conducted the experiments 10 times and report the mean values with standard deviations. As we can see in these figures, when driving towards the
west, Smart-Client can receive on average ∼4.6 MB streaming data from
the WiFi AP, with average playing time of ∼400 seconds. For the walking
scenario, the offloading performance is much better than driving.
We note that when driving to the east, although the smartphone was
closer to the ‘Outdoor AP’ in terms of physical distance, the device was
placed near the driver (left-hand side of the car) and thus away from the
right-hand windows of the car facing the AP. Since the car itself may reduce
the received signal strength, the smartphone could only associate with the
AP, but failed to fetch the content via HTTP in the experiments. Such an
effect is also visible in the results of walking scenarios, as the performance
of walking to the west is better than that of walking to the east. The results
indicate that WiFi offloading is challenging for smartphones in a vehicle at
driving speed, even when MADNet can prefetch data to the local server.
To investigate the protocol overhead of HTTP, we also plot in Figure
4.14 the amount of transferred streaming data through TCP and HTTP
from the ‘Outdoor AP’, with the smartphone moving at driving speed.
We repeated the experiments 10 times for each setup and plot the sorted
results.
Due to the same reason stated above, Smart-Client was not able to
fetch streaming content from WiFi-Agent using HTTP when we drove towards the east. Meanwhile, Smart-Client can receive data using TCP
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Figure 4.12: The amount of streamed data at driving and walking speeds
[16].
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Figure 4.13: The total playing time of streamed songs at driving and walking speeds [16].
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Figure 4.14: The amount of transferred data at driving speed [16].
from WiFi-Agent for 5 experiments when driving towards the east. This
figure reveals the overhead of HTTP. In particular, when using the HTTP
protocol the average amount of streamed data is about 80% (4,633 vs. 5,863
KB) of that downloaded through TCP, due to its protocol overhead.
Content Prefetching & Predicted Locations for Association
Given the low throughput of WiFi offloading at driving speed, we choose
to evaluate our system prototype at walking speed in Helsinki. In order
to enable positioning and prediction schemes, we built a WiFi fingerprint
radio-map for the test trail as shown in Figure 4.10. All the reference
locations were derived from real map to obtain accurate coordinates. We
collected the WiFi scanning samples along the street and constructed a simple WiFi positioning database with 149 APs detected in this area (including
our own MADNet-enabled AP). Each entry in the database contains the
location of each reference point and a list of APs with their corresponding
signal strength.
For the prediction schemes, we built a historic trajectory database using
collected GPS and WiFi scanning traces in the past few days before the
experiment along the street Limingantie. Each entry in the database contains the coordinates of location along the street, its recorded corresponding
time, and a list of WiFi APs detected at this spot.
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Figure 4.15: Offloaded and prefetched volume for walking towards east [16].
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Figure 4.16: Offloaded and prefetched volume for walking towards west
[16].
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For bootstrapping the energy-aware offloading algorithm, we measured
the 3G throughput in the test area and used the measured value 765.436
Kbps for B3G . We also measured the offloading capacity for CW and WiFi
throughput BW by downloading music data from the target WiFi AP located in Limingantie 42. The offloading capacity for walking towards east
is 20.65 MB, and 18.5 MB for walking to the west. The throughput for
walking towards east is 2.3 Mbps and 2.1 Mbps for walking to the west.
The predicted spot to start association is 30m from AP, Cellular-Agent
will use it to guide Smart-Client through a timeout value which indicates
when Smart-Client should turn on its WiFi interface for association and
then start downloading.
By setting up Cellular-Agent and WiFi-Agent, we conducted the experiments 10 times for each direction, to the east and to the west. We
installed Smart-Client on our prototyped Nokia N900 smartphone. We
plot the results in Figure 4.15 and 4.16.
Regarding the content prefetching on WiFi AP, the prefetched volume
shows the amount of data WiFi-Agent fetched from the Internet for the
duration once it received the instruction from Cellular-Agent till the point
Smart-Client walked away from the WiFi coverage (i.e., disconnected from
the WiFi). If Smart-Client finishes the downloading of all prefetched
data when the smartphone is still connected to the AP, Smart-Client will
download some dummy files to measure the actual offloaded volume.
As we can see in Figure 4.15 and 4.16, for around 85% of the runs,
we can fully utilize the WiFi link (i.e., the amount of downloaded data is
smaller than that of prefetched data with an average gap around 4.8 MB).
The average offloading volumes in our experiments are 27.168 MB and
22.861 MB, for walking to the east and walking to the west, respectively.
Regarding the location where Smart-Client starts the WiFi association
following the predicted timeout value instructed by Cellular-Agent, we
plot the results of 10 runs for each direction in Figure 4.17. On average,
when walking to the east, Smart-Client starts to associate with the AP
when it was around 33.3±3.56 meters away from the AP. The average
distance was 29.9±4.65 meters when walking to the west.
To understand the overhead of WiFi-based offloading, we also plot the
number of WiFi association attempts to connect to the AP in Figure 4.18
for the 10 runs of each direction. The average association attempts with
standard deviation were 4.4±2.01 for walking to the east, and 4.6±0.84 for
walking to the west. We note that such high number of associations experienced in the live environment can lead to extra energy cost. We consider
such cost Easso as part of the overhead Eoo in the energy saving evaluation.
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Figure 4.17: Predicted association [16].
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Table 4.7: Average measured power (Watt) and energy consumption
(Joule) on N900.
Device
N900

P3G
1.10±0.017 Watts

PW
0.645±0.023 Watts

ET
∼5.4 Joules

Energy Savings
As we focus on downlink streaming traffic in MADNet, we summarize
our measurements in Table 4.7, including the transmission power for both
3G and WiFi (P3G and PW ), using Monsoon Power Monitor with 5 KHz
sampling rate. For N900, the head and tail energy ET of 3G is ∼5.4 Joules,
which is used in our evaluation.
We emphasize that another potential benefit of using 3G as a control
channel is that smartphones can scan only the channel of the specified
WiFi AP and avoid complete scanning of all possible channels. For the real
deployment of MADNet, we can get the power values using either existing
online estimation tools (e.g., PowerTutor [153]) or offline profiles built for
different types of smartphones.
We estimate the energy saving of offloading mobile data traffic to the
deployed outdoor AP using the results in Table 4.6 and 4.7, in combination
with the live traces from our outdoor experiments. We present the energy
savings for the walking experiments in Table 4.8, where the first row of the
results is for walking to the east scenario and the second row is the scenario
of walking to the west. CW , B3G and BW represent the average offloading
capacity, average throughput of 3G and WiFi networks, respectively, of 10
test cases.
E3G and EW are the energy consumption of data transfer through 3G
and WiFi networks, respectively. E3G is calculated by using E3G = P3G ×
CW /B3G +ET . For EW , we use the measured values of outdoor experiments
to calculate it, by using EW i = PW × CW i /BW i . We report the mean
value of 10 test cases (i.e., i = 1, ... ,10) for walking towards east and
towards west, respectively.
We turn on the WiFi radio twice during the offloading, first for WiFi localization and the second time for WiFi association. During WiFi fingerprintingbased localization, Smart-Client scans neighboring APs three times to
collect WiFi beacons. n is the number of associations to connect to the
WiFi AP as shown in Figure 4.18. Thus the value of Eoo is set as
Eoo = 2 × EW

on

+ 2 × EW

of f

+ 3 × Escan + n × Easso .
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Table 4.8: Measured average offloading capacity, average throughput of
3G and WiFi networks, average energy consumption of overhead, 3G and
WiFi, and estimated energy saving [16].

East
West

CW
MB
27.2
22.9

B3G
Mbps
0.8
0.8

BW
Mbps
3.5
3.2

Eoo
Joule
3.4
3.5

E3G
Joule
304.6
257.3

EW
Joule
39.3
38.9

Saving
%
85.98
83.52

Table 4.9: Estimated energy saving for different 3G throughput [16].

East
West

0.5
Mbps
90.7 %
89.1 %

1.0
Mbps
81.7 %
78.5 %

1.5
Mbps
72.9 %
68.2 %

2.0
Mbps
64.2 %
58.2 %

3.0
Mbps
47.5 %
38.9 %

5.0
Mbps
16.3 %
3.4 %

The Eoo in Table 4.8 represents the average value of 10 test cases for
walking towards east and towards west, respectively. We calculate the
energy saving as
Saving = 1 − (EW + Eoo )/E3G
The results presented in Table 4.8 suggest that MADNet can achieve
more than 80% energy saving on smartphones when offloading mobile traffic
to WiFi networks, benefiting from the collaborative MADNet architecture.
We also note that we did not consider the energy consumption of control
information exchange between Smart-Client and Cellular-Agent due to
the small amount of data exchanged (usually less than 1KB). As these
information is transferred in parallel with the music streaming, the impact
of head and tail energy is kept to a minimum. Moreover, we use static IP
address configuration enabled by the control channel of MADNet and thus
avoid the energy consumption for getting an IP address through DHCP.
Therefore, the energy saving reported in Table 4.8 shows the upper bound
that can be achieved by MADNet.
To gain more insights, we also present the estimated energy savings in
Table 4.9 for scenarios where the 3G throughput is set virtually to be 0.5,
1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, and 5.0 Mbps. The key observation is that when 3G
throughput increases, the gain of energy consumption by offloading mobile
data to WiFi will decrease.
In brief, mobile traffic offloading for moving smartphones is challenging, including positioning and prediction for the mobility and target WiFi
AP. We acknowledge that our experimental evaluation relies on a few as-
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sumptions such as pre-collected traces of location coordinates, knowledge
of wireless access throughput, and WiFi fingerprint radio-maps. These
assumptions simplify our test setup and let us focus on evaluating the performance of our system through outdoor experiments. As the related areas
have been investigated [7, 77, 124], the assumptions we made for our experiments rely on their results and suggestions. Nevertheless, the evaluation
results show the energy saving and efficacy of our proposal under such
assumptions, which can be regarded as the performance upper bound for
MADNet in a live environment.

4.5

Discussion

In this section we discuss open issues in WiFi-based traffic offloading and
compare MADNet with related work.
Incentives for WiFi Offloading and Deployment
As social participation is becoming an enabling factor for more and
more mobile applications, how to integrate an effective incentive scheme
into MADNet to encourage active participation is a challenging problem.
Cellular operators may offer reduced subscription fees to users who are willing to share their home APs with others, and thus increase the availability
of WiFi access. There may also be issues related to the pricing and billing
models for traffic offloading between different cellular operators and WiFi
providers. For example, in countries like Canada where usage-based billing
has been introduced for Internet access, people cannot share their home
APs with others for free and mobile users may need to pay for the traffic
offloaded to WiFi networks.
Due to the chaotic nature of AP deployment and wireless link characteristics, there are coverage holes for the current WiFi network deployment
in metropolitan areas. As indicated by a recent study [12], one of the key
goals is to minimize the number of deployed WiFi APs to reduce various
costs, by considering the non-uniform propagation of WiFi signals and the
application usage patterns of mobile users. To this end, realistic models
of user mobility and content requests are also important factors in efficient
deployment.
One visible trend to increase the number of APs for traffic offloading
in metropolitan areas comes from operators who deploy their own WiFi
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networks 11 12 13 . The collaborative design of MADNet and our proposed
optimization schemes can help bridge the management gap between cellular
and WiFi networks
Distributed Content Caching
Usually, WiFi service providers prefer to over-subscribe the backhaul
connections from the APs to Internet and thus these backhaul links become the communication bottleneck [272]. In MADNet, we use the limited
storage space (e.g., several GB through mounted USB drives) on WiFi APs
to cache data locally. The challenge here is to understand the content access
patterns from mobile users, without which it is hard to decide the right locations to cache the right content. Similar to data prefetching, caching
data on local APs can also fully utilize the bandwidth of WiFi links.
Security and Privacy
For security and privacy, when MADNet decides to offload mobile traffic to WiFi APs, cellular networks can pass the identity information of
end users through the MADNet controlled channel to WiFi networks and
thus enable various security models to prevent illegal uses of these APs.
Meanwhile, we may require mobile users to tunnel their packets to one of
their trusted points and handoff the access control responsibility to that
endpoint [265]. Thus, all the offloaded traffic will go through that trusted
point and can be identified if the mobile users illegally download music or
video. For example, SWISH [266] has utilized a similar technology to secure
the shared WiFi networks and to protect the privacy of mobile users. We
note that mobile traffic offloading should be transparent to content/cloud
service providers and MADNet will not reveal the end user’s location to
them.
Support for Internet Host Mobility and Handoffs
Mobile IP is a standard communication protocol that allows a mobile
device to change its Internet attachment point while maintaining a permanent IP address. To improve the scalability of Mobile IP, Cáceres and
Padmanabhan [267] propose a hierarchical mobility management scheme
by exploiting the geographic locality in user mobility patterns. In their solution, the frequent movement within subnetworks is handled by the lowest
level of the hierarchy and the movement between subnetworks relies on the
11

Cable WiFi Internet Access: http://www.cablewifi.com/
Verizon WiFi: https://www.verizon.com/home/wifi-wireless-internet-service/
13
AT&T Wi-Fi Internet Service: http://about.att.com/mediakit/wifi
12
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original Mobile IP, and thus it can reduce handoff latency and the Internet
traffic load. Motivated by the observation that IP multicasting and Mobile IP share similar issues of location independent addressing and packet
forwarding and routing, Mysore and Bharghavan [268] propose a multicastbased architecture for Internet host mobility. In order to support seamless
mobility, K. Pahlavan, M. Ylianttila, et. al. have investigated handoff
mechanisms in multi-access mobile environment [63, 64, 65, 66, 67].
Besides supporting host mobility with network-layer solutions, there are
also several protocols at higher layers to achieve the same goal. Heterogeneous wireless networks, also called wireless overlay networks [55], refer to
the integration of multi-technology wireless networks (e.g., cellular, WiFi,
Bluetooth, WiMax and ZigBee) with different access methods. Snoeren and
Balakrishnan [269] design an end-to-end approach for host mobility, which
requires no changes to the IP substrate. The proposed solution modifies the
transport-layer protocols at the end hosts, takes advantage of the secure
dynamic updates in DNS to track host location, and designs a new TCP
option to migrate established TCP connections when the IP address of an
end host changes.
Zhuang et al. [270] propose the Robust Overlay Architecture for Mobility (ROAM), which uses Internet Indirection Infrastructure (i3 [271])
to provide mobility for end hosts. In ROAM, each data packet is bound
with an identifier, which defines an indirection point in i3 , and a receiver
can obtain the packet based on its identifier. The prototype of ROAM
is a user-level system that requires no modification of the TCP/IP stack
and has the following nice properties: efficient routing and handoff, fault
tolerance, location privacy, and simultaneous mobility.
There are several projects in this area [272, 81], following one of the
seminal works by Stemm and Katz [55], which proposes mobile-IP-based
vertical handoffs that occur between different access techniques. Buddhikot et al. implement IOTA [272] for integrating two access technologies
(CDMA2000 and WiFi), which has been operational on a testbed for years.
Chakravorty et al. [81] present a measurement study of inter-networking
mobility between GPRS and 802.11b hotspots with a focus on its impact
on active TCP flows. Their analysis shows that the disparity in RTT and
bandwidth of GPRS and WiFi networks can aggravate the performance of
vertical handovers.
Due to the strict QoS requirements of real-time applications, MADNet
only uses WiFi networks when possible to augment cellular networks and
will not switch back and forth between these two networks.
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Leveraging Multiple Radio Interfaces on Mobile Devices

Nowadays smartphones are typically equipped with multiple radio interfaces, including Bluetooth, WiFi and 3G cellular, and there are several
existing systems leveraging these interfaces for energy efficiency and better throughput performance. For example, CoolSpots [182] explores policies
that enable a mobile device to automatically switch between WiFi and Bluetooth interfaces by considering their different transmission ranges, and thus
reduces the energy consumption of wireless communication. MAR [104] is
a multi-homed mobile access router that exploits multiple channel access
technologies provided by different service providers. The MAR implementation demonstrates the benefits of aggregating link capacity from three
cellular operators for different applications.
Ra et al. [166] study the energy-delay tradeoff for smartphone applications and design an online network interface (e.g., 3G, EDGE, or WiFi) selection algorithm. Context-for-Wireless [180] explores context information,
including cellular network conditions, device motion, time and history, to
estimate network conditions, and then chooses wireless interfaces for data
transfer based on these estimations. Super-aggregation [181] is a strategy
solution that aggregates the link capacity of multiple interfaces on mobile
devices and the achieved aggregation throughput is more than the sum of
the parts. It introduces three principles, named selective offloading, proxying and mirroring, to exploit the large degree of bandwidth heterogeneity
of these interfaces. With the goal of prolonging battery life, Armstrong
et al. [273] propose to select between GPRS and 802.11 interfaces based
on message size, for dynamic content updates on mobile devices. With
the focus of minimizing energy consumption, the algorithm implicitly delays data packets until the underlying link quality is good. Intentional
Networking [274] leverages a declarative label of various applications for
transmissions over multiple wireless networks and thus can match network
traffic to the most suitable network interface.
Compared with previous work, MADNet uses 3G networks to provide
primary data channels and to facilitate offloading procedures. At the same
time, MADNet employs WiFi interfaces to prefetch predictable data and
thus improves the energy efficiency of data transfer.
Traffic Offloading Design
Among several existing schemes for cellular traffic offloading, Femtocells as an extension of the macrocells of cellular networks were originally
proposed to offer better indoor services. When indoor users switch from
macrocells to femtocells, femtocells can potentially offload cellular data
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traffic. However, the femtocell signal may interfere with nearby macrocell
transmissions, since they work on the same spectrum as macrocells [263].
Recently, how to offload cellular traffic through mobile-to-mobile opportunistic communications is also investigated as a complementary offloading
solution [93].
WiFi is another attractive technology for cellular traffic offloading. For
example, Korhonen et al. [26] analyze the latest trend of network controlled
offloading and compare industrial standardization solutions.
There are several WiFi-based cellular traffic offloading schemes proposed by the industry. For example, the uAxes offloading solution from
Notava14 proposes the concept of WiFi capacity marketplace and designs
a global trading system to buy and sell surplus WiFi capacity online. The
MDO gateway from Stoke15 can alter the traffic path of Internet connections, bypassing the cellular core networks, and forward mobile data traffic
directly to the nearest Internet access point.
Hou et al. [8] propose a transport layer protocol to offload 3G data traffic to WiFi hotspots for vehicular access networks. Ristanovic et al. [11]
propose an algorithm, called HotZones, to offload delay-tolerant cellular
content to WiFi APs and evaluate the performance through trace-driven
simulations. Wiffler [5] aims at maximizing the amount of 3G traffic offloaded to WiFi networks for PCs on vehicular networks. In contrast to
Wiffler, MADNet targets smartphones which are much more challenging
than PCs (as discussed in Section 4.2.1). MADNet also advances the stateof-the-art by taking the energy consumption of smartphones into account
when making offloading decisions. In addition, Wiffler uses only open WiFi
APs while MADNet also considers the support from cellular operators,
WiFi providers, and end users to increase the offloading opportunities.
Using a trace-driven simulation, Lee et al. [6] show that WiFi networks
can offload around 65% of mobile data traffic for the traces collected from
about 100 iPhone users. The simulator assumes that data traffic can be
offloaded to WiFi networks whenever a user connects a smartphone to a
WiFi AP in the traces, thus the offloading decision is actually made by
these users. Compared to their work, our proposed offloading solution is
transparent to users. Furthermore, we implement a prototype on Nokia
N900 smartphones and evaluate its performance in live environment.
As pointed out previously, performance evaluation based on desktop/laptop
computers does not necessarily reflect that experienced by mobile phones [264].
A recent measurement study examining the relationship of WiFi versus 3G
14
15

http://www.notava.com/
http://www.stoke.com/
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usage also explored the antenna limitation of smartphones [15]. Although
the target is different from ours, their findings confirm that a dedicated
offloading scheme for smartphones is necessary.
Limitations
We note that the limitations of our work include that we have evaluated only a few scenarios, two experimental environments in Maryland and
Helsinki, a few WiFi APs and smartphones (including one N900 for prototyping), covering only downlink traffic. In addition, several assumptions
were made for evaluating the performance and the impact of prediction
errors on MADNet. Regarding the energy-aware offloading algorithm, 3G
and WiFi access capacity may vary with location and over time. Our
approach requires such context information as a priori to achieve accurate predictions, which may introduce non-negligible overhead such as to
profile the targeted area. Rather than discussing general applications for
smartphone, we mainly investigate streaming applications that contribute
a large amount of data to the mobile traffic [1] where the pre-fetching technique is reasonable by using the available playlists. However, some of the
issues such as offloading efficiency and scalability that are not covered in
our work have been examined in previous work, although for different purposes [5, 6, 15, 85, 86, 101, 261, 275]. Therefore, we choose to focus on the
unsolved issues of energy saving for smartphones in WiFi-based offloading
and leave the other as our future work.

4.6

Summary

We propose MADNet, a collaborative WiFi-based mobile data offloading
architecture that aims at improving energy efficiency for smartphones. It
utilizes the proposed energy-aware offloading algorithm to assist the offloading decision for smartphones, which enables them to select the most
energy efficient WiFi APs to offload mobile traffic.
The design choices are motivated by the measurement study of wardriving and war-walking and experimental results of WiFi-based Internet
access for moving smartphones. By considering the battery constraints of
smartphones, we design the first energy-aware offloading decision algorithm
with the goal of improving energy efficiency for smartphones.
We evaluate the performance of our system using our prototype implementation on Nokia N900 smartphones. We demonstrate that by leveraging
a deployed outdoor WiFi access point, our solution is able to achieve more
than 80% of energy saving. We also show that the potential energy saving
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of offloading depends on the throughput of 3G and WiFi networks, and
also the amount of data we can offload.
In brief, we make the following contributions:
• We investigate and compare the performance of WiFi Internet access
for both netbooks and smartphones in metropolitan areas. Our results indicate that the throughput of WiFi-based Internet access for
smartphones is lower than PCs, due to their restricted antennas for
outdoor communication. The observations offer valuable insights for
future design and inspire us to develop optimization schemes to support WiFi-based offloading for smartphones.
• We propose MADNet energy-aware offloading architecture for smartphones, which explicitly considers the potential contributions of cellular operators, WiFi providers, and end users. We design an efficient
and deployable energy-aware algorithm to assist the offloading decision. Our algorithm, integrated with the collaborative MADNet
architecture, is able to tolerate minor errors of input parameters such
as user location, mobility prediction, and estimation of system offloading capacity. We also utilize content prefetching to compensate
for the impact of hardware limitations on smartphones.
• Our prototype implementation confirms the feasibility of MADNet
to be deployable in existing environments. By enabling smartphones
to select the most energy efficient WiFi AP for offloading, our field
experiments further suggest that MADNet can achieve a notable 80%
of energy saving. To encourage collaboration and future development,
we release the software implementation under open-source licenses 16 .
Compared with NAO, we bring WiFi operators into the collaboration
through the MADNet collaborative offloading framework so that both network side and user side can contribute and benefit from their joint efforts.
However, our research oriented design suffers from its limitation such as
lack of openness and extensibility. The insight from MADNet sheds lights
on our future work towards an open, extensible and deployable design.

16

MADNet: http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/u/yding/src.html
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Chapter 5
Software-Defined Collaborative
Traffic Offloading
This chapter presents our software-defined platform, SoftOffload, for achieving collaborative traffic offloading. Section 4.1 describes the motivation
that drives us to design an extensible and deployable offloading platform.
Section 4.2 presents our measurement studies that explore hidden issues
in WiFi offloading. The observations inspire us to develop optimization
schemes for SoftOffload. Section 4.3 introduces the system design of SoftOffload. Section 4.4 illustrates the system implementation and experimental
evaluation. Section 4.5 summarizes the chapter.

5.1

Motivation

As discussed in previous chapters, mobile traffic is expected to surge and
licensed spectrum is becoming increasingly scarce. Using WiFi for mobile
traffic offloading (WiFi offloading) is gaining importance for relieving congestion in mobile networks. In fact, with the exception of smartphones,
recent studies have shown that WiFi is the predominant access technology
for most mobile devices, such as laptops, netbooks, tablets and eReaders,
to connect to the Internet [278, 279].
Along with public WiFi deployed by public sectors, carrier-class WiFi
deployed by MNOs is an attractive complement to mobile small cells. Vendors such as Ericsson have launched multi-radio small cell products that can
support WiFi 1 . Studies also show that carrier-class WiFi deployments allow MNOs to save 30-40% on network CAPEX while gaining wireless access
capacity in typical indoor deployments [280]. In addition, WiFi offloading
1

http://www.ericsson.com/us/ourportfolio/telecom-operators/rbs-6402
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also keeps the need for expensive and scarce 4G/LTE licensed spectrum
low while enabling MNOs to satisfy the surge in demand for wireless access
capacity.
Regarding one of the major contributors to mobile data traffic, video
streaming, the advancement in video encoding and playback (e.g., 3D, high
quality encoding, 4K resolution) will further push up the capacity requirements. This inevitable demand puts WiFi offloading into a compelling
position to share the burden of traffic growth on mobile networks.
However, given all the potential benefits WiFi offloading can deliver,
there are issues remaining to address:
• First, we need to understand the impact of WiFi offloading on end
users. Previous work [16] has shown that using ‘weak WiFi’ access for
offloading can negatively affect transmission performance and energy
consumption on smartphones (discussed in Chapter 4). The term
‘weak WiFi’ refers to two aspects: weak signal strength and weak
access capacity. For example, if the signal strength is weak, wireless
losses and retransmission can prolong the transmission and thereby
lead to high energy consumption. Regarding access capacity, if a
WiFi access point (AP) is congested (e.g., used simultaneously by
many other devices), even though the user-perceived signal strength
is good, using this AP for offloading will result in poor performance
and extra energy cost. A quantitative analysis on this topic regarding
performance and energy consumption is still missing.
• Second, we need an efficient and collaborative platform that is suitable for dynamic changes in wireless access environments. For WiFi
offloading in particular, we need to address how to efficiently collect
essential information from different sources (e.g., cellular and WiFi
networks) and synthesize these information to assist traffic offloading.
• Third, since communication technologies and mobile industry are advancing at a fast pace, a platform for WiFi offloading needs to be
flexible and extensible to adopt new optimization schemes and hence
meet the emerging requirements. For instance, such solution should
not only cover the scenario of carrier-class WiFi integrated with cellular infrastructure, it can also be extended to support cloud service
providers to offer WiFi services through a mobile virtual network
operator (MVNO) channel.
A key challenge in WiFi offloading is that valuable contextual information is often distributed across network entities and end users. This unbalanced distribution indicates that the contextual information possessed by
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Figure 5.1: Time required for publishing RFC [17].

each side along is insufficient to guide the offloading decision. On the network side, the traffic load and condition of managed entities (e.g., router,
APs) can be acquired to assist traffic offloading. For example, operators can
decide to trigger traffic offloading when a cellular base station is overloaded
by several active users. However, today it is difficult, if not impossible, for
operators to capture the instant local context perceived by those mobile
users (e.g., signal strength of nearby WiFi APs). On the other hand, mobile users can acquire local context by using WiFi scanning and embedded
sensors on their devices, but they are hardly aware of the conditions on
the network side (e.g., congestions on an aggregated router) before connecting to the access network. A typical example is that, even if a WiFi
AP is relatively close to the user, showing good signal strength, this AP
can be heavily loaded by data traffic generated by other devices. If a user
chooses to offload traffic using this congested AP (with good signal strength
though), the outcome could be suboptimal.
Regarding another challenge, solution deployment, pushing a proposal
to become a standard helps improve the deployability, especially compared
with research-oriented solutions with limited scope and poor visibility toward mass markets. However, as discussed recently [17], standardization
process can be time-consuming. Figure 5.1 illustrates the time requirement
for publishing IETF Request for Comments (RFC) as an example. From
the 100 recent RFCs shown in the figure, ranging from RFC 6931 to RFC
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7038, around 50% of them demanded more than two years of devotion.
The longest one goes even up to 137 months (i.e., 11+ years). In addition,
there are also various invisible elements in the initial phase before the standardization procedure begins, including the time for selecting or setting
up working groups, initiating the topics in the community, and day-to-day
time commitment to keep up with the relevant discussions in the working
groups.
Because the surge of mobile traffic necessitates the capacity provision
of mobile networks to catch up, we are in urgent need for an agile, collaborative and cost-effect approach to orchestrate and maximize the utilization
of resources in today’s fast evolving multi-access environment comprising
different wireless technologies. Software-defined networking (SDN) offers a
centralized control model, a flow-based paradigm and programmability that
is ideally suited for highly scalable mobile and wireless networks. For mobile
networks, SDN is considered to bring tremendous operational expenditure
(OPEX) improvements through the scalability of network control functions,
the flexibility to adjust network resource allocation, and steer traffic dynamically in response to changing traffic patterns and network conditions.
Since SDN delivers a fine-grained control of network and services through
its abstraction of the underlying hardware, it meets the urgent need from
the mobile networks to simultaneously operate over multiple wireless technologies (e.g., 4G and WiFi) in order to accommodate the radical growth
of data traffic.
Since mobile traffic offloading involves cellular operators, alternative
wireless access providers, and mobile users, it is necessary to establish collaboration among all the parties. For WiFi offloading, we should consider
the restriction of mobile devices and the context of the mobile environment,
such as user mobility, network load, user preference, and network policies.
In this chapter, we investigate the following research questions:
• What context information is important for WiFi-based traffic offloading? How do we obtain and utilize these context information
efficiently to assist traffic offloading?
• How do we transfer a static and closed design to a dynamic and open
one and thereby enhance the deployability and extensibility of our
proposal?
• Can we apply the software-defined networking (SDN) design to address the challenge? How do we integrate the SDN paradigm into
mobile traffic offloading?
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• What are the benefits and overhead for an SDN-based offloading solution?
We advocate that the way forward is to integrate SDN design into WiFi
offloading and fully utilize the features of SDN in terms of programmability
and openness for improving extensibility, interoperability and deployability.
We therefore propose an open-source SDN-based platform, SoftOffload, to
achieve optimal traffic offloading by considering different contextual factors.

5.2

Measurement Study

This section presents our measurement study that aims to answer the following questions:
• Is the performance of latest WiFi technology good enough to support mobile traffic offloading, especially when compared with 3GPP
4G/LTE technologies?
• What types of contextual information are important in WiFi-based
traffic offloading?
• What is the impact of such contextual information? Can we efficiently
obtain and utilize these information to assist WiFi-based traffic offloading?

5.2.1

WiFi offloading performance and energy consumption

Our measurement study focuses on WiFi-based traffic offloading, covering
the performance and energy consumption in the cellular and WiFi networks, the impact of signal level on WiFi offloading, the competing traffic
scenarios, and a revisit of the WiFi access availability.
Figure 5.2 shows the equipment used in our measurements. For power
measurement, we used the Monsoon Power Monitor 2 to measure the energy consumption related to traffic offloading. The mobile devices include
smartphones and tablets. We summarize the specification of our testing devices in Table 5.1, covering the year of release, model, CPU, memory size,
screen size, battery capacity, network connectivity, and operating system
(OS) installed at measurement time. Since we use Monsoon to conduct
power measurement, we carefully select the smartphone models that are
battery-removable, as illustrated in Figure 5.2 where we attached power
2

http://www.msoon.com/LabEquipment/PowerMonitor/
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Figure 5.2: Equipment for measurement study.

Table 5.1: Specification of mobile devices used in measurement.
Nexus
S
Release 12.2010
Model
Nexus
S
CPU
1-Core,
1GHz
RAM
512 MB
Screen
4.0
inches
Battery 1500
mAh
Network HSPA,
802.11
b/g/n
OS
Android
v4.1.2

Galaxy
S2
02.2011
GTI9100
2-Core,
1.2GHz
1 GB
4.3
inches
1650
mAh
HSPA+,
802.11
a/b/g/n
Android
v4.1.2

Galaxy
S3
05.2012
GTI9300
4-Core,
1.4GHz
1 GB
4.8
inches
2100
mAh
HSPA+,
802.11
a/b/g/n
Android
v4.3

Galaxy
S4
03.2013
GTI9505
4-Core,
1.6GHz
2 GB
5.0
inches
2600
mAh
4G/LTE,
HSPA+,
802.11ac
Android
v4.4.2

Galaxy
S5
02.2014
SMG900F
4-Core,
2.5GHz
2 GB
5.1
inches
2800
mAh
4G/LTE,
HSPA+,
802.11ac
Android
v5.0

Galaxy
Tab 2
02.2012
GTP3100
2-Core,
1GHz
1 GB
7.0
inches
4000
mAh
HSPA+,
802.11
b/g/n
Android
v4.1.2
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Figure 5.3: Cellular test setup.
supply cords to the back of a Galaxy S4 smartphone with a removable battery.
Performance and Energy Consumption in Cellular and WiFi
Regarding the benefits of WiFi-based offloading, one typical question
is that given the fast development of cellular access technologies, such as
Long Term Evolution (LTE) 3 , will the speed of cellular access catch up or
even surpass that of WiFi, thereby making the WiFi-based offloading less
appealing for end users? Compared with the downlink rate of 54 Mbps offered by 802.11g, the claimed peak rate of 300 Mbps supported by LTE does
make the question relevant and worth a thorough investigation, especially
in operational networks.
First, we conducted a series of measurements to investigate the transmission rate and energy consumption in an operational LTE network in
Helsinki Finland. Figure 5.3 illustrates the setup of our cellular measurement. Since downlink traffic such as video streaming is a key contributor
to mobile data traffic, this measurement focuses on the downlink speed and
the corresponding energy consumption.
To reveal the practical transmission rate perceived by modern handsets,
we selected the LTE-capable models, Galaxy S4 and Galaxy S5, as the end
devices. We developed a testing Android application for this measurement,
which will execute a download task using HTTP to fetch a 15 MB file from
3

http://www.3gpp.org/specifications/releases/72-release-8
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Table 5.2: Throughput (Mbps) and energy consumption (Joule/MB) for
downloading 15 MB in cellular networks.

LTE
HSPA+

Galaxy S4
Throughput
Energy
consumption
46.025±5.71 0.33±0.03
9.792±0.532 1.28±0.068

Galaxy S5
Throughput
Energy
consumption
42.131±0.786 0.254±0.013
12.888±2.256 0.814±0.106

Table 5.3: Throughput (Mbps) and energy consumption (Joule/MB) for
downloading 33 MB in WiFi networks.

802.11ac
802.11n

Galaxy S4
Throughput
Energy
consumption
186.25±19.43 0.131±0.013
37.01±1.33
0.338±0.009

Galaxy S5
Throughput
Energy
consumption
245.33±16.72 0.104±0.009
39.3±1.48
0.372±0.007

an HTTP server located in the Department of Computer Science, University
of Helsinki. We chose an operator in Finland offering LTE subscription
with the maximum downlink speed of 150 Mbps. For comprehensiveness,
we also measured the performance of HSPA+ on the selected devices. We
repeated each test five times and reported the mean values and standard
deviations in Table 5.2. All cellular measurements were carried out in the
same location at the laboratory during workday daytime. The received
signal strength indicator (RSSI) values in LTE measurements were around
-76 dBm. For HSPA+ cases, RSSIs were around -52 dBm 4 .
Second, to investigate the question “Is the performance of latest WiFi
technology good enough to support mobile traffic offloading, especially when
compared with 3GPP 4G/LTE technologies”, we measured WiFi performance covering 802.11ac and 802.11n. Figure 5.4 shows the testing layout.
To reveal the wireless link speed in a controlled environment, we connected
the file server to AP via 1 Gbps Ethernet without any middlebox in between. As shown in Figure 5.5, we used an ASUS RT-AC68U Dual-band
gigabit router as the WiFi AP to test 802.11ac. We used a NETGEAR
WNA1100 wireless USB adapter attached to laptop to measure the performance and energy consumption for 802.11n. We repeated each test five
times and reported the mean values and standard deviations in Table 5.3.
4

Under such RSSI values, our testing smartphones showed 5 signal bars (full), indicating good signal strength.
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Figure 5.4: WiFi test setup.
The results in Table 5.2 and 5.3 suggest that the commercial cellular
network we measured can already offer good performance. For LTE, the
downlink speed can reach up to 46 Mbps, and HSPA+ can provide up to
12.8 Mbps for downlink traffic. On the other hand, the advance of WiFi
technology is visible. While 802.11n in our controlled environment provides
a downlink speed of 39 Mbps, the newer 802.11ac can even deliver a speed
of 245 Mbps for downlink traffic.
Concerning the energy consumption, as highlighted in Figure 5.6 for
modern models Galaxy S4 and S5, LTE is more efficient than HSPA+.
Meanwhile, WiFi is in general an energy-efficient choice compared with
cellular technologies. In particular for 802.11ac, it consumes less energy
than LTE on the same smartphone model. In addition, 802.11ac consumes
much less energy compared with HSPA+.
This observation indicates that WiFi is still a viable candidate for mobile traffic offloading owing to its advancement in terms of performance
and energy efficiency. To further maximize the performance gain, we need
to adopt optimization techniques such as content pre-fetching and caching
(as discussed in Chapter 4) to avoid the backhaul capacity bottleneck. We
note that our measurements cover limited scope (e.g., one cellular operator in Finland, a single cellular location, with limited repetitions). Similar studies have provided insights on the cellular and WiFi performance
[6, 128, 129, 135, 145]. In this regard, our measurements cover the modern
smartphones (e.g., Galaxy S4 and S5) and provide comparison insight to
motivate our WiFi offloading design.
Impact of Signal Level in WiFi Offloading
One observation from our WiFi performance measurement is that the
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Figure 5.5: Equipment for evaluating 802.11ac.
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Figure 5.6: Energy consumption in cellular and WiFi.
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correlation between transmission performance and WiFi signal strength
(i.e., reflected by RSSI) is non-linear. We hence measured the throughput
and energy consumption over 10 different RSSIs (ranging from -36 dBm
to -77 dBm) in our laboratory. We repeated the measurement 5 times for
downloading a 33 MB file at each RSSI and plotted the results for Galaxy S5
in Figure 5.7 and 5.8. As shown in Figure 5.7, when RSSI values are above 65 dBm, the impact of signal strength on throughput is relatively negligible.
However, we observe a steep drop of throughput when RSSI approaches and
goes below -70 dBm. The energy consumption results in Figure 5.8 show
the same the pattern where the energy consumption radically increases
when RSSI approaches and falls below -70 dBm. This finding matches the
observation of our previous study that selecting a ‘weak’ WiFi to offload
traffic can sometimes consume more energy than using cellular connection
[16].
Given this observation, we further carried out a series of measurements
using different models of smartphones to investigate the impact of signal
strength in WiFi offloading. In order to measure energy consumption, we
deliberately selected Nexus S, Galaxy S2, S3, S4, and S5. The specifications
of these devices are shown in Table 5.1. We measured different signal levels
by placing our WiFi AP at a set of pre-defined spots that are of different
distance from the testing smartphones. We repeated each case 5 times and
report our results for downloading a 33 MB file over 802.11n in Figure 5.9
and 5.10.
The measurement results under 802.11n match what we observed on
S5 over 802.11ac. For all the smartphones we measured, the impact of
signal level follows a non-linear correlation with transmission performance
and energy consumption. When the signal level drops below -70 dBm,
WiFi transmission performance will degrade and energy consumption will
increase significantly.
This observation indicates that one of the key context for WiFi offloading is the signal strength perceived by end devices (i.e., RSSI values
reported by WiFi scannings). To avoid using a ‘weak’ AP, we need to take
into account the signal strength collected on the mobile devices and use
these contextual information to guide end users in WiFi offloading.
Competing Traffic Scenarios
In selecting a target WiFi AP for offloading, end users are often unaware
of the conditions on the network side, such as the current work load on the
access gateway and other competing users sharing the same WiFi AP. Since
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Figure 5.7: Throughput of S5 under different signal levels for downloading
a 33 MB file.
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Figure 5.8: Energy consumption of S5 under different signal levels for downloading a 33 MB file.
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Figure 5.9: Download time under different signal levels for a 33 MB file.
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Figure 5.10: Energy consumption under different signal levels for downloading a 33 MB file.
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these conditions may affect the overall performance of WiFi offloading,
we need to understand their impact in competing scenarios when multiple
active users are involved.
First, we study the case where multiple mobile devices are connected to
the same AP. In this competing traffic scenario, we explore how much an
individual user is affected in terms of transmission performance and energy
consumption. In the experiment, we used the same layout as shown in
Figure 5.4 with a file server running Apache HTTP server (version 2.0).
For devices generating competing traffic, we selected two tablets of the
same model (Galaxy Tab 2) as tablets are often used by mobile users for
streaming services owing to their large screen size.
We measured the transmission time and energy consumption on the selected smartphones for downloading 33 MB file from the ASUS RT-AC68U
router over 802.11n. The competing traffic were generated by tablets to
download a 65 MB file through the same WiFi AP. The selected smartphones and the tablet were placed near each other with similar distance
to the WiFi AP 5 . The smartphones and competing tablets started their
downloading tasks at the same time. We consider cases when a smartphone
is competing with one tablet and with two tablets.
We repeated each test case 5 times and report the results (mean value of
5 repetitions with standard deviation) for Galaxy S4 and S5 in Figure 5.11
and 5.12, on downloading time and energy consumption, respectively. We
also conducted a series of measurements for legacy devices over 802.11g. We
used the D-Link DI-524 AirPlus G router (running in 802.11g-only mode)
as the WiFi AP and plotted the results for Nexus S, Galaxy S2, and S3
in Figure 5.13 and 5.14, for downloading time and energy consumption,
respectively.
As shown in the figures, comparing with downloading alone without
competition, all smartphones measured are affected by the competing traffic
from other active devices sharing the same AP in terms of downloading time
and energy consumption. This observation suggest that we need to consider
the number of active devices that share the same AP as an important
context in WiFi offloading.
Second, we study the scenario where multiple nearby devices are connected to different WiFi APs and compete over the same wireless channel.
Figure 5.15 depicts our testing layout in the laboratory where two APs are
placed 10 meters away from each other. To avoid measurement noise introduced by using different hardware models, we selected two tablets of the
5

RSSI values were around -40 dBm
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Figure 5.11: Download time of Galaxy S4 and S5 for a 33 MB file.
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Figure 5.12: Energy consumption of Galaxy S4 and S5 for downloading 33
MB file.
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Figure 5.13: Download time for Nexus S, Galaxy S2 and S3 for a 33 MB
file.
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Figure 5.14: Energy consumption for Nexus S, Galaxy S2 and S3 for downloading 33 MB file.
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same model (Galaxy Tab 2) in this study, one as the measurement target
and the other as a competitor. Two tablets were placed 3 meters away
from each other and associated with different APs with RSSI around -40
dBm. We measured the transmission time for downloading a 33 MB file
over 802.11n from a local file server. The competing traffic from the other
tablet was a bulk download (94 MB file) via its associated AP from another
local file server. We considered three cases in this study: a single device
downloading alone over channel 1, two devices downloading over the same
channel 1, and two devices downloading over different channels (measured
device over channel 11 and competitor over channel 1). We repeated each
case 5 times for both WiFi APs 6 and plotted the results in Figure 5.16.
From the results shown in the figure, the competing effect is visible
when nearby devices are using the same channel even through different
WiFi APs. By using different channels, such impact can be alleviated.
This indicates that we need to consider the channel setting of nearby APs
when selecting a target WiFi AP for offloading.
Third, we investigate the scenario where rate limiting policies are applied in the access network to control the transmission rate of each device,
which is common in campus/enterprise environments. Figure 5.17 depicts
the testing layout for this study to understand the effects of rate limiting
on competing devices using the same WiFi AP. We set up a Linux laptop
(DELL E4200) equipped with a NETGEAR WNA1100 wireless adapter
to act as the 802.11n WiFi AP. To enable rate limitation for each device
based on its IP address, we used the “tc” tool on Linux to manipulate traffic control setting. We cover the cases where different rate limit policies
are applied to two competing devices, including 8 Mbps, 20 Mbps, and
24 Mbps, in addition to the case without rate limiting. We selected two
tablets (Galaxy Tab 2) for this study, one as the measured target and the
other as a competitor. We measured the transmission time for downloading
a 33 MB file over 802.11n from a local file server. The competing traffic
from the other tablet was a bulk download (94 MB file) via the same AP.
We repeated each case 5 times and report the mean values with standard
deviation for the measured device in Figure 5.18.
Our test data shows that the rate limit policies applied in the access
network can affect the performance of an individual device in the competing
traffic scenario. The effect is dependent on the exact rate limit in proportion
to the maximum rate of a WiFi AP. As measured in the ‘No Limit’ case
shown in Figure 5.18, the maximum transmission throughput for a single
6

We used ASUS RT-AC68U and D-Link DWA-125 as the WiFi AP in this study.
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Figure 5.15: Test layout for competing case over different APs.
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Figure 5.16: Throughput on the measured tablet in different cases.
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Figure 5.17: Test layout for competing case with rate limiting enabled.
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Figure 5.18: Competing scenario under different rate limit policies.
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Galaxy tablet was ∼30 Mbps in our testing environment. If there was
no rate limit, the throughput dropped to 16 Mbps when competing with
the other tablet. When we limited the rate to 8 Mbps, the impact on
throughput from the other tablet was negligible, and measured device did
not experience visible throughput drop. By setting the rate limit to 20
Mbps per device, the interfere effect started to appear and the throughput
dropped by approximately 10%. When we limited the rate further to 24
Mbps, the throughput of the measured device dropped by approximately
30%.
The observation indicates that network policies such as rate limitation
are important context and we should consider them in making the WiFi
offloading decision.
Revisit WiFi Access Availability
The measurement data discussed in Section 4.2.1 has shown that the
openly accessible WiFi APs in metropolitan areas were very scarce, which
can affect the design and deployment of WiFi offloading. We are interested in the current status and hence conducted a field study in Helsinki
to acquire an updated view in 2014.
We selected Aleksanterinkatu, one of the most popular commercial
streets in downtown Helsinki, for this measurement study. Figure 5.19
shows the map overview and our walking trails. We developed an Android
application (Android 4.0+) to conduct WiFi scanning and evaluating the
accessibility of WiF APs. The program will scan neighboring WiFi APs
and perform ‘Ping’ test to a public reference server for all open APs that
were detected in the scanning. We performed this measurement study in
April 2014 using a smartphone (Galaxy S4) and a tablet (Galaxy Tab 2).
During the test, each device was held by a person moving along the street
at walking speed. Our tests cover both sides of the street and we summarize
our results in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Availability WiFi access in downtown Helsinki.
Detected APs
877

Open APs without Encryption
220 (25%)

Accessible APs
13 (1.5%)

Based on the collected data, we detected 877 WiFi APs in total. Although 25% of the detected APs are open without encryption, the percentage of accessible APs was around 1.5%, which was very low 7 . We also
7

The ground truth can be higher than this number as our field testing may not fully
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Aleksanterinkatu

Figure 5.19: Walking trails in downtown Helsinki.
noticed that among the ‘open’ APs, many of them required only web-based
activations without any password or user account. For example, we detected 27 WiFi APs using ESSID ‘Helsingin kaupungin WLAN’, which can
provide free Internet access if we activated it through its web interface.
Since user interactions (i.e., clicking on Web browser) are needed for this
type of WiFi access networks, we do not include them in to the ‘Accessbile
APs’.
Our measurement data shows that the WiFi access availability is still
quite limited. Due to such low ratio, it will be challenging if we perform
WiFi offloading only using open APs. Besides collaborative design as discussed in Chapter 4, we need to consider how to improve deployability of
a proposal to allow operators and WiFi providers to adopt the scheme.

5.2.2

Measurement insight

Our measurement study is motivated by the following questions: 1) Is
the performance of latest WiFi technology good enough to support mobile traffic offloading, especially compared with the 3GPP 4G/LTE access
cover the whole spectrum in this area.
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technologies? 2) What types of contextual information are important in
WiFi-based traffic offloading? 3) What is the impact of such contextual
information? Can we efficiently utilize these information for assist traffic
offloading?
Regarding these research questions we investigated through live experiments, the key observations include:
• Given the advance of WiFi technologies such as 802.11ac, WiFi-based
traffic offloading is still a viable and economical solution to alleviate
the load pressure on the incumbent cellular networks. At the same
time, the transmission rate in cellular access has been improved significantly. Unlike the performance reported in the early study [5],
commercial LTE networks can offer good throughput for downlink
transmission and are also energy efficient. Although WiFi can offer higher link access bandwidth, we should be prudent to use WiFi
networks to offload mobile data traffic.
• In WiFi offloading, contextual information from end users is as important as that from the network side. Among various context, the
WiFi signal strength (reflected in RSSI) from the user side is crucial
in WiFi offloading. Regarding the network side, the number of active
users associated with AP, channel settings, and rate limit policies are
also important. All these context can affect performance and energy
consumption in WiFi offloading.
• An end user may suffer from serious performance degrade and high
energy consumption by choosing a ‘sub-optimal’ WiFi AP (e.g., with
weak signal strength or overloaded by competing traffic from other
devices) for offloading. This directly affects the user experience and
hinders the adoption of WiFi offloading solution. We need to collaboratively utilize the available context from both end users and the
network side to guide the traffic offloading process.

5.3

System Design

Offloading mobile traffic to WiFi networks (i.e., WiFi Offloading) is a costeffective technique to alleviate the pressure on mobile networks for meeting
the surge of data capacity demand. However, existing proposals from standards developing organizations (SDOs) and the research community are
facing a deployment dilemma, either due to overlooking device limitations,
lack user incentives, or missing operator support. Given the complexity
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of network deployment and device limitations, solutions that neglect these
factors can impede their deployment.
In addition, despite the lengthy process required for standardization
[17], proposals from SDOs and research communities typically address different segments of WiFi offloading such as offloading efficiency [5, 6, 7, 8],
energy efficiency [16, 11], user incentives [9], and operator supports [12, 26].
Those solutions are often isolated from each other, built from scratch for
incumbent legacy hardware, or overlooking practical limitations of mobile
devices and operational environments. Such issues make the solution deployment a formidable task in today’s fast evolving mobile networks.
Given that WiFi networks can be considered as an integral part of
the upcoming 5G mobile architecture [31], this provides an opportunity
for WiFi offloading in that cellular and WiFi accesses can be unified and
managed through the same authentication and billing system.
We propose SoftOffload, an open-source platform for WiFi offloading to
tackle the deployment challenge. Our solution leverages the programmable
feature of software-defined networking (SDN) to enhance extensibility and
deployability in a collaborative manner.

5.3.1

Design overview and principles

Benefiting from the features of SDN in terms of programmability and openness, SoftOffload aims to improve extensibility and deployability. Figure
5.20 presents an overview of our proposal in an SDN-enabled mobile wireless
access. The key components of SoftOffload include an SDN-based central
controller, local agents, and an extension module for mobile devices. We
use SDN-enabled switches (e.g., with OpenFlow support) for monitoring
and managing traffic flows.
We highlight the design principles of SoftOffload as follows:
• Collaborative and efficient management - Based on a hierarchical design, our solution efficiently controls cellular and WiFi networks in a
collaborative manner. By splitting offloading functionality between
central controller and offloading agents deployed at the network edge,
SoftOffload strikes a balance between responsiveness and global control.
• Context awareness - To benefit both network operators and end users,
our platform extracts and synthesizes essential context information
from wireless networks and mobile devices. SoftOffload utilizes these
context and dedicated offloading algorithms to make balanced off-
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Figure 5.20: SoftOffload overview [30].
loading decisions that improve both offloading efficiency and energy
saving.
• Openness and extensibility - SoftOffload builds on open standard protocols (e.g., OpenFlow) and benefits from the programmable feature
of SDN. We aim at a light-weight overlay design for wireless networks
without adding extra modifications or requirements towards existing
standards. Through the integration of our context-aware offloading
algorithm, as a good example, we demonstrate how to add innovative
applications on top of this open and extensible platform.
The value of SoftOffload comes from its open and extensible design
which facilitates development of new extensions/applications for different
wireless access environments. The open-source oriented design combined
with standardized SDN protocols encourage community contributions.

5.3.2

Software-defined collaborative platform

We design SoftOffload as an extensible platform. The goal is to harness the
programmability and openness of SDN and thereby enhance the deployability in multi-access wireless environments.
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Figure 5.21: System architecture.

Architecture and Key Components
Figure 5.21 illustrates the overall architecture of SoftOffload, which consists of three major components: a central controller, local agents, and a
client extension for mobile devices. SoftOffload adopts a hierarchical design
to reduce the signaling and latency overhead between a centralized controller and local agents. The essential offloading functions such as traffic
monitoring, context processing, and decision making are built on top of the
centralized controller as network-level SDN applications. It uses OpenFlow
to manage OpenFlow-enabled switches and acquire flow information in the
managed network. Local agents are deployed as an integrated module on
wireless access points and cellular base stations, responsible for collecting
flow statistics, performing localized flow processing, and communicating
with both central controller and client extension.
The SoftOffload client extension can be deployed on mobile devices as
an application or an integrated service offered by the mobile operating system. It enables SoftOffload to collect user-side context such as WiFi signal
strength and mobility status of users. By exploiting the rich context on mobile devices, SoftOffload can attain better visibility towards the condition
of wireless networks, which are important for making balanced offloading
decisions. With such enhanced functionality offered by the client extension, SoftOffload can collaboratively solve problems that are difficult by
using only network knowledge and observations.
As SDN paradigm is gradually accepted by mobile industry, the SDNbased design adopted by SoftOffload not only encourages its acceptance by
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Figure 5.22: Communication channels in SoftOffload.

the mobile carriers, but also opens up deployment opportunities by new
players such as cloud service providers that are interested in becoming mobile virtual network operators (MVNO) in partnership with WiFi service
operators. In addition, SoftOffload can be easily extended by adding new
applications on the top of the SoftOffload controller or through extensions
for the SoftOffload client and local agents. With this extensible design,
optimization schemes and offloading policies can be conveniently added to
support for different scenarios.
Communication and Operational Schematics
SoftOffload utilizes two communication channels to coordinate controller, local agents and clients. Figure 5.22 illustrates the ‘Control Channel’ and ‘Client Channel’ used in SoftOffload. The ‘Control Channel’ is
used by central controller and local agents to exchange control messages
and status reports. For example, when an agent detects a new mobile device associated to the network, it sends a status update message to central
controller to report this event.
The ‘Client Channel’ is to enable data collection and client management.
Rather than creating a separate channel between the central controller and
each client, we use local agents as a proxy for communication. Messages
from the SoftOffload client are passed first through ‘Client Channel’ to a
corresponding local agent. The local agent will process the messages and
forward, if needed, post-processed messages to the central controller via
‘Control Channel’. Similarly, the central controller also uses local agents
to send requests to the managed clients. In this way, the central controller
is not directly exposed to clients. By using local agents to pre-process
messages and block suspicious flows, we avoid overloading the central controller and backhaul link, and thereby enhance robustness and security of
the system.
Figure 5.23 illustrates the operation sequence to conduct WiFi offloading in a typical scenario across two access points. To initialize traffic
offloading, a central controller monitors its managed network by collecting
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network statistics from OpenFlow switches. If it detects unbalanced or congested traffic patterns in a specific access network (WiFi or cellular), the
controller triggers the offloading and follows the steps shown in the figure.

Figure 5.23: Operation sequence.
In brief, the central controller manages the entire network. It is responsible for tracking all the clients and agents in the managed network, collecting traffic information from network devices, and further making offloading
decisions based on inputs from various sources. In addition to obtain flow
information from switches, SoftOffload local agents monitor the association
status of mobile devices and serve as an information channel between the
central controller and mobile devices. The client extension collects context
information from the device and access environment, including user movement and signal strength of neighboring WiFi APs. Central controller
collects such information to perform offloading management.
Context-aware and Collaborative Offloading
A key challenge in WiFi offloading is that valuable contextual information is often distributed across network entities and end users. Such uneven
distribution implies that the contextual information possessed by each side
along is insufficient and could mislead the offloading process.
On the network side, the traffic load and conditions of managed entities
(e.g., router, APs) can be acquired to assist traffic offloading. For example, operators can decide to trigger traffic offloading when a cellular base
station is overloaded by several active users. However, it is difficult, if not
impossible, for operators to capture the instant local context perceived by
those mobile users (e.g., signal strength of nearby WiFi APs).
On the other hand, mobile device can acquire local context by using
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Algorithm 2 SoftOffload context-aware offloading algorithm.
1: INPUT: The set of access points and access switches W
2: INPUT: The total bandwidth maxBandwidthi for an entity i
3: INPUT: The current bandwidth currentBandwidthi for an entity i
4: INPUT: The set of clients C
5: INPUT: Constant coefficient k and detection interval v
6: while TRUE do
7:
for each w ∈ W do
8:
Detect Traffic Load on w
9:
if currentLoadw ≥ k · maxBandwidthw then
10:
C ← Choose Offloading Client Set on w
11:
for each c ∈ C do
12:
Evaluate Offloading Target (Formula 5.1) for c
13:
end for
14:
end if
15:
end for
16:
Wait for Detection Interval v
17: end while
WiFi scanning and embedded sensors on their devices, but they are hardly
aware of the condition on the network side (e.g., congestions on the aggregated router) before connecting to the access network. A typical example
is that, even if a WiFi AP is relatively close to the user, showing good
signal strength, this AP can be heavily loaded by other devices. If the user
chooses to offload traffic using this congested AP (with good signal strength
though), the outcome can be suboptimal.
By observing the importance of collaborative knowledge from both wireless networks and end users, SoftOffload exploits the context awareness in
making offload decisions. It considers several factors based on the collaboratively collected context, such as network bandwidth and WiFi signal
strength.
We describe the decision making process of SoftOffload in Algorithm 2.
The process runs continuously (e.g., as a daemon process) and controls all
the managed entities (i.e., access points and base stations) denoted W , and
clients (i.e., mobile devices) denoted as C.
The key steps in the decision making process include ‘Detect Traffic
Load’, ‘Choose Offloading Client Set’, and ‘Evaluate Offloading Target’.
We illustrate each step as follows:
• Traffic Load Detection – In SoftOffload, load detection is performed
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by a monitoring process that follows a set of pre-defined rules (e.g.,
load threshold and number of active users) to trigger the offloading
procedure. SoftOffload uses k · maxBandwidthw as the traffic threshold where k is a constant coefficient to allow adjustment of the threshold. For example, if the traffic load on an entity (e.g., a WiFi AP) surpasses the pre-defined threshold and the congested state lasts longer
than a pre-defined period, SoftOffload can trigger offloading according
to its load detection rules.
• Choose Offloading Client Set – Once the offloading procedure is triggered, SoftOffload starts choosing clients (i.e., mobile devices) associated to the entity (e.g., WiFi AP) as offloading candidates. Based on
the observation of rate limiting effects (Section 5.2.1), SoftOffload adjusts its selection mechanism depending on the rate limiting policies.
If there is no rate limit, SoftOffload will choose the clients with the
highest bandwidth utilization to offload. If the rate limiting policies
are applied, each client only occupies a fraction of the total bandwidth in the access network. To avoid the problem of offloading a
large amount of clients with ongoing traffic load, which is inefficient
and creates extra overhead, SoftOffload will choose those inactive
clients associated to the access network as candidates, rather than
forcing active clients to migrate away.
• Evaluate Offloading Target – By observing the importance of a balanced decision that can benefit both network operators and end users
[16], SoftOffload collaboratively collects contextual information from
local agents and client. To select the best possible offloading target
(i.e., WiFi AP), SoftOffload utilizes a novel context-aware decision
formula, which guides SoftOffload to make optimal decision.
The proposed context-aware formula normalizes different factors and
produces an offloading metric value. SoftOffload runs the formula
for all available APs (including the current one to which the client
connects), ranks the metric values, and selects the most suitable AP
as the offloading target.
The core of the formula is shown below:
(1 − P ) ·

estimatedBw
restBw
·
·µ−c·O
arg max estimatedBw totalBw

(5.1)

The throughput penalty P = e−k0 (S−k1 ) is an exponential coefficient
to reflect the impact of signal strength. estimatedBw is the estimated
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Figure 5.24: Downloading time [28].

Figure 5.25: Energy consumption [28].

1

Figure 5.26: Signal level and penalty coefficient P = e− 3 (S−(−73)) [28].
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bandwidth a client can obtain from a target AP, and arg max estimatedBw
is the maximum value of the estimated bandwidth among all available
APs that SoftOffload considers for offloading. restBw and totalBw
show the remaining and total bandwidth, respectively, on a target
AP. We use µ to evaluate mobility effects on potential throughput,
and O as an indicator function for offloading overhead. SoftOffload
assigns O = 1 for all the available APs other than the AP to which
the client currently connects, to reflect the cost involved in offloading
(e.g., switching networks, extra scanning). The value of O becomes
0 when SoftOffload evaluates the same AP that the client currently
connects to. c is a weight factor that provides flexibility to adjust offloading metric by taking into account network policy, user preference
and device limitation.
According to our measurements (Section 5.2.1) as highlighted in Figure 5.24 and 5.25, we observe a steep drop of performance together
with high energy consumption when the signal level is decreasing
down to -73 dBm. Because the energy consumption is proportional
to the transmission performance, we exploit this feature to reflect
the impact of signal strength and integrate context awareness into
SoftOffload. We derive a penalty factor P = e−k0 (S−k1 ) based on the
observation and assign k0 = 31 , and k1 = −73. As shown in Figure
5.26, this penalty coefficient e−k0 (S−k1 ) on signal level S matches coherently to the performance and energy consumption in Figure 5.24
and Figure 5.25, respectively.
Once the decisions are made, SoftOffload will notify the chosen clients
to offload their data traffic to the target WiFi access network.

5.4

Implementation and Experiments

In this section, we present the SoftOffload prototype and illustrate how
SoftOffload enables context-aware WiFi offloading in practice. To demonstrate the efficacy of our solution, we further evaluate SoftOffload through
experiments in our testbed.

5.4.1

System prototype

We have developed a prototype system based on the SoftOffload design.
Figure 5.27 shows the key components and schematics of the implemented
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Figure 5.27: System implementation.
prototype. The SoftOffload central controller is built based on the Floodlight OpenFlow controller 8 , which manages the entire network and makes
offloading decisions. The local agent is developed based on Click modular router [281] and deployed on each AP. It monitors the corresponding
AP interface and reports association events to the central controller. The
client extension is implemented as an Android application, which listens
on a specific UDP port for controlling messages from the controller and
local agents, and reacts to the requests. In addition, we use Open vSwitch
(OVS) 9 , which provides OpenFlow support for our platform.
Central Controller
We implement SoftOffload central controller with Floodlight OpenFlow
controller in Java. The core of the central controller is ‘Offloading Master’,
which is an independent network application running on top of Floodlight.
‘Offloading Master’ manages the offloading process and utilizes OpenFlow APIs to control and monitor the OpenFlow-enabled devices. As shown
in Figure 5.27, ‘Offloading Master’ consists of five modules: Master, OFMonitor, APAgent, Client, and ClickManageServer.
• Master – The ‘Master’ module is the logical “brain” of the central
controller. It tracks all the clients and agents in the network, and
8
9

http://www.projectfloodlight.org/floodlight/
http://openvswitch.org/
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makes offloading decisions based on the network policies and contextual information collected from various sources.
• OFMonitor – The ‘OFMonitor’ runs as a separated thread and monitors corresponding OpenFlow switches. If it detects traffic loads or
specific traffic patterns on its monitored switches, it will inform the
‘Master’. The ‘Master’ and the ‘OFMonitor’ use the Floodlight APIs
and OpenFlow protocol to communicate with underlying switches.
• APAgent – ‘APAgent’ is an abstract module that represents a local
agent and stores agent information. It contains necessary information
about a WiFi access point like SSID, BSSID and traffic loads, and can
be extended for different network types such as cellular access. The
‘APAgent’ also records all the connected mobile clients and provides
necessary functions for the ‘Master’ to interact with access points
(e.g., send messages to agents, add or remove clients). The central
controller initializes an ‘APAgent’ instance for each local agent when
the system starts up.
• Client – Similar to ‘APAgent’, SoftOffload uses ‘Client’ to represent
mobile devices. When a mobile device connects to the network, the
‘Master’ will initialize a Client instance and record its information
(e.g., downloading rate, connection time, and to which APAgent it
connects).
• ClickManageServer – ‘ClickManageServer’ listens on a particular port
for exchanging messages with the SoftOffload local agents. It collects messages from agents and invokes corresponding functions in
the ‘Master’. For example, if it receives messages reporting an AP’s
downstream rates, it will inform the ‘Master’ to update the records
for this AP.
Local Agent
We implement the SoftOffload local agents with Click modular router,
which is a programmable software architecture for building flexible and
modular routers to forward packets. Click provides various modules, referred to as elements, to support different management functions such as
packet classification, routing, and monitoring. The elements can be assembled together to accomplish demanding tasks. Click uses a configuration
file with particular syntax to mandate how packets are processed by a Click-
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Figure 5.28: Implementation of local agents.
enabled router. The configuration specifies which elements are used in the
router and in what sequence they operate on the corresponding packets.
For the features Click provides, we use it to build our local agents.
Figure 5.28 highlights the structure of the Click-based local agent. It typically runs in monitoring mode on an access interface, which allows it to
use Click to parse all the packets appearing on this interface and generate
new packets.
Following our design, a ‘Local Agent’ handles client association and informs the central controller via the controller channel about client connection/disconnection. To enable fine-grained control on clients, we develop
a customized DHCP module. Besides allocating IP addresses to clients,
when a client obtains an IP address, it informs the ‘Offloading Master’ for
this new connection.
An agent also performs ‘keep-alive’ testing for each client associated
with the AP by periodically sending Ping packets (ICMP echo requests) to
each client. If a client does not respond for five consecutive Ping packets 10 ,
the agent will consider it as disassociated, and notify the central controller
about this incident. SoftOffload adopts this mechanism for detecting client
hand-off events, which helps the central controller to maintain a real-time
and accurate view of the managed network.
10

The ‘keep-alive’ threshold can be adjusted through configuration.
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In order to record clients and their traffic information, we implement an
Agent Info DB module and use a particular data structure to represent mobile users. When a client is connected to an access point, the corresponding
local agent will first initialize a Client instance for it, and record necessary
information about this client (e.g. IP and MAC address). By tracking all
the clients, ‘Local Agents’ can provide efficient and flexible client management.
SoftOffload Client
We implement an Android application as prototype for SoftOffload
Client, which is an important piece of SoftOffload to enable collaborative offloading. The prototype application currently supports two major
functions:
• WiFi scanning and reporting – Upon receiving a scanning request, our
application will conduct WiFi scanning and report the information of
neighboring APs (i.e., MAC addresses, ESSIDs, signal levels) to the
controller. We implement this function using the android.net.wifi
package11 .
• Switching access networks – As the core function for mobile devices
to participate in WiFi offloading, the client application enables a mobile Android device to disconnect from the existing AP and associate
with the target AP by following the commands of the SoftOffload
central controller. We implement this function also with the android.net.wifi package.
In addition, our client application is able to report the list of active
applications to SoftOffload controller as an extra contextual input. SoftOffload may use this information to assist its decision making. For example,
if a controller detects that YouTube is actively running on a client, it may
consider this client as a potential candidate for offloading, since this client
is of higher probability to generate video streaming traffic. We note that
it is difficult to predict traffic load based merely on the application list.
This functionality covers only a limited set of applications and SoftOffload
currently treats such context only for reference purpose.
Communication Protocol
11

Android API: http://developer.android.com/reference/packages.html
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SoftOffload utilizes the OpenFlow protocol through Floodlight to communicate with OpenFlow-enabled switches. In order to enable efficient
communication between central controller and other SoftOffload components (i.e., local agents and clients), we define and develop a customized
SoftOffload protocol. The protocol runs on top of UDP to support ondemand and flexible communication between the SoftOffload components.
Figure 5.29 illustrates the message format used by SoftOffload, which consists of two major fields: an optional ‘Forward Field’ and a mandatory
‘Message Field’.

Figure 5.29: SoftOffload message format.

As SoftOffload adopts a hierarchical structure in which local agents
serve as proxies between central controller and clients, it enables message
forwarding by using the ‘Forward Field’ to convey necessary information
to local agents. Therefore, all messages exchanged between the central
controller and clients must use this field. Only the messages directly sent
by local agents do not use this optional field. Table 5.5 presents the message
detail for the ‘Forward Field’. The ‘Message Field’ is used by the prototype
system to enable collaborative traffic offloading. We list messages details of
‘Messsage Field’ in Table 5.6 and Table 5.7, for Agent-Controller interaction
and Client-Controller interaction, respectively.
We illustrate in Figure 5.30 an example of message exchange using both
‘Forward Field’ and ‘Message Field’ to request WiFi scanning (SCAN AP).
As shown in the figure, the controller first sends a SCAN AP request to
the client through a local agent. The agent check the ‘Forward Field’ to
fetch the MAC address of the client, and then deliver the rest of the message (i.e., ‘Message Field’) to the target client. After WiFi scanning, the
client responds with its scanning results and points to its controller, the
corresponding agent will parse the message and forward the AP STATS to
the controller.
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Table 5.5: Message specification of Forward Field.
Type
TO CLI

Arguments
mac addrclient

Direction
Controller to
Client

TO CTR

None

Client to Controller

TO AGENT

None

Controller/
Client to Local
Agent

Description
For controller to
send messages to
a client
For a client to
send messages to
its controller
For controller or
a client to send
messages to an
agent

Figure 5.30: A message exchange between Controller and Client.
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Table 5.6: Agent-Controller messages of Message Field.
Type
Arguments
REMOVE CLI mac addrclient

Direction
Controller to
Agent

CHANGE CH

new channel

Controller
Agent

ADD CLI

mac addrclient
ip addrclient

Agent to Controller

AGENT RATE up rateagent
down rateagent

Agent to Controller

CLI RATE

mac addrclient
up rateclient
down rateclient

Agent to Controller

DISCON CLI

mac addrclient

Agent to Controller

to

Description
Inform agent to
remove a client
record
Inform agent to
change to a different channel
Inform
controller to add
a new client
connecting
to
this agent
Inform
controller the traffic
rate of this agent
in recent time
slot
Inform
controller the rate
for a client in
recent time slot
Inform
controller that a
client is disconnected
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Table 5.7: Client-Controller messages of Message Field.
Type
Arguments
SWITCH AP ssid, bssid,
auth method,
auth password
SCAN AP
None
QUERY APP None

Direction
Controller to
Client
Controller
Client
Controller
Client

to
to

AP STATS

ssid, bssid,
RSSI

Client to Controller

APP STATS

app name

Client to Controller

Description
For controller to
send messages to
a client
Inform client to
scan nearby APs
Request client
to report list of
running apps
Report to controller the scanning results
Report to controller the list of
running apps

Enabling Context-aware Collaborative Offloading
SoftOffload utilizes a set of functions to enable context-aware collaborative offloading. Figure 5.31 presents an overview of the offloading process.
We illustrate here how these functions are implemented in the prototype,
including traffic monitoring, context collection, and movement estimation:
• Traffic Monitoring – SoftOffload utilizes the OFMonitor module we
implemented to monitor access switches with the OpenFlow protocol. The OFMonitor collects traffic statistics at fixed interval and
estimates the transmission rate. To avoid jitter effects in the traffic
sampling, we implement a pending counter mechanism for monitoring. With this scheme, we use a counter to track how many times the
average rate goes over the threshold. If the average rate surpasses
the threshold and then drops down, the counter will not be reset to
zero immediately. If the high rate appears again within a pre-defined
pending time window, the counter will be resumed and start from its
previous pending value, instead of from zero. In case the average rate
drops down for longer than the pending time window, the counter
will be reset to zero.
• Context Collection – Once SoftOffload triggers offloading and has chosen the candidate clients, it starts to collect contextual information
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Figure 5.31: Offloading procedure [28].
from both network and end users. The central controller will spawn a
process requesting each client to report its WiFi scanning results and
collecting bandwidth information from the SoftOffload-enabled APs
that appear in the scanning results. Each local agent will report traffic statistics to the central controller periodically. SoftOffload stores
those statistics messages and use the collected information to estimate bandwidth utilization for each AP. We note that the process of
collecting client information as depicted in Figure 5.31 is serial for the
current prototype implementation. A real deployable system must do
it in parallel in order to make the system scale.
Regarding the bandwidth estimation as described in the contextaware formula:
(1 − P ) ·

restBw
estimatedBw
·
·µ−c·O
arg max estimatedBw totalBw

If there is no rate limit policy, restBw is equal to estimatedBw. How-
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ever, in the case of rate limit policies being applied, restBw is often
estimatedBw
different from estimatedBw. The arg max
estimatedBw ranks each canrestBw
didate AP against all available APs. The totalBw
indicates the bandestimatedBw
width utilization on this specific AP. The value of arg max
estimatedBw ·
restBw
totalBw reflects the normalized bandwidth capacity and utilization
for an AP. Regarding overhead, an empirical value 0.2 is used for c
in SoftOffload prototype.
• Movement Estimation – Besides signal strength, user’s mobility status is another important context. To avoid the overhead introduced
by complex prediction schemes, SoftOffload only uses short-term estimation to support its decision making. In the current prototype, we
develop a simple and low-overhead method for SoftOffload, in which
a client conducts WiFi scanning for three times and central controller
will make a short-term movement estimation based on the reported
scanning results.
SoftOffload uses a weight value µ (0 < µ ≤ 1) to convey the influence of the user movement. The implemented movement estimation
scheme calculates the µ for each AP by comparing the results collected from three consecutive scanning, namely s1 , s2 , and s3 . Depending on the pattern revealed by the scanning results, we derive a
corresponding value for µ. We illustrate the pattern classification as
follows:
1. Moving away:
– (s3 ≤ s2 ≤ s1 ) ∧ (s3 < s1 ): This pattern reveals that the
signal strength for a WiFi AP is clearly decreasing. SoftOffload regards this as an indication that the client is moving
away from the AP, and thereby assigns a small value 0.7 to
µ in the existing implementation.
– (s2 > s1 ) ∧ (s3 < s1 ): This pattern indicates a fluctuation,
where the signal strength first increases as shown by s2 > s1 ,
but finally drops (i.e., s3 < s1 ). SoftOffload considers this
case as moving away but assigns value 0.8 to µ in order to
imply the fluctuation effect.
2. Approaching:
– (s3 > s2 > s1 ) ∧ (s3 > s1 ): This pattern shows a clear trend
that the client is approaching this specific AP. In this case,
SoftOffload assigns the maximum value 1 to µ.
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– (s2 < s1 ) ∧ (s3 > s1 ): This patterns indicates a fluctuation,
in which the signal strength first drops (s2 < s1 ), but finally
increases (s3 > s1 ). SoftOffload assigns value 0.9 in this case
to express the fluctuation effect.
3. Other conditions:
If the pattern indicated by scanning results does not fit in the
categories listed above, SoftOffload assigns a medium value 0.85
to to µ. This category covers the case that no clear movement
trend is detected based on scanning results. To avoid overpenalizing, the value for this category is between the maximum
(for approaching case) and the minimum (for moving away case).
For example, s1 = s3 can be classified into this category as the
client is likely to be still around this AP.

In brief, SoftOffload collaboratively collects necessary context from both
the managed network and end users. It utilizes the proposed context-aware
offloading algorithm to calculate metric values and rank candidate APs.
Based on the comprehensive knowledge from various sources, SoftOffload
makes a balanced decision and notifies the selected clients to offload their
traffic to the target WiFi APs.

5.4.2

Experimental evaluation

To demonstrate the efficacy of SoftOffload, we evaluate the prototype system through two sets of experiments. First, we verify the feasibility of
SoftOffload by testing WiFi offloading in both static and mobile scenarios.
Second, we measure the system overhead for controller and end devices to
support WiFi offloading.
Testbed
As indicated in a study on mobile data usage [278], home and office
are still the primary locations for using mobile devices such as laptops,
eReaders, tablets, and smartphones. The content-rich applications used in
those indoor environments represent the dominant mobile data generated
by users. Therefore, we focus on indoor environment for our experiments.
Figure 5.32 shows the testbed we set up in the laboratory for evaluating
SoftOffload.
We run SoftOffload central controller on a Linux desktop machine with
Intel E8500, 6 GB RAM, and Ubuntu 14.04 of kernel version 3.13.32. We
install Open vSwitch (v2.3.0) on another desktop machine with the same
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Figure 5.32: Experimental testbed [29].
hardware to support OpenFlow for our experiments. We use two Linux
laptops with hostapd 12 and USB WiFi adapters to act as WiFi access
points, and integrate SoftOffload local agent on them. We also use one
laptop machine with an SSD drive to act as a local file server.
Context-aware WiFi Offloading
To validate context-aware offloading of SoftOffload, we first measure
the offloading performance in a controlled environment where we impose
rate limits on the WiFi access. These measurement results serve as the
benchmark. We then repeat the same test cases with SoftOffload decision
module and record the decisions made by SoftOffload to compare with the
benchmark. To concentrate on the performance impact of context-aware
offloading, we do not consider user movement in this comparison test and
all tested devices are kept static nearby the WiFi APs (with RSSI of -40
dBm, AP operating in channel 6).
The network topology of this experiment is shown in Figure 5.33. We
set up two WiFi APs (AP1 and AP2) and enable rate limits with tool “tc”
on Linux. We limit the downlink rate of AP1 to 8 Mbps. We adjust the
downlink rate on AP2 to cover 4 Mbps, 8 Mbps, 16 Mbps, and 24 Mbps.
For the test client device, we use tablets (Galaxy Tab 2) running SoftOffload client application. For the controlled tests, we develop a dedicated
12

https://w1.fi/hostapd/
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Figure 5.33: Network topology for offloading tests.
function on SoftOffload client to download files from the local file server.
The downloading process will pause shortly when the client receives an offloading command from central controller, and then resume the downloading
once the device connects to another AP.
To obtain comparison benchmark, the client is forced to switch to another AP regardless of the bandwidth context. Once the system detects
that the traffic load goes above 70% of the available bandwidth on AP1,
it will force the client to switch to AP2. We repeat the measurement 3
times for all the cases and report the results in Table 5.8. We use three
files of size 33 MB, 65 MB, and 141 MB for testing. The ‘Baseline’ shows
the downloading time by using AP1 (8 Mbps) without offloading.
As shown in the case of 4 Mbps, if an offloading decision is made without
considering the bandwidth of the candidate AP (AP2 in our case), users
can experience performance degradation. Even if we use an AP with equal
bandwidth (i.e., 8 Mbps), the downloading performance still drops due to
offloading overhead, which includes AP association, DHCP, and connection
re-establishment.
We report the SoftOffload decisions for all the testing cases in Table 5.9.
As shown in the table, the context-aware decision made by SoftOffload does
avoid using the ‘weak’ WiFi AP in the 4 Mbps case. For the 8 Mbps case,
SoftOffload is able to make the correct decision by considering the overhead,
as reflected in the Formula 5.1.
By experimenting with different file sizes, we also observe another fac-
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Table 5.8: Download performance comparison benchmark.

Baseline (8 Mbps)
Offload to AP2 (4 Mbps)
Offload to AP2 (8 Mbps)
Offload to AP2 (16 Mbps)
Offload to AP2 (24 Mbps)

33 MB
34.333
49.585
36.284
34.377
32.59

Downloading Time (s)
65 MB
141 MB
65.526
141.486
115.436
267.825
68.393
145.432
49.732
88.456
43.834
70.610

Table 5.9: Offloading decisions of SoftOffload.
AP2 Bandwidth
4 Mbps
8 Mbps
16 Mbps
24 Mbps

Downloading Time (s)
33 MB
65 MB
141 MB
no offload
no offload
no offload
no offload
no offload
no offload
offload to AP2 offload to AP2 offload to AP2
offload to AP2 offload to AP2 offload to AP2

tor, the amount of data, which can affect the offloading performance. As
shown in the 16 Mbps case, even if we choose an AP with two times of
bandwidth higher than the previous AP, the time for downloading a 33
MB file still increases (i.e., from 34.333 s to 34.377 s). This is a combined
effect resulting from both the offloading overhead and the amount of data
to offload. Although SoftOffload already considers the switching overhead
and bandwidth context, it is difficult to predict future traffic amount generated by mobile devices. However, as shown in the table for the cases of
65 MB and 141 MB, if clients continue to offload traffic using APs with
higher bandwidth, the performance will improve.
To highlight the effectiveness of SoftOffload, we further plot the experiment results in Figure 5.34 comparing the effects of offloading decisions.
The ‘Sub-optimal offloading’ bars represent the results when a mobile device is connected to a congested AP which has only half of the bandwidth
(4 Mbps) compared with the previously associated AP. The ‘Effective offloading’ bars show the results by following SoftOffload’s suggestion to select
the best available AP (24 Mbps in our case). As shown in Figure 5.34, there
is a clear advantage to use SoftOffload to guide WiFi offload when the data
volume is large. Meanwhile, when the offloading volume is relatively small,
the improvement is less visible due to the overhead introduced by switching
between APs.
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Figure 5.34: Context-aware offloading in static scenario [28].
As illustrated in our measurement study (Section 5.2.1), signal strength
has a direct impact on the performance of WiFi offloading. This is reflected in the proposed context-aware formula where the offloading metric
for choosing candidate AP is affected by two major factors:
(1 − e−k0 (S−k1 ) ) ·

estimatedBw
restBw
·
arg max estimatedBw totalBw

where S is the signal level (RSSI) collected from the client side, and
Bw is the bandwidth parameter of a candidate AP. We set k0 = 13 , and
k1 = −73 based on our measurement insight (Section 5.2.1).
To demonstrate SoftOffload can synthesize all crucial context, we evaluate the cases when both bandwidth and signal strength are considered.
With a baseline bandwidth of 8 Mbps, we set up one WiFi AP as the
target one and apply two bandwidth settings on it, including 8 Mbps and
16 Mbps. We repeat the downloading tests by placing the target AP to
several dedicated spots away from the testing client, in order to adjust the
user perceived signal strength. We report both metric values generated by
SoftOffload and the throughput results obtained from live measurements
in Table 5.10. The trend is clear in the table: when the signal strength
and bandwidth decreases, our context-aware offloading formula yields the
values in accordance with the trend. For example, when an AP is of weak
signal strength -78 dBm (e.g., far away from the client), even if its nominal
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bandwidth is good (16 Mbps in this case), the overall performance is still
poor, which matches to our offloading metric value -4.294. This indicates
that SoftOffload will not select this AP as the offloading target, thereby
avoiding the potential poor performance and energy cost.
Table 5.10: Offloading metric values for different test cases.

Throughput
(Mbps)
Metric

-34
dBm
16
Mbps
15.12

-66
dBm
16
Mbps
15.04

-31
dBm
8
Mbps
7.84

-65
dBm
8
Mbps
7.52

-75
dBm
16
Mbps
3.68

-78
dBm
16
Mbps
3.04

0.999

0.903

0.5

0.465

-0.947

-4.294

Movement Estimation
SoftOffload uses a short-term movement estimation scheme to assist
its offloading decision. The goal is to adjust the offloading metric so that
SoftOffload can recommend the best available AP to clients that are on
the move for offloading their mobile data traffic. The overall movement
estimation is enabled by the estimation factor µ · (1 − e−k0 (S−k1 ) ) as part
of the context-aware offloading formula. The central controller collects
the scanning results (3 consecutive scanning) from a client and then calculates the value of µ as described in Section 5.4.1. SoftOffload will use
the signal strength RSSI values from the last scanning as S to calculate
(1 − e−k0 (S−k1 ) ).
To validate the estimation scheme, we set up two WiFi APs around
5 meters from each other using the network topology presented in Figure
5.33. This setting allows us to test two typical client movement trajectories
as shown in Figure 5.35.

(a) Straight line client trajectory to AP2

(b) U-turn client trajectory back to AP1

Figure 5.35: Movement trajectories.
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Table 5.11: Mobility prediction evaluation.

Straight
U-Turn

Accuracy of Movement
Estimation for µ
60%
50%

Overall Accuracy of Movement and Signal Strength
90%
90%

To focus on the movement effects, we configure both APs with the
same setting, including bandwidth and WiFi channel. For the straight line
trajectory, the testing client (Galaxy Tab 2) first connects to AP1 and
generates data traffic to trigger the offloading process. When SoftOffload
starts the offloading, we carry the tablet and walk toward AP2. For the
U-turn trajectory, we first walk toward AP2 and turn back to AP1. The
turning point is approximately 2 meters to AP2.
We repeat each movement scenario 10 times and summarize the estimation accuracy in Table 5.11 based on our measurement data. As shown in
the table, there estimation for µ and overall estimation that considers both
movement and signal strength. Regarding the accuracy of µ estimation, we
only consider an estimation accurate if it exactly matches our movement
pattern. For example, for the case of straight line trajectory, an estimation
result is accurate only if it indicates that we are approaching AP2 and moving away from AP1 (i.e., µAP 2 = 1 and µAP 1 = 0.7). All other results are
considered inaccurate. Regarding the overall estimation, we evaluate the
metric value produced by µ · (1 − e−k0 (S−k1 ) ). The estimation is considered
accurate if the metric value guides the client to the correct AP. Take the
U-turn case for example, the estimation is accurate if the metric value for
AP1 is larger than that of AP2.
As shown in Table 5.11, the movement estimation for µ does not perform well in the live environment in both cases. This is mainly due to the
fluctuation of RSSI values collected by the consecutive scanning. However,
when we consider both movement and signal strength, the overall estimation accuracy improves to 90%. This indicates that the short-term mobility
estimation can assist SoftOffload to make correct offloading decisions even
for users on the move.
Overhead
As an SDN-based solution, SoftOffload uses OpenFlow protocol to monitor switches, which is conducted periodically using a fixed interval. To
understand the overhead of an SDN-based offloading solution, we plot the
CPU and memory utilization in Figure 5.36 and Figure 5.37, respectively,
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Table 5.12: Client-side overhead.

Nexus S
Galaxy S2
Galaxy S3
Galaxy S4
Galaxy S5

WiFi Scanning (3 times)
Avg.
Average Energy
Time (s) Consum. (uAh)
4.58
84.63
14.66
356.21
13.56
235.97
13.23
299.67
13.04
454.91

Network Switching
Avg.
Average Energy
Time (s) Consum. (uAh)
2.004
94.88
1.35
180.19
1.01
62.54
1.22
83.55
1.04
77.79

for running the central controller on a commodity hardware (desktop with
Intel Core Duo E8500 CPU, 6GB RAM, Ubuntu 14.04 LTS, Linux kernel
version 3.13.32). We adjust the monitoring interval to cover four cases:
5 seconds, 2 seconds, 1 second, and 0.5 second. The baseline shows the
CPU and memory utilization when no controller is running. The testbed
is shown in Figure 5.33 in which a mobile client downloads a large data file
(300+ MB) over HTTP from the local file server. As shown in the figures,
the overhead for running SoftOffload controller for monitoring the testbed
network is roughly 250 MB and with relatively low CPU usage.
Because SoftOffload requires the collaboration of clients to enable contextaware offloading, it introduces extra overhead to the client-side, such as
WiFi scanning and network switching. To illustrate the client-side overhead, we conduct a set of measurements on different smartphone models
running the SoftOffload client application.
Figure 5.38 shows the experiment setup for recording the energy consumption in WiFi scanning and network switching. For comprehensiveness,
we evaluate five smartphones models: Nexus S, Galaxy S2, S3, S4 and S5.
In the experiment, we instruct SoftOffload controller to send commands to
trigger WiFi scanning and network switching. We repeat each test case 10
times for all the smartphone models and report the mean values in Table
5.12.
As shown in the table, switching to a different WiFi network takes less
than 2 seconds on average for most of the devices we measured. Except for
Galaxy S2, the energy consumption needed for switching to another AP is
below 100 uAh for all other devices. Given that the battery capacity on a
modern Android smartphone is around 2500 mAh and energy consumption
for network switching can be compared to the cost when the screen is turned
on in standby mode for few seconds, we consider the overhead introduced
by network switching reasonable.
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Figure 5.36: CPU usage of SoftOffload controller.

Figure 5.37: RAM usage of SoftOffload controller.
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Figure 5.38: Overhead measurement setup.
Much to our surprise, the WiFi scanning, an important component to
enable context-aware offloading, requires more than 13 seconds on several
new Galaxy devices, including S2, S3, S4 and S5. As shown in the table,
this behavior also results in extra energy cost on those devices. This observation indicates that our mobility estimation technique may introduce
unreasonable overhead. Although such scanning behavior can be possibly
fixed by hacking Android underlying drivers, a more practical approach is
to adopt other mechanism such as using mobile sensors to help [282].

5.5

Discussion

In this section, we discuss potential deployment scenario and latest SDNbased solutions for WiFi offloading.
Deployment Scenario
To augment mobile traffic offloading, one visible trend is for MNOs to
utilize third party WiFi services such as FON 13 to extend their carrier-class
WiFi accesses. Given another fast growing trend favored by cloud service
providers (e.g., Google and Amazon) that are interested in becoming mobile virtual network operators (MVNO), a potential deployment scenario of
13

https://corp.fon.com/en
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Figure 5.39: Deployment case for cloud service providers [28].
SoftOffload is to support cloud service providers to expanded their business
by offering collaborative cellular-WiFi connectivity services.
Figure 5.39 shows a visioned view of unified cellular-WiFi access empowered by SoftOffload for cloud service providers. Through the collaborative
design, non-intrusive QoE measurements and contextual information from
end devices can be combined with the network-derived QoS insights to guide
the end users always connecting to the best-performing access network.
Through the SoftOffload client extension (e.g., a dedicated application),
end users are able to adjust parameters and select performance / cost profiles that best suit their individual needs. The local agents can function as
a proxy at each access networks (e.g., WiFi or MVNO cellular access) to
monitor and collect essential contextual information to support WiFi offloading. The central controller can be hosted by the cloud service provider
to manage local agents deployed on the edge of cellular and WiFi accesses.
By using a flexible and extensible controlling framework to enable interworking of two types of access networks, cloud operators can adopt this
approach to stand out in competition by offering a cellular-WiFi interworking package for their customers. The collaborative principle of SoftOffload
makes it feasible to be adopted by cloud service providers and also used in
the carrier-class WiFi scenario.
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SDN for WiFi Offloading
Since SDN delivers a fine-grained control of network through its abstraction of the underlying hardware, it meets the urgent need from the
mobile networks to simultaneously operate over multiple wireless technologies. A recent SDN-base proposal ATOM [283] provides an end-to-end
traffic management solution that enables operators to manage traffic flows
across heterogeneous LTE and WiFi networks. To enable cooperation of
home WiFi APs, the COAP framework [284] offers an open APIs to proactively configure home APs for interference mitigation and perform traffic aware adaptations at APs. For LTE and upcoming 5G networks, researchers have investigated the architecture design [285], mobile backhaul
support [31, 286], and integration framework with the existing networks
[287].
Compared with existing proposals, SoftOffload is an open-source solution extending the collaboration principle to cover end user, WiFi providers
and cellular operators which opens up deployment opportunities for new
players in this domain (i.e., cloud service providers). Because it is hard
to predict what new requirements will impose on mobile networks given
the fast advance of communication and application, an open and extensible
approach has more prospects than a rigid design to meet the unforeseen
needs.

5.6

Summary

We present a novel software defined platform for achieving collaborative
and context-aware traffic offloading. The platform consists of an extensible
central controller, programmable offloading agents, and offloading extensions for mobile devices. By enabling collaboration between wireless networks and mobile users, our solution can make optimal offloading decisions
that improve offloading efficiency for network operators and achieve energy
saving for mobile users.
In this chapter, we presented SoftOffload, an open-source collaborative
platform to augment WiFi offloading. Driven by our extensive measurements on smartphone energy consumption and performance for wireless
communications, we propose an effective context-aware offloading algorithm and integrate it to our platform. We advocate that openness and
extensibility are indispensable features for smooth deployment by allowing
new services to be added over time for requirements of the fast evolving
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mobile networks. In this regard, SoftOffload offers an open and extensible
framework to encourage collaboration and potential deployment by mobile
carriers and cloud service providers.
The key contributions in SoftOffload include:
• We conduct a series of measurements exploring performance and energy consumption in WiFi offloading, which drives the design of SoftOffload.
• We exploit context awareness to enhance the gain of WiFi offloading
as a use case for SoftOffload and propose a novel context-aware offloading algorithm.
• We develop a prototype system for SoftOffload and evaluate it in live
networks. Our work not only explores the feasibility of context-based
traffic offloading, but also provides guidelines for designing and implementing a centralized SDN platform for managing wireless networks.
• We highlight the opportunities for cloud service providers to utilize
SoftOffload through the mobile virtual network operators (MVNO)
channel and alliance with WiFi service providers.
• To encourage collaboration, we have released SoftOffload under opensource licenses. SoftOffload can be accessed via http://www.cs.
helsinki.fi/group/eit-sdn/softoffload.html.
Note that, our goal is to augment WiFi offloading with a programmable
and collaborative approach. We do not expect our solution to replace existing mechanisms from SDOs (e.g., 3GPP, IETF) or research communities.
Instead, we provide an open and extensible platform to integrate existing
techniques and promote development of novel network applications to meet
the requirements of the fast evolving mobile networks.
In brief, the beauty of SoftOffload comes from its programmable and
open design which improves the extensibility and deployability. SoftOffload facilitates the adding of new extensions catering for new requirements
from the evolving access environment. Combining with SDN, our opensource oriented approach aims to bring community contributions to drive
the development of SoftOffload even further.

Chapter 6
Conclusions
This chapter concludes the dissertation by 1) summarizing the research
contributions, 2) discussing open issues and future work, and 3) presenting
concluding remarks.

6.1

Contributions

This dissertation presents the work on collaborative traffic offloading for
mobile systems. We first investigate the concept of mobile traffic offloading
and identify its key benefits, technological challenges, requirements, and
current research directions in order to shed light on the impact and implications of traffic offloading for mobile users and network operators. The
dissertation presents an extensive literature review and analysis for mobile
traffic offloading (Section 2.2), mobile energy awareness (Section 2.3), and
SDN applications for mobile environments (Section 2.4). These studies provide valuable input for the future design and development of mobile traffic
offloading solutions.
Based on experimental investigations in operational networks and testbed,
this dissertation shows how to enable the host and network driven traffic
offloading through the NAO framework. We present measurement studies (Section 3.1), framework design (Section 3.2), system implementations
(Section 3.3) and a comparison study of standard solutions (Section 3.4).
By verifying the feasibility of NAO through live experiments in the operator networks, we demonstrate how to achieve traffic offloading in practice
using the IETF standard compliant protocols. The value of NAO is on
the system design and reference implementation, which is the first step towards collaborative traffic offloading. The observations and lessons from
NAO provide insights for the follow-up work in this domain.
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The MADNet proposal focuses on improving the energy efficiency for
smartphones. Through measurement studies, this dissertation provides a
thorough analysis on WiFi-based offloading by covering the metropolitan
WiFi access, mobile scenarios, and energy cost (Section 4.2). The observations motivate the design of the MADNet energy-aware offloading, which
harvests the collaboration across cellular operators, WiFi providers, and
end users to improve the energy awareness of offloading for smartphones.
The core of MADNet is the energy-aware algorithm and optimization techniques (Section 4.3). Based on prototype implementation and experimentation in live networks, we show that with dedicated optimization we are able
to achieve reasonable energy saving in WiFi offloading (Section 4.4). The
work in MADNet highlights the importance of collaboration and reveals the
factors that were overlooked by previous work. The findings deepen our
understanding on the energy aspect of mobile traffic offloading and further
show how to enable energy awareness in practice.
Finally, based on the lessons from NAO and MADNet, this dissertation proposes SoftOffload to enhance the openness and extensibility for
expanding the solution deployment. Through measurement studies, we
identify the key factors in WiFi-based offloading and show how they affect
the performance and energy consumption (Section 5.2). Built on the SDN
paradigm, the centralized architecture enables the context-aware algorithm
to collaboratively collect context information for guiding WiFi offloading
(Section 5.3). The implementation and experimentation also reveal the
benefits and overhead of an SDN-based solution (Section 5.4). Being a
novel open-source platform for traffic offloading, SoftOffload adopts open
standard SDN solutions and is released under open-source licenses to encourage contributions from the community. In addition, this dissertation
highlights the opportunities that cloud service providers can utilize SoftOffload through the mobile virtual network operators (MVNO) channel and
alliance with WiFi service providers (Section 5.5). The work in SoftOffload
demonstrates how to transfer a static and closed mobile traffic offloading
solution into a dynamic and open one. The platform itself is a valuable
asset for the community to experiment and further add extensions catering
for the new requirements of the evolving mobile access environment.

6.2

Open Issues and Future Work

One of the key questions in mobile traffic offloading concerns the role of the
network provider and end users in the offloading process (i.e., who should
drive the offloading and make the decision?) In this regard, an operator
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may have a better knowledge for network resources and conditions while
an end user only has a partial and local view of the access network. On
the other hand, an operator-driven strategy often tends to give priority
to a certain type of traffic or class of users, while a distributed offloading
strategy driven by users may avoid such fairness issue. Since both strategies
have advantages and disadvantages of its own. The debate on this issue is
still open, and we believe more research is needed in addition to the work
presented in this dissertation.
Regarding user adoption, we highlight that user collaboration is a key
enabler for any offloading solution. The central question is how to motivate users to participate. Mobile operators who intend to offload mobile
data traffic are responsible to propose a business concept to motivate their
customers and make offloading attractive and fully functional. Although
there is existing work [9] exploring the incentive scheme, additional issues
still remain, including security and privacy involved in such collaborative
offloading process. This is a potential topic we intend to explore in the
future.
Another technical challenge is the lack of a standardized and widely
accepted mechanism to handle several flows in parallel on different interfaces. As pointed out in our literature review, various mechanisms have
been proposed [58, 178], but we do not yet reach a consensus. From the
user perspective, a major concern comes from the dramatic battery drain
to operate multiple wireless interfaces simultaneously. For operators, there
is a privacy concern to prevent them to force a mobile device to turn on
and off network interfaces. We consider possible solutions to explore lowpowered network interfaces and energy saving design as our future work
to augment mobile traffic offloading. We also plan to investigate how to
leverage the collaborative context awareness enabled by our platform to optimize mobile sensing activities (e.g., scanning interval and sampling rate)
in different environments. In addition, our experimental research covers
mainly single user point of view and we intend to investigate the scalability
aspect of our proposals in the future.
An interesting future research topic concerns how to merge the various
and often stand-alone offloading proposals in a fully integrated network
architecture. This unified design requires reconsidering existing wireless
network paradigms. In this regard, the proposed SoftOffload is our first step
to explore an extensible platform to facilitate integration and development
of offloading schemes. Since we released the platform in early 2015, we plan
to enhance the north-bound APIs for developers to utilize SoftOffload and
further extend its functionality.
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6.3

6 Conclusions

Concluding Remarks

One of the most engaging challenges for mobile network operators today
is how to manage the exponential data traffic increase. Mobile traffic offloading stands out as a promising and low cost solution to reduce the burden
on the mobile networks.
In this dissertation, we review the technical aspects and discuss the state
of the art in this domain. We describe and present a set of novel design and
functionalities needed to enable collaborative traffic offloading. Regarding
the promising SDN-based traffic offloading as demonstrated in SoftOffload,
we explore the open-source oriented approach and provide guidelines for
designing and implementing a centralized SDN platform to manage multiaccess wireless networks.
Mobile service providers are nowadays challenged by facing competition
not only from other carriers but also from over-the-top Internet services,
such as Google, Amazon, and Facebook, who are interested in becoming
mobile virtual network operators. We believe that in the upcoming mobile
networks such as 5G, mobile traffic offloading is extremely important because it enables mobile operators to optimize RAN resources, and improve
the quality of experience (QoE) for data-intensive mobile applications. In
addition, an open-source collaborative solution such as SoftOffload can open
new opportunities to bridge the gap between cellular and WiFi services
providers.
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